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HISTORY FROM BELOW
The 'Vocabulary of Elisabethville' by André Yav:
Text, Translations, and Interpretive Essay
Foreword

When the series Creole Language Library was originally planned, one of the types of books we hoped to be able to publish was the present one: original texts with translation and commentary. (Another type, of course, is detailed linguistic studies of specific phenomena in pidgins and creoles.)

The present book is remarkable in several respects. First, the text does not only present a linguistic gold mine for those working on creolization, but constitutes a fascinating ethnohistorical document. Second, material on Shaba Swahili contributes to our so far incomplete knowledge of creolization processes in Africa, crucial to the understanding of the universal dimensions of this phenomenon. Third, Fabian and Schicho comment on the text from a variety of perspectives, which makes it possible to place the material in a richly elaborated sociolinguistic and cultural context. Reading the Vocabulary of Elisabethville is an adventure.

Pieter Muysken
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Preface and Acknowledgments

In 1966, Bruce Fetter, then a Ph.D. student, was doing research in Elisabethville/Lubumbashi on the history of this largest of the colonial towns in south-east Zaire when he came upon a fascinating document. Ever since, this ‘Vocabulary of the Town of Elisabethville,’ as it was called, has been in the files and on the minds of its discoverer and of a handful of scholars to whom he made the document available. The story of its reception will be told at some length in Part Three of this study. The purpose of this prefatory note is twofold: First, a few remarks, addressed mainly to readers who are not familiar with the area or the language, will place the text in its linguistic and historical contexts. Second, the standards followed in presenting texts and translation will be defined. These notes should be considered carefully so as to avoid misunderstandings and possible confusion later on. It is important to keep in mind that this study is the work of an anthropologist. The presentation of the text, its translation and interpretation do not pretend to establish a definitive ‘critical edition’ for a philological readership. We simply want to make available a most interesting document in the most accessible and economical manner possible.

The Vocabulaire (as we shall call the document from now on) was written in a local variety of Swahili, one of the most widely spoken African languages. Its origins on the East Coast can be traced at least to the tenth century; in the wake of Arab commercial and political expansion it reached the heart of Africa some time before the middle of the nineteenth century, that is, well before this region became, first as the Congo Free State and then as the Belgian Congo, the target of European colonization. Still, in ways that are complicated and not completely understood at this time, the Katanga/Shaba variety (here called Shaba Swahili, abbreviated ShS) owes its emergence to colonial events and conditions at the beginning of this century. To make a long story short, two things are important to know

1. Whiteley’s account (1969) remains a standard reference. More recently there has been a history of Swahili in Swahili (Chiraghdin and Mnyampala 1977) and a critical study by Nurse and Spear (1985).
2. On Shaba or Lubumbashi Swahili see Polomé 1968, Rossé 1977 and Schicho 1980, 1982. Other references may be found in my own attempt to reconstruct the colonial history of this language, Fabian 1986.
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in order to appreciate the linguistic context of the Vocabulaire. First, the history of Shaba Swahili is inseparable from the labor history of this copper mining region. It emerged as a work- rather than a trade-language and quickly became the common medium of communication of a growing urban African population. Second, while colonial language policy promoted, on the one hand, a ‘literary’ variety of Swahili, paralleling ‘standardization’ on the East Coast (here referred to as East Coast Swahili, abbreviated ECS), and a pidginized form ‘for the use of colonial agents’ on the other, it ignored almost totally the variety which was actually spoken by Africans among each other. This had two results: Popular Shaba Swahili could develop relatively free from colonial constraints and intervention, but it also was denied its own literacy in the sense of fixed standards of writing. This did not prevent Africans who had become literate in French or other African languages from writing in Shaba Swahili. An alternative, chosen by many educated Shaba Swahili speakers during colonial times and even now, has been to switch dialects and write in what is called kiswahili bora, ‘fine Swahili’ whose model (without actually becoming a standard) is East Cost Swahili. In Shaba this literate variety was taught at schools and theological seminaries; its canonical text has been a grammar and exercise book published by the White Fathers (Pères Blancs 1929). Incidentally, the author of the Vocabulaire also switches codes in this manner but not consistently.

The Vocabulaire is a document of grass-roots literacy; it remains rooted in orality. Texts of this sort, as we shall see, cannot be read (understood, translated) by outsiders except ‘ethnographically,’ by way of ‘performing’ the written script according to the rules that govern oral communication in this culture. This, I want to stress, does not just regard appreciation of cultural context, traditional genres, and so forth; it is required for the ‘mere’ reading, the first decoding of the written record.

This ‘ethnographic’ approach to reading has been the result rather than the starting point of our work on the Vocabulaire. Its methodological and, indeed, theoretical implications will have to be spelled out elsewhere. For our present purposes it is enough to state as succinctly and clearly as possible the considerations and procedures that were applied in presenting texts and translation.

3. During the first decade of its existence Elisabethville had a white population of roughly 1000 to 2000. Apparently there are no reliable figures on the African population before 1923 by which time 13990 indigènes were counted. Despite fluctuations (related to the economic situation) the city grew steadily: there were more than 25000 Africans in 1935 and about 122000 in 1954. At the time the Vocabulaire was written the figure approached 300000 (Leblanc and Malaisse 1978: 50; see also Chapelier 1957 and Fetter 1976).
1. The original text, a mimeographed copy of rather poor quality, is here reproduced in facsimile (Part One). There is no better way of conveying to the general reader as well as to Swahili specialists the peculiarities of what I called 'grass-roots literacy.' At the very least, it will make understandable the bewilderment which an outside reader, even one who is reasonably familiar with Shaba Swahili, experiences when faced with the document's graphic realization, full as it is of ornamentation, irregularities in spacing, erratic punctuation, seemingly incomprehensible strings of morphemes, typing errors together with corrections and repairs, and even traces of editing 'after publication' (in the form of a few penned, single letter corrections on pp. 5 and 10).

2. Because the author did not have at his disposal a system of standardized rules for writing Shaba Swahili his text is characterized by erratic segmentation on both morphemic and syntactic levels. In plain words, very often word and sentence boundaries are not clear, at least not immediately. More than an inconsistent orthography and a confusing punctuation, this makes the original text very difficult for a foreign reader. Yet before some kind of agreement on segmentation is reached translation of more than isolated passages remains impossible. With untiring help from Kalundi Mango, a native speaker of Shaba Swahili and a native of Elisabethville/Lubumbashi (where he was born in 1919), a relatively simple and elegant solution for these crucial problems was eventually found although not without many compromises, as we shall see presently: Kalundi Mango was asked to read the text aloud and this was recorded (1986 in Lubumbashi). The intonation patterns on the recording made it possible to mark syntactic segments. Many passages remained doubtful and had to be corrected later with the help of semantics, i.e. morpheme and sentence boundaries became clarified when we proceeded to translating the text.

3. The next step was to ask Kalundi Mango—who, like many speakers of Shaba Swahili, is used to writing this language mainly for the purpose of private correspondence—to re-write the original in what he felt was the manner he and other Shaba Swahili speakers like him would currently

4. And, I should add, may pose problems when working with a native reader. Lack of consistency in writing is matched with inconsistency or, put positively, much freedom in reading. In the kind of literacy we meet here the written text is approached as but one aide mémoire between one oral realization and another without ever commanding the sort of reverence our kind of literacy pays to texts. This, rather than indifference or incompetence, is probably why native speakers are notoriously unreliable as transcribers of language recordings.
choose (1987 in Amsterdam). The results were rather more problematic than expected. As could have been foreseen, Kalundi Mango showed too much respect for the written text and achieved only a partial transposition of the original into a version in current Shaba Swahili. Nevertheless, his transcript became the starting point for establishing what shall from now on be referred to as the Shaba Swahili Version of the Vocabulaire (1988 in Amsterdam). The latter is the result of re-reading aloud Kalundi’s typed text together with him, word-by-word and sentence-by-sentence, and of negotiating a mode of transcription which is at least moderately uniform. Thus the Shaba Swahili Version is really a re-oralization of the written original and it was therefore decided not to use standard punctuation but a few signs that have proven useful in transcribing Shaba Swahili from recordings. These mark intonation patterns as ‘;’ for sustained clause, ‘/’ for full clause/descending tone, and ‘?’ for question/rising tone.

It bears repeating that this version is but a compromise between authenticity and practicality. Shaba Swahili admits of much phonemic variability (for example in the retention or deletion of initial h before a, in the devoicing of g to k, in making the m class prefix into a syllabic mu, in alternating between wa and ba for the plural form of that prefix, many cases of hypercorrection, etc.). When speaking his native language Kalundi Mango constantly produces variations as do other speakers. Still, it was in most cases not difficult for him to choose one form as the most correct one (e.g. he did opt for retaining initial h in writing). In most cases the ‘correct’ standard he employed was derived from his knowledge of the Kalemie variety of Swahili (which is in many ways closer to ECS). He also drew to some extent on written ‘Standard’ Swahili as propagated in text books, religious literature and a few other printed sources at his disposal. So, while the Shaba Swahili Version is ‘oralized’ it would be foolish to pass it off as a transcript of speech free from conventions of literacy.

Because reactions from a colleague lead me to expect that historians may look at the Shaba Swahili Version as superfluous or, worse, a corruption of

5. Uniformity is required if one wants to use, as I did in Part Three, the ‘search’ feature of a word-processing program for certain semantic analyses. This would have been impossible or, at any rate, very difficult with the original text alone.

6. Examples where we consciously set limits to oralization include: (a) many personal and place names which K. M. pronounced as they are written but insisted on having rendered in a correct spelling (although many others, mainly the names of expatriates, were maintained as they occur in the Vocabulaire); (b) certain graphic conventions (such as inverted commas to indicate repetition; see XXVI). Notice that in the translation the Vocabulaire’s peculiar spelling of names and a few other terms is maintained (with ‘correct’ forms given in square brackets) in order to preserve some of the flavor of the original.
the original I can only state once more that it is a first step toward translating the Vocabulaire. The fact that it is presented in this study together with the English version under the common heading 'translations' (Part Two) should put the mind of purists to rest. The Shaba Swahili Version is the ethnographic record of a phase in the process of 'understanding' the Vocabulaire. As an anthropologist I have been unable to bracket this phase which consists of negotiating signs and significations with native speakers. There is no such thing as pure and simple 'data' in cultural research as there is no such thing as the naked authenticity of a text. The very first step we take when we approach the Vocabulaire involves translation and interpretation. All we can do is make our interpretive procedures explicit.

4. Problems were posed by French loans (especially numerals) and personal as well as place names. To varying degrees these are incorporated into Shaba Swahili phonology and, sometimes, morphology. In principle this could be represented by writing these terms phonemically. But the problem here, as elsewhere, is variation. In the end it was decided to spell out the numbers in dates in French (the Shaba Swahili Version may have 'mille neuf cent et six' where the original has '1906') and to correct extreme distortions (such as 'CHARCUTERIES' where the original has 'CHARCOUTRIEURS'). Also, the original has many traces of the author's insecurity about correct pronunciation and orthography. He makes numerous repairs which, when 're-oralized,' would show up as mere repetitions. Most of these were omitted from the Shaba Swahili Version.

5. With all the reservations noted, the Shaba Swahili Version has another great practical advantage: Read side-by-side with the original it disposes of the necessity to append a great number of explanatory notes to words and phrases in the original. Let me illustrate this with the first two lines from the two texts:

Original:
abali ya wazungu kwakutufikia mu inchi ya Afirika na mu Congo (Mukongo) yetu na pia bakatufikia na sisi wa toto wa Katanga ya mashariki ni:mwaka gani?

Shaba Swahili Version:
Habari ya wazungu: kwa kutufikia mu inchi ya Afrika: na mu Congo: mu Congo yetu: na pia bakatufikia na sisi watoto wa Katanga ya mashariki/ ni mwaka gani?
Translation:
Concerning the news of the Whites arriving in the country of Africa, in the Congo, in our Congo, and especially when they arrived among us, children of East Katanga. Which year was it?

Comment:
- *abali* is a possible but not a frequent variant of ECS *habari* (with *h* before a deleted and alternation between *r* and *l*).
- The 'oralized' Shaba Swahili Version has after *Katanga ya mashariki* a tone pattern indicating a full clause. This suggests that the phrase beginning with *habari ya wazungu* and ending with *yetu* is proleptic and best translated as 'Concerning, etc.,' making it a sort of heading.
- Connective *kwa* should be separated from *kutufikia*; the prefix *wa* should be joined to *toto*.
- The end of the first phrase after *mashariki* is not marked in the original while the colon between *ni* and *mwaka* is not motivated.

6. To have, apart from the original, also the Shaba Swahili Version made it possible to key Swahili text and Translation into each other by cutting each 'chapter' in both texts into corresponding, numbered paragraphs. In this procedure, too, the guiding principle was practicality. Paragraph cuts mostly reflect narrative units, often visible as a change of topic, or a new start marked lexically by *sasa*, *tena*, etc. In some instances long paragraphs were cut arbitrarily to make cross-references easier. In other words, not all paragraph cuts are on the same logical level.

7. The possibility to refer to the Shaba Swahili Version made it unnecessary to justify in each and every case the English version in the detailed manner of which we gave an example above. Nevertheless, many ambiguous passages allowing alternative interpretations, many obscure formulations, and many semantic-lexical peculiarities remain and some of these will be commented on in notes to the translation. When comparing Shaba Swahili Version and English translation certain (mainly orthographic) discrepancies may be noticed. These are due to the fact that — everything we have said about the function of the Shaba Swahili Version notwithstanding — the original text remains the source of our translation which attempts to render as many of the document's graphic peculiarities as seems feasible.

8. The translation itself has been guided by an intent to render, as much as this is possible, the flavor of the original. It is as literal as possible — and
as necessary; it is neither an interlinear caricature, nor a poetic re-creation. Copious semantic and historical notes are designed to make the text accessible and interesting to readers who are neither specialists in Swahili nor in the colonial history of Elisabethville/Lubumbashi. It is quite possible that, after a first reading, these notes will appear as either too many or not enough. For the latter case references to further readings are given. As a rule, references are to works that deal with the history of Elisabethville and of Katanga even when events of wider significance are concerned (such as the First and Second World War). Incidentally, Kalundi Mango does not speak English. His contribution to the translation (apart, of course, from work on the Shaba Swahili Version) was to clarify difficult passages and provide the meaning of lexical items which were not in my Swahili repertoire. In our discussions we occasionally, but not often, switched to French. Notes contributed by Kalundi are marked ‘K. M.’

9. An especially difficult problem constantly arises with regard to the ‘correctness’ of historical information imparted by the Vocabulaire. The notes to the translation can do little more than juxtapose dates, persons, events, and sequences of events, described in our document with the information we have from Western historiography. In many cases this demonstrates that the Vocabulaire is historically accurate, but often these notes reveal blatant errors in detail and distorted or at least peculiar ways of synthesizing historical facts. All this should by no means be taken to indicate that the editor naively claims to show what is correct or incorrect. Historiography is more than correct chronology and accurate rendition of place names, personal names, and so forth. The ‘truths’ which the Vocabulaire contains are also of a political, moral, and artistic-poetic nature and can only be appreciated by analyzing literary form and composition, by placing author, sponsors and intended audience in their historical context so as to determine narrative position and intent. While some of the notes to the translation touch on these matters, most of the interpretive work will be done by the essay that follows texts and translation (Part Three).

10. Some confusion may be caused by place names due to the fact that many were changed after the Vocabulaire was written. As a rule names will be rendered as they appear in our document. In some cases, however, colonial and recent terms are both given, such as in Katanga/Shaba and Elisabethville/Lubumbashi.
A remark is in order regarding the recent history of this project. The original plan was to submit text and translation to a number of colleagues who were invited to contribute short interpretive essays. Several notes and articles of varying length were received from Bruce Fetter, John Higginson, Bogumil Jewsiewicki, Kyoni wa Mulundu, and Walter Schicho. J.-L. Vellut provided important archival information and Katanti Mwitwa made helpful suggestions concerning an especially difficult passage in the text. As the work progressed, problems of establishing text and notes to the translation began to pile up and the interpretive essay in Part Three grew to a length — without in any way exhausting the issues that might be addressed — such that it became clear that the initial project was too ambitious to be contained in a single publication. I therefore had to retract my invitation to all other contributors except W. Schicho. It has not been easy to make that decision and I hope for understanding from my colleagues. I have taken the greatest care to acknowledge in this book all information received in the course of this earlier phase; I am sure that the more substantial essays will eventually be published, perhaps in a collective volume or in scientific journals. Special thanks are due to W. Schicho and Kyoni wa Mulundu who suggested some important corrections just before the manuscript went to the printer.

Most of all, I want to express my gratitude to Kalundi Mango who, during four summers — two in Lubumbashi and two in Amsterdam — contributed to this project his competences in Shaba Swahili, his knowledge of the town, and his memories of colonization. My trips to Zaire and Kalundi’s stay in Europe were made possible by research grants from the Faculty of Political and Social-Cultural Sciences at the University of Amsterdam. The Faculty, as well as the Department of Cultural Anthropology and Non-Western Sociology, also provided a subsidy toward the cost of producing this book.

Amsterdam, March 1989

Johannes Fabian
Part One:
The Document
VOCABULAIRE
DEVILLE DE
ELISABETTVILLE.

PROVINCE DU KATANGA ORIENTAL.
A ELISABETTVILLE, B.P. 3455, B/VILLE. I.

EDITÉ PAR LES AGENTS ANCIENNES DOMESTIQUES
AUX COMMUNES DE ELISABETTVILLE.

NO1.


WONUNI: "HYI VOCABULAIRE,
YA MENJI WA ELISABETTVILLE,
PROVINCE YA KATANGA YA KASHARKI
MU MENJI WA ELISABETTVILLE. — B.P. 3455, B/VILLE.

yenye KUPATIZNA INA WATU HAKO WAZAMU
WA CHAMA YA YITWA WABOTI DOMESTIQUES
"WENYE KUPATIKANA MU MAKAPOI TATU YA
ELISABETTVILLE."

11
Vocabulaire de Ville de Elisabethville. Original Text

(1.) Tombe Welser, yeye mitu wa kwansa kasi ya U.N.A. du haut Katanga.
(2.) Kundali Panga Charles, ngaye ni mitu wa kwansi w国家 U.N.A. du Katanga.
(3.) Kimbina David, ngaye ni mitu wa kwansi w国家 U.N.A. du Katanga.
(4.) Matala Bonifit, yye ni mitu wa kwansi w国家 U.N.A. du Katanga.

les termes de la ville, tel que nous avons pu les voir lors de notre voyage à Elisabethville.

Les termes de la ville, tels que nous avons pu les voir lors de notre voyage à Elisabethville.
History From Below
Vocabulaire de Ville de
Elisabethville.

Original Text

19
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Lakini kwawewe apa alifika na ba loga ya Katanga na uwaki wa 1930. Lakini pale mabale masika wa wa fahamu alikwaka baana Dedó njo swenye baana hiyi misitoni ya apa na E/ Ville kweli to beta alikoza bukuza njuu ya kukanika kwatakatundika baana. Fransis alikwaka Katasi alimpata yule Mwango na mu wake wake bibi Hendriye nasa yule swané abakatagaka yule mafliki ya yule Mwango alikwaka ba D.C. baano yego swenye kubakalo na bibi baana Fransis abakatagaka nyuubari na bibi wabenge ya baana Fransis asan yule alikwaka samu njo alisulubika, samu anas na muflasi na pia vile alifikri yego yule swané P.Angu na mafliki Punsho—maflisi machele wana idawida—haya niina na mu wake wake baana Dedó alikoza kupaka fasi ya Fransis nealigum ya penu ya manjili akubali wa sambajabali amuzikifika njo yule Mufaliwa na wa Belenji baana Albert na Mwanya na Belenji (Belgique) mwa wa kufa yule swané Fransis mibwaka wa 1922 bana balimusundika na samu ya bancubu pale pasifi ya mukutano ya Avenimu—Lindite au sud, na nyenye Mpoje Jean Hemptine Mlibiriele pale pasifi yulikwaka ya moko ya bana ngwa.

KUPFRA KIWA BANNA SIMON KIBANGIRI
TORBA KI YIYAVULIYA NOKE YA MABINGO
ALWETIKA YOITA YA NATASHI, MBOFUYISHA,
KUPFRA LELOULULVILILE, KALINA, NA KUPFWA NI
KATANGA.

Kwele bana yule Simon Kibangiri alikoza na mabwili maku banwa Shaba musukumwa wa 1922 bana kufuwa ku ya ko kaana mu D.C. baano yiilikwaka pale kuthaka yego yule swané kutaka apa nivuli alikoza bana swenye kwena mu Sunduku ya Ngu saa. Viyana via motokabizi yego wao kuwa kuwo kuyamba na kuyamba na kuhukumi mu wao yake abakatagaka mabwili iba mu pasi yali yuwa. Kupfwa na mabwili mafliki wa Shaba pale alikoza yule bana swané Simon Kibangiri alikoza pale kuthaka yego yule Sunduku ya Ngu saa.
History From Below
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TRABOKI

19

(1.) Director Mr. Shayu

(2.) Director Mr. Tumbuka

POSTE YA ZAMANI YIKUMA NALIFU?
ANGELICII PALE PED MUNDUENT
BEND JUSOCINALIS MO PALE PA
POSTE YA MANGA APA NA B/VILL.

Sungwe da Congo Beke njebuli mule miike Bangue Nationale manasa.
nyumbu ya Bangungu wa kumangila wege ngagwa ni pale kalibwa nu.
Bar Luwango pale kahali bekasi mumangila (hakuma mpwa)
wa we Wlengozi we negara mukanda we Kanani ya njisi (Premier-
Conduit).

SOGERICO (SOGERIC ET SORPORS MFAI GANYI-
NIPAHE KUSIND, 11, PIRACESTY, PALE FICHA BA,
MATANDA, VUJO VILO KALIFA NA SOKYON.

njo pale na ana yika pake pale tu,smo abali ya munki Lubunzuli
wakwimba asi wa Boya yaka asi tshikika mako uzi lewa wa
ya Balaya abwamaka kitu muno bwaloka we matshikinya asi.

NISA NT/KUSIKI, WIWEBO KUSINDA MADIAPA APA
N/M/KUSINDA GANI KU PAKISI TAY VILA VILEMIP.
APA PA KU-TANGI, NUKI YA LUBUNZULI APA A/VILLE.

(1.) Bwana Chistone

(2.) Bwana Roben Scooe

(3.) Bwana Mandu Rupico

(4.) Bwana Coohe Nuple

(5.) Bwana Martin Goli

(6.) Bwana Fernard Issi

(7.) Bwana Martin Goli

nitamungu we sayawuli manguleza.
Biashara wa Mangulezi Nwego eki.
Biashara we Mangulezi Nwego eki.
Biashara we Mangulezi Nwego eki.
Biashara we Mangulezi Nwego eki.
Biashara wa Mangulezi Nwego eki.
Tallue we Espier-vo Nwego.
Tallue we Espier-vo Nwego.
Vocabulaire de Ville de Elisabethville.

1. Boulangeries Chapu ya M'Kante.
2. Bwana Mini, Belgique.
5. Bwana Luxe, Grece.
   "Pele mukate wailukwa kufaro 3,5,6,8,16, njio muabo.
   Boucheries M'Curitsa ya NYAMA".

SMITH WANGOMBE.

1. Mr. Mindekk.
2. Bwana Ngakombe, mu akwahela bwa Smith wangombe, BISHARA YA BIAKULA.

1. Interfinca Cofina.
2. Bwana Compagne Concession.
4. Bwana Solomon wa m'wuli wae Peko.

VIMBARI JIA POME YA BISSER SIMBA

2. Letheur - Comite Special du Katanga.

SHORTIVES -

1. Prince Léopold III.
2. Prince Charles.
3. Vaticano.
   "Awa ni waa dinaziwa kwangu ya katangya ya Mbingi.
   Njo nyeweje wa wamena wamena.
   "Shaba wamena wa wamena wamena.
   Wa mburuzi wa mburuzi wa mburuzi wa.
   "Bwana nga.
5. Bwana Mayimi.
7. Mpundu za Lwasa.

WAGUNDU WAKUMUNO WATU KIPLIO.

1. Bwana Mshem Willens, Mt.

1. Bwana Colisile, Italien(Matalismo).
2. Bwana Poto-Poto " ( ) ,
3. Bwana Mercurine " ( ) ,
4. Bwana Balanda-Vero " ( ) ,
5. Bwana Nec " ( ) ,
6. Bwana Chichem " Mungo/le".
   "Hewe mabwana nga ngwe ya kats nga bebe kaliyeka nga.
   MISSIONS BA TATU WA MUSE,
   NA SPRINGER MWA NGANI?
   MAKUTUMA M'MWA WA 1924.
   "Wa mila neuf cent vingt white nga paye missione.
   Kuvuma pale wailine wamena pake kitoko tu wabwana ni biwana.
   Julis wa kabila ya Babemba, na Malekemu Beneit Kayokolo, nga wa-
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MACHAPO YA MIOOTOKA YILIKUKWA MBAE?
MACHAPO YA MIOOTOKA YILIKUKWA MBAE NELI TTU.

1. Yakwansa ni Machapo ya bwana Congo Forest.
2. Yipili kabila ya motoko ni hyi yiloka na Burinok.
3. Yipili chupa niya yule bwana Landima, naye motoke yake ni Reneu.
4. Vuchuara(Nchewe) (Yipili) niiwanga Boker, (Kawer-iBwende) dote wallikwaka Avenue ez Kaasi njo mule wallikwaka alufu Kanga ya Bisya ni ya Chapa ya Lantima.

VIJAMI VEA SEABA NI VIJAMA KANYI?
HAMA (LBS ASSOCIATIONS TRIBALI).

2. Shikuku lngeo ngo yilikumubula njina ya Socheti Lulua yile ni ya Balunda wallikwaka na yile Socheti Lulua District de Lulua waongo, ni District Lobala.
3. LV'Association Tanganika Mbiro yilikukwa ya watu wa Nyasoma, na Kiko.
4. LV'Association Sikuku Brucei yile ya Baluba na Kikoma, na Kikomba na bo ngo Association yake yile ya District Runguma waongo Albertville.
5. LV'Association Plasco Belge yilikuka ya siis watu wete wa kila Oligopol yaolumfano watu wa Runguma Belge, Fransiya, belge ngo bale galikukwa na Plasco Belge Président Musafapo

VIJAMA VEA SEABA NI VIJAMA KANYI?
HAMA (LBS ASSOCIATIONS TRIBALI).

2. Bwana Pascale mitu na Congo Frances.
3. Bwana Tepico Mubwana ya apu Katanga, niiwanga temi vile.
5. Bwana Pablo Makwa niyawe yamba asema Mbaashara yake, ya vile warunguma wengi.

Tailleur wakwansa Tshikaa Thomas.
Kenya njo bula bunakota na Commune Kenya njo pale yilitoka yile njina yile pale njo wolu wendo wakosa ku Kenya ku Vita ya Runung, nyitilwa vita ya bakakhu yetu apana ya wangi waililwa kubwa waa lakini yile yakiti paka Solastics na nji na Boye njo tuulendana ku vita ya Kenya, watu wote apana tena na wale waililwa Kasi ya Munagusa pole tuulendana nabo pawenzana, hjiyi ni mabo ya kichina ya Kambiba tena hjiyi ya Moyo ya kubwa

7. -Btsa niya ase na watoto yote wanawagaye tu njo ya misho, hjiyi ni shali ya B.S.K. naye kasi yake aliwamia.

BULISIMU WU WASEKARI (SOLDIATS)

Bulisim wa AABARI milywali zumeni bawoona munakkoka wakosabashe ku dunia kule pina na ya Pemvo na bo nisipa yake yile afiryon ku Belenge (Belge) jamwirikiy boiling wato Solistics pale na Sakafu Getrie pale alofu dunia yile wani weta tena na kofia. Na makini, na wakosya ku kupika nayo watu yile wanaume liwanja lioo yani kwa matumizo kuu kuna kwa matumizo naye matumizo yake kwa ekoi niya ki Kivu yale ya Mungati naye wewe Colone, na wewe wamwe Lunon Alphonse mutende akilekta ni ku nja lila akilekta na Mwen wake akilekta yele yele Wathume yake kake kake maka waibooli Mwen akilekta, ku ya wale wake naye wale wake kwa ekoi niya kwa ekoi ekoi niya kwa ekoi niya kwa ekoi niya kwa ekoi niya kwa ekoi niya kwa ekoi niya kwa ekoi niya kwa ekoi niya kwa ekoi niya hikina ku Mwen wake akilekta,
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Linguistic Notes on the
'Vocabulary of Elisabethville'

Walter Schicho*

1. PRESUPPOSITIONS AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Shaba Swahili, the language of the Vocabulaire, could be considered a creolized variety of Swahili. Its syntax and lexicon share a larger part of 'Common Bantu' with other inland Bantu languages than does Standard Swahili; they also show certain features typical of Creoles. Part of the first group of elements are grammatical morphemes such as the class prefix {ka} or lexical entries such as kenda, nine. Typical for a Creole structuring is the noun class system based on the semantic features [person], [plural], [diminutive/pejorative], [abstract] and [local], and an aspect-dominated tense system.

The variety of Swahili used in this text must be considered as a linguistic code of its own. However, practical reasons suggest describing particular features in relation to the far more widely known and better documented Standard Variety of Swahili (StS). The Vocabulaire was written without clear reference to a prescriptive, normative system. This applies particularly to orthography and the setting of word, phrase, and sentence boundaries. This results in semantic ambiguity and numerous translation problems.

Anyone who wants to verify the proposed translation or to go deeper into the meaning of certain cryptic parts of the text — and there are still many of them — has to rely on a dictionary. First of all I would propose using Sacleux (1939, 1949) which unfortunately follows a non-standard orthography that takes some getting used to. Besides entries for Coastal Swahili, Sacleux also provides ample information on local and up-country varieties. Otherwise, Johnson (1939) is still the standard dictionary for Swahili. Among dictionaries of other source languages of the Vocabulaire's Swahili, van Avermaet and Mbuya's Kiluba dictionary seems to be the most important.

*Institute for African Studies, University of Vienna, Austria.
While the spelling of words in Shaba Swahili is not all that different from the neighboring Bantu languages some instructions are needed to retrace utterances of the *Vocabulaire* to the lexical entries provided by Sacleux and Johnson.

Because the typist of the *Vocabulaire* did not use a uniform system of spelling three different groups of realizations may be found. Disregarding source languages other than Swahili, they belong to: (1) Standard Swahili (StS), (2) Shaba Swahili (ShS), and (3) overgeneralization of rules from both these sets or hypercorrection. Whereas the differences between (1) and (2) can be described with the help of a few rules, occurrences of (3) cannot be predicted systematically. Generally, the following can be observed:

1. All three types of realization can be found, not only within the same sentence but even within one word.
2. ShS rules consistently produce ideal syllables, consonant + vowel (CV), which can be preceded by a Nasal, yielding (N)CV. Wherever StS shows clusters of two or more vowels or consonants, and vowels in word-initial position, ShS completes the ideal form by inserting or prefixing certain consonants (w, h, l) or by inserting or deleting vowels. Thus ShS\textsuperscript{1} mukila for StS mkia, tail; himba for (i)mbwa, dog; musada for msaada, help.
3. Voiceless consonants appear in ShS where we find voiced ones in StS; /b/ instead of /w/ or /v/, and /l/ instead of /d/ or /r/: ShS kiloko for StS kidogo, small; bilato for viatu, shoes.
4. In ShS a Nasal is inserted before certain consonants: ShS monja for StS moja, one; mampu for Engl. map.
5. Overgeneralization and hypercorrection may explain surface forms such as kwaza for kwanza, begin, mafreurs for French fleurs, flowers.

Analysis of the *Vocabulaire* was preceded by a re-writing of the typed original text according to rules of transliteration I have used before. These yielded a more consistent text, appropriate to my analysis and understanding.\textsuperscript{2} Even though this version is not reproduced in this edition it was a first step of interpretation, all the more so because it led me to correct typing errors in the original where I thought it would be possible to do so without

\textsuperscript{1} ShS, it should be kept mind when examining examples discussed in these notes, should be read as 'Shaba Swahili as it appears in the *Vocabulaire*' unless otherwise specified.

\textsuperscript{2} For rules of transliteration see Schicho 1980, 1981, 1982. Notice that this transliterated text is different from the 'Shaba Swahili Version' established by Fabian and Kalundi, partly with regard to an easier approach for linguistic analysis, partly because of somewhat different orthographic conventions.
obscuring manifestations of linguistic variation on the morpho-phonological level.

The following notes are based only on the presented text, henceforth referred to as Vocabulaire, written in Shaba Swahili, on my transliteration, on the English translation by Fabian and Kalundi Mango, and on descriptions of Standard Swahili and of the creolized variety of Lubumbashi. The analysis that follows covers about 95 percent of the text. Proper names of persons, companies, places, etc. have been left out as well as those parts where proper names dominate. Text structuring and punctuation marks in the Vocabulaire have been left out of consideration. This does not mean that it could not be worthwhile to analyze the way in which the written version is structured. However, we lack necessary information about how the writer(s) became literate and even a painstaking analysis may have few results (apart from establishing quantitatively whether the Vocabulaire was written/typed by one or several persons).

As regards the acquisition of literacy in Swahili I recently had the opportunity to read compositions by pupils of a primary school in Zanzibar. The children used almost no punctuation marks, divided words wherever they felt like it, and occasionally used capital letters without obvious reasons. They also introduced two (or more) orthographic varieties in one text. This system (if there is a system) seems to be accepted (or at least tolerated) by the teachers as we found it throughout the whole sample of about fifty compositions. When we find similar features in the Vocabulaire we can infer little about what at the time was prescribed and/or tolerated by the author’s teachers.

The language used by the Vocabulaire has a somewhat formal character. We assume that this is so because it was composed as a memorandum for a social group (waboyi). Formal varieties (as compared to informal varieties in the same text) tend to be nearer to standard or upper-class varieties. In the case of Shaba Swahili and Lubumbashi Swahili this formal level is referred to as swahili bora, meaning in a wider sense Standard Swahili and the variety taught in school by the Missions.

3. Although there is widespread agreement among linguists, language teachers, and decision makers about what Standard Swahili is we have no comprehensive description of Swahili which would function, legally and/or in practice, as a normative grammar. Ashton (1944) still seems to come nearest to fulfilling these conditions. — For the Swahili of Lubumbashi I refer to my own analysis (Schicho 1982). I am obliged to my colleague Kyoni kya Mulundu for some remarks concerning the identification or translation of individual words or phrases and for general information about historical events and persons mentioned.

The producer of the Vocabulaire is a competent speaker of Shaba Swahili. The language varieties he uses are influenced by his mother tongue and by Standard Swahili without regard to the fact that Shaba Swahili owes some of its characteristics to the different languages that contributed to its origin (Coastal Swahili, Common Swahili, neighboring Bantu languages, French, English, Arabic). French, by the time the Vocabulaire was written the official and now still the dominating European language, hardly interferes, at least as far as lexical borrowing is concerned. This might be due to the important role Swahili played (in opposition to French and Lingala) during the time of 'independent Katanga;' it may also reflect the fact that the author had his school education in and through Swahili. In this respect the author of the Vocabulaire is quite different from a younger generation whose varieties show an impressive amount of French loans but almost no items of Arabic origin.

2. ORTHOGRAPHIC AND MORPHO-PHONOLOGICAL REALIZATION

Our analysis refers to Standard Swahili as the given standard of description and as a linguistic point of reference for readers who can more easily be expected to have a general knowledge of that standard than of up-country varieties. Shaba Swahili (or its varieties used in the Vocabulaire) is described as different from Standard Swahili. This does not mean that Shaba Swahili depends on Standard Swahili. As I have asserted elsewhere (Schicho 1982:12f) regional varieties in Katanga/Shaba have more in common with 'Common Swahili' than does the standard variety. When in the following examples are compared to elements of the source languages (mainly StS) these are cited in (round) brackets. Forms marked by asterisk are constructions which show morphological elements before the final process of assimilation. Within the text elements of ShS are set between double quotation marks.  

Although StS seems to dominate, the writer of the Vocabulaire uses phonological and morpho-phonological components of both ShS and StS, often within the same sentence (compared elements in bold type):  

Examples:  
bazungu and wazungu; bitu and vitu; akamwambiya and akamwambia.

5. Editor's note: In the following summaries (and elsewhere in these notes, unless otherwise stated) positive assertions should be read as descriptive of occurrences in the Vocabulaire, not as rule statements applicable to ShS in general.
In a single sentence:
kisha, bale babwana kutoka mu-Bisukuu wameyisha kutia njanja.
akafikia ku-fasi yayitwa kwa Drooplans.
pahali popote pa inchini mwa njamhuri.
The syllabic structure /(N)CV/, typical for ShS (and most Bantu languages of the region) but not stringent in StS (and other source languages) dominates:

Examples:
ma·yi·sha (ma·i·sha), za·yi·li (za·i·di), ku·nu·nu·wa (ku·nu·nu·a), mu·no (m·no), Fe·bu·ru·wa·yi (February).

Where StS (and other source languages) show clusters of two or more vowels or consonants ShS keeps the ideal syllable structure or readjusts loans according to the necessary morpho-phonological rules:

StS /VV/:
/l/ between a·a, u·u, e·a, i·a, o·a, u·a, u·o.6
Examples: kukatala (kataa), mukulu (mguu), kutembela (tembea), mu·kila (mkia), kukombola (komboa), kufufula (fufua)
/y/ between i·i, a·i, e·a, i·a, i·o.
Examples: hiyi (hii), mayayi (mayai), kuwekeya (wekea), kuambiya (ambia), kiliyo (kilio)
/w/ between e·u, o·a, u·a.
Examples: mwewupe (mweupe), kutowa (kutoa), kununuwa (kununua)

StS /V/:
Word/lexeme-initial vowel is preceded by /w/ (/b/), /l/ or /y/ (/h/).
/w/ before o, u, (a).
Examples: woneni (oneni), wukuta (ukuta), bukubwa (ukubwa)
/l/ before o, u, a.
Examples: kulumwa (umwa), kilato (kiatu)
/y/ or /h/ before e, i.
Examples: yile (ile), kuheleza (eleza), himbwa (mbwa, imbwa)
StS (enda) is realized both as “yenda” and “henda.” French (ingénieur) is given as “hegegneur” and StS/Arabic (elimu) as “yilimu.” Examples like “viyombo” (vyombo) are not a result of prefixing /y/ to a stem with initial vowel but of inserting the corresponding vowel /i/ into prefix {vy} which results also in “viya” (vya), a connective of class 8.

6. Several cases, such as a·i (angalia), u·i (fungulia) or o·e (tolea) are already realized as CV in StS.
Words beginning with /h/ before /a/ in StS are realized without initial consonant in ShS, because /h/ is restricted to a position before /e/, /i/. Examples: atali (hatari), apana (hapana). As ku-hama/ku-hamia is retained (different finite verbal forms) this process of reduction clearly seems to be restricted to word-initial position.

StS /C.C/ and /C./:
The ideal structure is produced by inserting or affixing a harmonizing vowel or by deleting y/w. Examples: elefu (elfu), Afrika (Afrika), asekari (askari), masiter (master), marikia (malkia); boyi (boy), kilometri (kilometre); kunwa (kunywa), kinwa (ki-nywa) kufata (kufuata, conceived as ku-fwata), kufatula (kufyatua).

Nouns such as “munji” (mji) or “(h)imbwa” are used with the ‘Common Swahili’ noun prefixes, while in StS these prefixes are reduced to a nasal sound. Finally, “serkali” (serikali) may be a case of hypercorrection.

Consonantal changes include the following:

/j/, /g/, /d/, /z/ are preceded by a Nasal. Examples: monja (moja), kunjenga (kujenga), ongopa (ogopa), ngani (gani), munda (muda), wanzungu (wazungu).

Without a preceding Nasal /j/ would become /y/, such as in “moya” (moja), and voiced consonants would be devoiced (see below). The insertion of a Nasal before voiceless consonants might be an overgeneralization of this rule.

Examples: yentu (yetu), soldants (soldats), kufinka (kufika), machumpa (chupa), mampu (map).

On the other hand we find results of hypercorrection such as idépendant (indépendent) or kujifuza (kujifunza). The current use of “mutu” instead of Common Swahili “muntu” shows that hypercorrection also applies to lexemes which are currently used in local varieties of Swahili. Something interesting happened to “kwanza.” In part of the Vocabulaire it is predominantly realized as “kwaza” (with variants such as yiliaza, aliaza, yaliazaka, wanaza). This might be one (not very strong) argument for more than one typist.

/b/ replaces /v/ or /v/.
Examples: aba (hawa), nabo (na(w)o), bale (wale), bilato (viatu).

7. From the coming of the train (“yote yiliaza kutembela muzuri tu”) in the first chapter up to the chapter about Lubumbashi.
/l/ replaces /d/ or /r/ except in word-initial position.
Examples: zayili/zaili (zaidi), kuzili (kuzidi), safali (safari), kalibu (karibu), mashilika (mashirika), polini (porini), mulefu (mrefu). Hypercorrections may be found in ikaamuriwa (amuliwa) and mafreurs (fleurs).

/r/ replaces /d/.
Example: viduru (vidudu).

Consonants become voiceless.
Example: kidoko (kidogo), utakeuza (geuza).

Palatalization.

Instances in the Vocabulaire are rather unusual. The reason for this lies in the origin of the author/typist and in the fact that palatalized sounds are much more frequently spoken than written, as the French orthography provides no signs for palatalized occlusives.
Example: yitaanja (itaanza).

In sum: In the Vocabulaire StS realizations clearly dominate ShS realizations. The morpho-phonological component of ShS mainly comes into play by producing syllables of the ideal /(N)CV/ shape.

3. Syntax

Based on the general considerations formulated so far, this section is intended to give a basic description of the noun class system, of the Tense-Aspect-Mood (TAM) complex, and of the elements of agreement used in noun phrases and simple sentences. Because of the limited, mainly practical aims of this contribution no formal structural descriptions or transformational rules are offered. Still, it would be rather unsatisfying only to compare actual events of speech/writing of the target and source languages. Written or spoken expressions will be analyzed as realizations of underlying (deep) structures and as being produced by various sets of rules which assign syntactic features (in square brackets) to certain constituents.

In a simplified way the following could be said summarily: StS (S-rules) shows a greater number of syntactic features and rules are strictly applied. Several words in a sentence carry grammatical elements with a meaning which has already been introduced by another element or is clearly understood because of context or context. This results in a high degree of redundancy and the need for a complex system of control to avoid contradictions. In ShS, inasmuch as it follows the Creole-system (C-rules), the number
of syntactic features is more limited and their assignment is done more economically. There is a redundancy, too, but much less of it, and there is no need for complex 'rules of control.' In other words, in StS we cannot (or only in a limited number of cases) replace a certain 'morpheme' by another without giving another meaning to our sentence or rendering it ungrammatical. In ShS we can. In fact, because of the frequent use of dummy elements we may have, compared to StS, the inverse situation whereby cotext and context assign different meanings to one and the same surface realization.

3.1. Noun class system and agreement

Noun prefixes and elements of agreement in ShS (adjectival, pronominal) are the result of three sets of rules: (1) rules of Common Swahili (Bantu) origin, generating agreement elements in correspondence to the Common Swahili noun class system; (2) rules of Creole origin accounting for the following elements: [person (humans, animals, animate beings, spirits)], [plural], [quantity], [abstract], [diminutive/pejorative], [local]; (3) (universal) rules intervening on a near-to-surface level which cause agreement over NP/VP boundaries.

Nominal phrases

It is not the aim of these notes to discuss whether, and in what way, the Creole set of rules (C-rules) block the Swahili set of rules (S-rules), or whether both systems interact on the same level, giving the speaker the choice of using one or the other (the latter was the solution proposed above when phonological and morpho-phonological realization were discussed).

The following examples show realizations of S-rules corresponding to the Common Swahili noun class system (the numbering, in square brackets, expresses conventions in designating up to eighteen different classes; affixes marked by bold type):

[1] huyu mtoto wangu wa kuzaa mimi mwenyewe
[2] wazungu wengi (*waingi) wakubwa wa Amerika
[3] mukulu wake, mwaka ule ule, munji mkubwa wa Shaba/munji mu-kubwa wa Shaba
[4] miaka mibaya/mingi (*miingi), miaka yao
[5] njimbo la Katanga, tundu la sanduku augm: jito Congo

8. These two variants show that a choice between ShS and StS made at the syntactic level must not necessarily imply the same choice at the level of morpho-phonological realization.
C-rules generate elements which are realized as pre-prefixes (second prefixes). Such rules also exist in StS, producing double-prefixed forms as diminutives, augmentatives and abstract terms for nouns. They are, however, used sparingly and are unimportant when compared to compounding of prefixes in ShS. Nothing speaks against seeing this as due to a rudimentary set of C-rules. C-rules may also block the transfer of features. This results in neutral or dummy elements in the surface structure. Generally we find the following realization rules: [plural, person] is realized by \{ba-/wa-\}, [plural] by \{ma-\}, [abstract] by \{bu-/u-\}, [diminutive/pejorative] by \{ka-/ki-\}, [diminutive, plural] by \{tu-\} and [local] by \{pa-/ku-/mu-\} whereby the difference between the three local concepts is the same as in StS.

Examples:

bale bababa (baba) baBelenji, wapolices; machumpa (chupa), mafreurs (fleurs),
but also makuku (kuku), madames (les dames), mabwana (bwana/mabwana); busilimu (elimu), buhegegneur (abstract concept based on French ingénieur); tule tumisalani; pa-kichwa, ku-Katanga, mu-bingu; in examples like ku-inchini, [local] is realized by two surface elements, produced by two different systems of rules. Pre-prefixing to

9. In the text as "wababa yetu (zetu)." The writer corrected its ShS realization by an element produced through S-rule agreement.

10. In the case of class [14], abstract terms, which is not usual in StS, we have the problem to distinguish between words belonging to [14] from others belonging to [11] but being realized with prefix /bu/ because of morpho-phonological reasons.

11. StS rules also assign \{ma-\} to plural forms of loans but usually loans are understood as elements of classes [9]/[10] without surface realization of a prefix.

12. In French loans, written examples, not only in the case of the Vocabulaire, usually show double marking of [plural]. This confirms the interpretation of ShS prefixes as pre-prefixes.
represent [local] is in fact common to most of the neighboring Bantu languages while StS speakers use the concept-neutral suffix \{ni\}.

In a previous analysis (Schicho 1982:159) I proposed that in ShS adjectives were lexicalized together with a prefix. As a consequence they show no longer elements of agreement. This evidently was a much too simple view of the situation. Both S- and C-rules apply to the formation of adjectives, but while there is just one surface element for dummy in pronominal agreement, there are different dummy realizations in adjectival agreement (which led me to propose lexicalization). The Vocabulaire only shows a limited number of adjectival realizations. The following are proposed as unmarked forms: “mubaya” (-baya), “wachache” (-chache), “kidoko” (-dogo), “mwekundu” (-ekundu), “mweupe” (-eupe), “mweusi” (-eusi), “mufupi” (-fupi), “mingi” (-ungi), “(y)ingine” (-ingine), “?kali” (-kali), “kamili” (kamili), “mukubwa” (kubwa), “munene” (-nene), “(ma)ngumu” (-gumu), “mulefu” (-refu), “(mu)zima” (-zima), “muzuri” (-zuri). Numerals such as monja, mbili, tatu etc. are used in their absolute form with the \{N-\} prefix of classes [9]/[10] which has a surface representation only in the case of mbili, from (-wili), two.

A few examples from the Vocabulaire will illustrate how this works:

**mubaya:**
- namuna mubaya, roho yao mubaya sana, but also butumwa bubaya, miaka mibaya

**kidoko:**
- Vocabulaire yetu kidoko

**mweusi:**
- mtu mweusi, wazungu kipande mweusi kipande mweupe, ngosi mweusi, rangi mweusi, but also wabishara wewusi, watu weusi, rangi nyeusi, bunga nyeusi, mali meusi (hypercorrection)

**mukubwa:**
- bwana mukubwa, inchi mukubwa, mingoti mukubwa, magasin mukubwa, shilika mukubwa yetu, mangumu mukubwa, but also wabwana wakubwa tisa, viwandja vya kazi ... vikubwa

**monja:**
- mtu monja, watu monja (excellent people), mukini monja yingini yetu, neno monja, kitu monja, fasi monja, but also kachumba kamonja

**mbili:**
- société mbili hama mashilika mbili.
The neutral or dummy element in the pronominal agreement system is realized by the morpheme \{(y)i\} and combinations such as “ya” etc. It completes the set of elements which appear as realization of C-rules. If the head of the NP is marked by [person, plural], agreement shows the specific realization \{wa/ba\} of the head almost without exception. [person] may be represented by \{(y)u\} or a dummy element. Other features are usually not marked.

Examples:

[person], ([plural]): yule mtoto yangu, yule mtoto ya mbwa, muzungu ya kwanza, muzungu yule wa makashini, mbwa wake; banduku yetu (*yaitu), wale wasoldats wenye (*waenye) kwenda ku-vita, mabwana hawa/haba

Others: moto ya masasi, mwaka yile, fulushi ya mipanga, mambo hii, yile mashilika makubwa, magasin mukubwa ya waNgeleza, vitu ya kila lamuna, Vocabulaire yetu (*yaitu) kidoko

[local]: apa pa-munji mukubwa wa Shaba, apa na munji mukubwa wa Shaba (“na” having, besides other functions, that of local preposition such as “katika”), mu-Kongo na pahali popote (*paopaote) pa inchini mwa njamahuri ya Kongo.

In quite a number of examples realization of [local] shows elements of both Creole and Swahili origin. Pre-prefixing in the case of local expressions opens the possibility for agreement either with the basic noun or its local derivation.

Example: [apa_{loc}[pa_{loc}-]munji, mukubwa] wa,Shaba\[NP_{i}.NP_{loc}\].

The instances in the Vocabulaire show that elements following the pre-prefix make agreement with the head noun, preceding elements show [local] agreement.

Examples: ku-mingoti ya Ktanga, ku-yile sanduku yake yile; pale ku-wupande wa Conakat.

Feature [local] is transferred to elements following the pre-prefix in case of S-rule application and relative sentences beginning with {-enye}.

Example: ku-inchini mwa Katanga, pahali penye (*paenye) “Union Minière” anafanya kazi yake sasa.

There are cases of correction and hypercorrection in ShS utterances.

Examples: pale na yi le kiwanja kile: mwaka huyu (mwaka huu), munji huyu (huu), mashilika zingine zengi (mashilika mengine mingi), shilika kubwa wa (la) Wulaya.
Agreement across NP boundaries: Verbal constituents
C-rules assign a description to empty elements in order to establish agreement with constituents functioning as subject, object or local/temporal. Features used are [speaker], [addressee], [person], [plural], [abstract] and [local/temporal]. Surface forms are (when different elements are used {subject/object}): [speaker]: {ni}, [speaker, plural]: {tu}, [addressee]: {wu/ku}, [addressee, plural]: {mu/mi}, [person]: {a/mu}, [person, plural]: {ba}, [abstract]: {bu}, [local]: {pa, ku, mu}, [temporal]: {pa}. Unmarked elements are realized by {(y)i}. Here are some examples:

[speaker], [addressee]:
Mimi nitapika ngengele hiyi, na mweye mutanitumia hiyi lukamba. (I shall ring the bell and you will operate the cord for me.)
Sababu ngani wunanipikia? Sababu: wewe wipo (*wuipo) nyama, mimi nipo (*niipo) muzungu mtu! (Why do you beat me? Because you are a beast and I am a white man!)

Tunakuanya vile sababu wewe Kienda-Biela wulitusumbuwa sana... (We do this to you because you, Kienda-Biela, made us many troubles) Yaafa mweye wazungu munilipe mimi mali ya kweli na mimi nitamipatia lamuna ya malifa yake. (You whites must pay me a real fortune and I shall give you the secret of his strength.) The repeated use of unbound personal pronouns in this sample is due to the character of the speech event, but there is in fact an inclination in ShS to realize free personal pronouns more frequently than in StS.

[person]:
Yule bwana alimukuta pale, akamufukuza... (That man (he) found her there and (he) drove her away...)
(Wazungu) babo balikanusha... wakapikana vita. (The Whites (they) became angry and they fought each other.)

Wanabafunga watu sita. (They imprisoned (them) six people.)

[local]:
Pale peko (*paiko) sasa roullange... (there, where is now the traffic police...)
Pale pale njo pilianja (a typing variant of “palianja” or a mixture of “palianja” and “yilianja”) wuchakusi... (Then when the first elections came...)
Lakini kulikuwa wengina... (But there were others...)

Unmarked, subject agreement:
mukini (class [3]) monja yilipatikana njina lake... (One town got its name...)
Shilika (class [5]) kubwa yikanza ... 1834. (The big society began in 1834.)
Mambo (class [6]) yote yiliaza kutembela muzuri tu. (Everything began to go smoothly.)
Franka (class [10]) hayikuwa yenye kutoshwa. (The money was not sufficient).
Samaki (class [10]) yilikufa tabani. (Fishes died a lot.) Fish, in any case living ones, are, as all other animals, usually considered to be marked by [person]. In this example the result of the process described seems to have already influenced the syntactic classification of the noun.
Bunga (class [11]) yilikuwaka bunga nyyesi. (The flour was brown).
Amani na masikilizano (classes [9], [6]) inaendelea. (Peace and understanding made progress.)
Unmarked, object agreement:
(mukoti, class [3]) Akayipa njina lake. (He gave it (the mine) his name.)
(mayayi, class [6]) Akayimeza yote na akaiyamba yote tena. (He swallowed them (the eggs) and shat them.)
In postposition:
Etric ni ya sasa na watoto yote wanajuwayo tu. (The electric locomotive is a modern thing and every child knows it.)

S-rules assign descriptions based on the complete noun class system, in addition to [speaker], [addressee] and [plural]. In comparison to agreement in NPs, where S-rules seem to be applied very often, agreement of finite verbs based on S-rules is by far less frequent in the Vocabulaire. (For several classes and positions, such as [4] object, [5] subject and object, [7] subject, [8], [10] and [11] object, no examples have been found.)

Examples:
Munji (class [3]) wilipanuka. (The town flourished.) If “wi” is not a typing variant (the Vocabulaire shows only two examples) it may be a mixture of C- and S-realization: “wu-” + “yi-.”
(mupunji wa muhinji, class [3]) Mukiuvunja tu... (If you just break it (the corn cob) ...) 
Lakini kichwa (class [7]) chake alisinda kukiwona. (His head, he could not see it.)
Viyombo (class [8]) via kazi havikufika. (The working tools they did not arrive.)
Njanja (class [10]) hiyi tatu zilikutana ku-Katanga. (These three railways they joined each other in Katanga.)
History From Below

Utulivu (class [11])... ulituwala ndani ya inchi. (Peacefulness it reigned in the country.)
Busilimu (class [14]) bulitokea pa-vita ya Kenya. (Wisdom it came out of the Kenyan war.)

3.2. Negation, time, aspect, and mood

Surface elements representing these concepts correspond to one underlying constituent, Aux. Aux shows a complex structure, combining elements of the four different classes: negation (N), time (T), aspect (A) and mood (M). The surface form of Aux consists of between one and four different types of elements: initial morphemes, auxiliary verbals (such as free verbs or infixed morphemes), postverb morphemes and auxiliary particles. While the first three elements are always part of the immediate environment of the main verb, auxiliary particles may be transferred to the end of the VP or sentence.

There is only one initial morpheme, {(h)a}, representing [negation]. Example: abayafika (they have not yet come). Auxiliary verbals appear in the following examples: alianza (he began), nataka kwanza kuvaa mavazi (I want to dress myself).

As far as postverb morphemes are concerned there are, apart from derivational morphemes, only two surface elements: {e} for [negation], understood as a result of an assimilation of the verbal-end morpheme {a} and suffixed StS {i} for [negation] and [subjunctive], and {ka} for [habitual].

Among auxiliary particles are “bado” (not yet, still) or “hapana” [negation], both of verbal origin, but many more surface constituents which are commonly not understood as realizations of Aux should at least be taken into consideration.

Time/T

Elements and representation of Time in Shaba Swahili are the same as in Standard Swahili but {na} is used more often as an “unmarked” form. This is how it looks:

[past]: Surface form {li}, or {ku} in connection with [negation].
Example: alimaliza (he finished), abakukimbia (they did not run away)
[future]: Surface form {ta}.
Example: (mashua) italeta viyombo vyote (the train will bring all the equipment)
[present] or [-past, -future]: Surface form {na} or no representation
(the appropriate surface representation of [-past, -future] is the zero-morpheme whereas {na} represents [progressive] or serves as a syntactic dummy element).

Example: Tunakufanya vile sababu wewe Kienda-Biela wulitutumbuwa sana... (We do this to you because you, Kienda-Biela, caused us much trouble...)

In the Vocabulaire there are no examples of the use of auxiliary verbs as representations of T. The number of constituents related to T comprises many elements giving "public time," such as "mwaka wa elefu monja, na mia muna, na makumi munane na tano (1885) na munamo terehe makumi mbili na sita (26) feburuyai (Février)” (26th February 1885). This obviously is related to the character of our text. There are some particles representing T. But most of them can also be interpreted as realizations of Aspect.

Examples:
[present/progressive]: ...alienda popote mu-Katanga na kunjiwa pahali penye “Union Minière” anafanya kazi yake sasa. (...he went everywhere in Katanga and came to the places where “Union Minière” is working now.)

[present], [future]: Tunataka vita ya leo, kesho kama muzungu anakommande vita, kesho yake naye sergent major, mutu naye anacommander. (We want, as we have war now, the next time a sergeant major also may command as the white man does.)

[past], [present/progressive]: ...walitukoseyaka pale walituyengea tule tumisalani na sasa njo tule tu. (That time they did wrong to us by building those shit-house huts and today we still have them.)

The surface element {me} may be used as realization of [past], the same as {ka} (see also below).

Examples:
Njo kisha yake kumuchuna ngozi naye amefariki pale-pale tu. (So, after they had skinned him, he died at that very time.)

...wamepita popote kwa kutafuta udongo wa mali, lakini awakupata. (...they went everywhere to search for mineral resources but they did not get any.)

Wakati ule, Mufalume akatazama ndani ya nyumbani mwake “Bruxelles.” Amenjifunza habali imetoka ku-Afrika. (At that time the King

13. Examples of this kind can be found in the oral texts I collected in the seventies. This can be due to recent linguistic change (there is a difference of at least a generation between the author of the Vocabulaire and my informants), to difference in the kind of text, or to contrast between spoken and written texts.
in his house in Brussels gave it a consideration. He studied the news which came from Africa.)

**Aspect/A**

In the case of A-realizations the *Vocabulaire* not only differs from StS but also from contemporary oral texts in SL. This might be linked to the difference in types of text but also to language development during the last generation. Morphemes representing Aspect are \{na\}, \{me\}, \{ki\} and \{ka\}. Apart from \{ki\}, which designates [situative/simultaneous], these are also used to realize elements of T. Sometimes even \{ki\} comes into consideration when it is used instead of \{ka\}. More frequently than in StS, \{na\} is used as a dummy element, but less frequently (and freely) than in recent (oral) texts of SL. Its A-meaning is [progressive]. \{me\} seems to be used as a free alternant to \{li\}, whereas its T-meaning in StS (if there is one) is limited to [near past]. As an element of A it renders [resultative/perfect]. In recent (oral) texts of SL, \{me\} is not found except in a few examples which can be shown to be elements of StS expressing language switch or interference in more or less formal contexts (see Schicho 1982:75 ff). With the A-meaning of [subsequent/distant] \{ka\} is very often used after \{li\} and in ShS/SL became an alternative realization for [past].

Examples:

- **[perfect], [past (progressive)]:** Miaka inapita mingi. Amani na masikilizano inaendelea. (Many years have gone by. Peace and understanding progressed.)

- **dummy element, [past] represented by pale:** Mashua yinafika pale. (By then the train came.)

- **[past (progressive)]** given by \{li\} + \{na\}, dummy \{na\} and **[past (progressive)]** by context: Tulikuwa tunafanya kama mtu monja yipo pa-kazi, njo kusema yule mutu anakuwa baba na mama wa bale bote benjake. (We did it that way: if somebody had work it was he who was father and mother to all his friends.)

Apart from complex tenses such as exemplified in “tulikuwa tunafanya” which occur rather frequently in the *Vocabulaire* we may have no unequivocal evidence for \{na\} as an element representing Aspect. The same can be said for \{me\}.

---

14. SL, Swahili of Lubumbashi, refers to the texts I collected in the early seventies. Part of them have been published in Schicho 1980, 1981.

15. An analysis of Swahili prose might show that “complex tenses” are used more frequently by mainland speakers with Swahili as a main language but not as a mother tongue than by genuine native speakers.
Examples:

[past, perfect], [past]: Walikuwaka wametumika munda wa miezi mbili hama miezi tatu, wameenda kwao. (When they had worked for two or three months, they went home.)

[past], [perfect]: Tena walikuwa wanamwambiya asema: “Toka yako, wende, buloko yako yimetimiza.” (Then they said to him: Get out and go away, your term of imprisonment is over.)

[past, perfect]: Wamekuwa wameshindana na wengina... (They had (football) matches against other (clubs)...) This last example, acceptable but not grammatically correct, clearly shows the ambiguous meanings of the element {me} in that [past] and [perfect] are rendered by the same surface element.

[past], [(past), subsequent]: Wumonja wawo alivunjika mukulu wake. Wakabaki wahegegneurs tu. (One of them broke his leg and so only three engineers remained.)

[situative], dummy element, [past] given by context: Mashua yikisha (*yikisha) kuvuka ngambo njo watu wanaza na kuimba... (When the trains had arrived on the other side of the gorge the people began to sing...) [distant, necessity]: Tena alikanusha sana sana asema: “Siwezi nikamu-wone bwana mupe... (He got very very angry and said: “It is unacceptable that I should meet that priest...”)

The use of the surface element {ka} in the Vocabulaire is, with one exception cited above, limited to the rendering of [past] and [(past), subsequent] but the text also shows some overlapping of {ka} and {ki}. In several cases we find these elements replacing each other. There are too many examples, and the analysis of texts in SL shows some more, to put this down to a simple spelling mistake. When we remember that {me}, which belongs to the same subgroup as {ka} and {ki}, is very often a mere alternant of the T-element {li} we come to the conclusion that in ShS, unlike in StS, there is no difference between T-markers and the subgroup of A-markers representing [anterior/perfect—simultaneous—posterior/subsequent]. This ties in with my analysis of SL texts and with general observations on Creoles (see Schicho 1988, Givon 1982). But in contrast to these observations which made us assume a steady change from aspect-dominated TAM systems to tense-dominated systems in the Creole languages, the language variety used in the Vocabulaire seems inclined to a change in the opposite direction. Context, time phrases and particles increasingly mark T-information, whereas morphemes become dummy elements or elements giving anteriority or posteriority in relation to the main string of narration.
Thus the difference between Time- and Aspect-related surface element loses importance.

Auxiliary verbs and copulas realizing A are in the Vocabulaire fewer and less frequently used than in recent (oral) texts of SL and StS.

Examples:

[progressive] ipo/iko (-na-), kuwa:
...tangu pale sisi wasoldats tuipo tu tunavala kapitula... (Since then we soldiers have been wearing shorts.)

Tena wewe wipo wunakula na mtoto yangu wa kuzaa mimi mwenyewe mesa monja. (And now you are eating with my child which I bore at the same table.)

Banakwawa kula kwake, kuvala kwake. (They were eating and dressing themselves at his expense.)

[inceptive] anza:
Mambo yote yiliaza (anza) kutembela muzuri tu. (Everything became smoothly going.)

[. ] weza:
Hivi yikawezaka na kufungula mingoti. (And so it was possible to open the mines.)

[habitual] zobelea:
...pale watu awakuwa bado kuzobelea kula chakula ya kila fasi. (At that time people were not yet used to eating food from just any place.)

[perfect] isha:
Mimi baba yeno nimeyisha vaa. (I, your father, have already dressed myself.)

Mashua yikisha (*yikiisha) kuvuka ngambo... (When the train had arrived at the other side...)

The postverb morpheme {ka}, connected with [habitual] in neighboring Bantu languages, seems to have lost its meaning, as in fact most morphemes of verbal derivation have.

While the conventional surface elements with A-meaning lost ground, other constituents, especially in sentence-initial position, became more important.

Examples:

[situative/simultaneous] akiwa, sasa:

Akiwa mama naye amefikilia pa-kuamuka ni namuna monja tu. (When mother’s turn comes to get up, it’s still the same problem.)

Sasa tutakumbusha tena mambo ya bwana Union-Minière du-Haut Katanga. (Now we shall remember the story of bwana UMHK.)
Linguistic Notes

Yeye yule mtu yiko, na bibi wake, na watoto wake, wengina wanawume, na wengina wanawake, sasa mtu huyu masikini mwenye bibi, na watoto wake, ni mwenye kutezwa pa-kulala na pa-kulamuka. (There he is, with his wife and the children, male and female, now this poor fellow with his wife and children has his problems when he goes to sleep and when he gets up.)

[perfect/anterior] kisha:
Kisha kuwomba matafali kule Bulawayo ... walianja kunjenga Hotel mukubwa monja... (After they had ordered bricks from Bulawayo... they started building a big hotel...)

[subsequent/posterior] (h)alafu, kisha (S), kutoka pale, tena:
Yinafaa rangi mweupe yende chini, alafu rangi mweusi yende njuu...
(The white color has to be put to the bottom, and the black color to the upper parts...)

Kisha mbwa ya yule bwana alipataka mimba na pia akazaa mtoto.
(And then this gentleman's dog became pregnant and gave birth to a child.) (“Kisha” has to be seen as the rest of a sentence, marked [anterior].)

Kutoka pale wazungu wamenjitayarisha mashilika yao ya madini. (And then the whites built up their mining companies.)

Tena Mufalume alitaka kupitisha vitu ku-njia ya Lobito. (Then the King wanted to transport things via Lobito.)

Na tutoto sasa tunanja tena kurudi nyumbani. (And now the poor kids streamed back into the house.)

Particles realizing [subsequent] are used repeatedly in sentences following each other. By this means the author generates the necessary cohesion of his text, something which in StS is produced through the use of elements such as {ka}.

Example:
Tena alikuwa mutu mupole tu. Tena muili yake ni mwenye ngosi mwewusi tu, na ... Tena walikuwa wanamwambiya... (He was a friendly man. He had a dark complexion and ... They also said to him...)

Negation/N
The surface elements for N are verb-initial {a} ({ha}) together with verb-final {e} or with a limited number of infixed morphemes. Combined with the first person singular subject pronoun we find {si} instead of ({*ani}) but otherwise, unlike in recent (oral) texts of SL, {si} is used as a negative surface marker only when combined with Mood.
Examples:

[negative]:
Mimi siweze kutoka sasa. (I can’t leave now.)
Ayibadirike ata kidoko. (The situation does not change at all.)

[negative, past]:
Franka haikuwa yenye kutoshwa. (The money was not enough.)
... wabo abakukimbia... (... they did not run away...)

[expectative] or [negative] to [perfect] ha... ya (bado):
... bado abayafika humu mu-Katanga. (... they have (had) not yet come to Katanga.)

No examples were found for [negative, future].

Auxiliary verbs for [negative], unknown in StS, but occasionally used in recent texts of SL, are documented in the Vocabulaire by only one example:
Hiyi ni mambo yile bwana Dédéc alikosaka kupata fasi ya Monseigneur. ((Because of) that matter Monsieur Dedec did not get the post of the bishop.)

Auxiliary particles are placed in sentence-final position, following even embedded sentences ("hapana") or directly after or before the verb ("bado"). In the latter case they may be combined with an infinite verb.

Examples:
Awakuwaka na roho mbaya apana. (He did not have a bad spirit.)
Naye akutaka njanja ya yule bwana Jean Jadot yipitiye pale apana. (He did not want the train of Bwana Jean Jadot to pass there.)
Hatuyavumbua bado na sasa mafasi ya mingoti ku-Kasai. (We had not yet found the mines in the Kasai.)
Makabila ya watu wengi bado abayafika humu mu-Katanga. (People of many origins had not yet arrived here in Katanga.)
... mweye wakubwa wetu bado kutunjuwa sisi waboyi. (... you, our leaders, do not yet recognize us, the boys.)

Mood/M

Mood may be represented by 3 elements, each having different degrees of intensity: [wish/intention], [necessity] and [possibility/certainty]. Surface realizations are the verb-final morpheme {e}, in negative expressions together with the morpheme {si}, auxiliary verbs, particles and related constituents. First and second person plural may in addition be marked by a suffix {ni}.

Examples:
Yeye mu-mawazo yake akutaka akimbie lwake apana. (He in his mind did not want to run away.)
Linguistic Notes

...wakamuyita yule bwana Moïse Tshombé, naye babakie pa-monja. (They called Bwana Moïse Tshombe so that they would continue together with him.)

...alikanusha sana kwa babo bapitishe njanja yawo pale. (He was very angry because they intended to make the train pass there.)

...musiniuwie apa pangu pa-mukini yangu apana. Twendeni...mupaka mwe: E/ville. (Don't kill me here in my village. Let us go to your place: E/ville.)

Tena twaweza kuwasifu. Walikuwa wanawume wa kweli. (Again, we may praise them. They were true men.)

...mimi kuhama apa yafaa kuleta watu weupe tu elefu kumi... (To make me leave this place you must bring ten thousand white people...) Hivi Mfalume akapashwa kuwomba musada kwa Wabeleji. (And so the King had to ask the Belgians for help.)

**Kweli** watu wote walisumbuka sana na njaa. (All the people were really suffering because of hunger.)

...amewazaka na roho yake ya kwamba: pengina kutakuya leo huku kwetu muzungu mungina. (...he thought in his heart: Maybe today there will come another white man.)

There is just one example for the use of an infixed morpheme for [conditional], {ngeli}, combined with the ShS surface element for [conditional] "kama."

Example:

Yingelikuwa mwaka huyu, kama watu walipataka feza tabani. (If it had been this year, people would have earned a lot of money.)

4. CONCLUSION

These notes do not pretend to describe exhaustively the peculiar nature of the linguistic variety of Swahili used in the Vocabulaire. Much more could be said about noun phrases, about qualification and determination (especially also about relative clauses), much more about topicalization, cohesion, and so forth. I have dealt with those parts of syntax which, in conventional grammars, we may find under the heading 'morphology' because I thought this would be the kind of information most useful to readers who have some knowledge of Standard Swahili or another Bantu language but are not familiar with a creolized variety. With the help of these notes they should be able to identify words and to trace them back to lexical
entries in the standard dictionaries. The notes should also help to justify a
given translation in case there seems to be ambiguity or contradiction in
reference to a source language, and they should show inherent ambiguity in
cases where the meaning seems to be obvious but is in fact not. While the
description given here ought to be sufficient to cope with the first and the
second task, meeting the third one would require more information about
the structure of complex sentences and texts.
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This vocabulary was prepared by section three of [the 
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Vocabulaire de Ville de Elisabethville
Shaba Swahili Version


1. **FIRST CHAPTER. ABOUT THOUGHTS OF KING LEOPOLD II IN THE YEAR 1885 UNTIL THE YEAR 1906.**

   1. Concerning the news of the Whites arriving in the country of Africa, in the Congo, in our Congo, and especially when they arrived among us, children of East³ Katanga. Which year was it? It was in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty five⁴ (1885), on the 26th of February. Thus it happened that Leopold II became the King to govern [a state] called ‘state of independence’ (*Etat Indépendant*) on the territory of the Congo. This was to be an important time in the life of the King because he was able to realize his ideas and to bring progress and well-being to all of Africa. It was to be very difficult work and there was not a thing he was afraid of.

   2. Much suffering⁵ among the Congolese and the determination to be strong, however, were not enough; it also took much equipment to construct roads, lay the rails, build hospitals, build houses, and to govern the country, because the country was big beyond his imagination. With his eye, and especially on his maps, King Leopold II would see how big the country was (*Géographie⁶*). And he realized that he had to buy equipment. The King, because he had no other way, put almost all his wealth [into this enterprise]. So the first agents were sent out by the King to begin to take possession of our country, the territory of the Congo.

   3. First, it was looking for ores, what the ore-bearing soils were in the Congo. These agents knew how to look for ores and [knew] what the ore-bearing soils were in the Congo. These agents knew how to find clothes [to distribute] and to bring peace to the country of Africa, especially in the Congo, everywhere in the country and the territories of the Congo. [The workers] received clothes and, afterwards, tools to work with, and their rations. But the King’s money was not enough; it was not enough and it was necessary to find other money.

5. sasa: tutakumbusha tena mambo ya bwana Union Minière du Haut Katanga/ alitia majina yao ku Centrales sake[2]/ alijenga kandokando ya komponi moja ya wachimbaji mu mukini yaitwa jito Lufira/ na Lualaba/ tunaweza kusema kama: walitumika na nguvu sana kazi yao: na walijitolea kwa umoja wao wote/

6. wazungu mingi wengine wenye elimu walisindikiza wale wazungu tuliotaja/ kati yao kulikuwa bwana Jules Cornet: fundi wa udongo: anajitolea kwa kuwa udongo wa Katanga: mingoti ya mukubwa ya kutosha mikuba/ vile watumishi wa Mufalme wachimbaji wa inchi/ ni mizizi ya inchi/ bwana Cornet alienda popote mu Katanga: na kujia pahali penye: Union Minière anafanya kazi yake sasa/ uvumbuo wa kweli: utageuza Katanga kuwa inchi muzuri sana ya mali na raha kwa watu wote tu/

7. miaka inapita/ mingi waliona kazi ya wabeleji iliendelea mu Congo: chini ya hukumu wa Mufalme wao/ hivi wanajita pasipo kuachaa: kwa kuweka raha: mu inchi/ wengi walifambo tu/ na hivi tona makaburi na wengine wazungu wa wachimbaji wa inchi: na kukumu wa na kutafuta udongo/ lakini kidogo wengi: serkali anajitayarishwa: na karibu popote imani na masikilizano inaendelea/ na karibu popote imani na masikilizano inaendelea/ na karibu popote imani na masikilizano inaendelea/

4. Thus the King was obliged to ask for help among the Belgians. They helped him generously to enter the country of Katanga. Because he had sent all his soldiers to chase the Arabs once and forever from the country. He founded two ‘Sociétés’ or two companies. The first one was called ‘Compagnie du Congo.’ Its purposes were commerce and labor. The second one was called ‘Compagnie du Katanga.’ Both were organized together with the Government. Very many Whites were sent to Katanga and they cleared the country of wild forests, of hunger and atrocious diseases. Do you know the names of the leaders of those Whites who came to Katanga? Here they are. The first one was 1. Commandant Paul Le Marinel; then 2. Alexandre Delcommune, 3. Captain Stairs, 4. Lieutenant Bodson, 5. Captain Bia, and 6. Lieutenant Francqui. Those are the Whites who were the first to arrive here in the country of Katanga, to look after the foundations of our country, Katanga, and of the Congo.

5. Now let us remember the matter of Bwana Union Minière du Haut Katanga. He gave their [the pioneers’, see above] names to his [hydro-electric] power stations.[2] He [i.e. the Union Minière] built a workers’ compound for the miners on the land belonging to a village which was called after the river Lufira, and Lualaba. We can say that they worked very hard and that they all were united in devoting themselves [to their task].

6. Many other Whites who were experts joined the Whites we named earlier. Among them was Bwana Jules Cornet, a geologist. He devoted himself to studying the soil of Katanga, the big copper mines which produced the ingots. And so the agents of the King reported back to Europe. Month after month, Bwana Cornet traveled everywhere in Katanga to get to the places where the ‘Union Minière’ does its work now. Truly, it was a discovery which was to change Katanga into a beautiful country, rich and peaceful for all people.

7. The years went by, many saw how the Belgians and their work progressed in the Congo, the country governed by their King. Thus they worked ceaselessly to establish well-being in the country. Many gave their lives for it. Thus we see the graves where the first Whites rested. But, little by little, the Government organized itself. And almost everywhere peace and mutual understanding progressed.

8. In 1900 the Government set up the ‘Comité’ (Comité Spécial du Katanga) and instructed it to organize the work of the prospectors so as to complete the deeds of Bwana Cornet. In the Kasai also, the white prospectors went everywhere in search of ore-bearing soils but they found nothing.

10. Mufalme akafikiri: na akasema hivi/ njanja ya mbele ilikuwa ya Bulawayo/ njo njanja ilifika na karibu ya Katanga/ lakini ilikuwa njia murefu/ tena Mufalme alitaka kuptishia vitu ku njia ya Lobito/ njia hiyi ilikuwa yenye kuonekana njia karibu zaidi/ vile vile haikumupendezza kwa sababu alipenda kupata njia mu udongo yenye kuitwa kwa kama njia ya njanja/ kwa kutengeneza ile yote: Mufalme alihukunu kufanya mu le onze mars mille neuf cent et deux Compagnie du chemin de fer du Katanga/ kufanya kazi ya kwana ya Katanga ya kwanza ya Compassie itakuwa ya kuunga mupaka wa kusini ku Katanga na jito Congo: ku Bukama/ njia hii inapita katika udongo wa Union Minière du Haut Katanga/


13. ni vizuri kuwaeleza neno moja juu ya shirika kubwa yenye kufaa: kwa maendeleo ya Congo/ shirika kubwa akaanza tangu mwaka wa mwaka
9. At that time, the King watched this in his home ‘Bruxelles’ and studied the news that came from Africa. Many groups informed him that food and equipment did not arrive fast enough from Europe. And the King studied with his eyes his map of the country. He told himself: Where can I find a road to transport equipment, one that is short, so that I could construct a railroad quickly to expedite shipment of material to Africa, and [get] a train that will get material there quickly? That way one would not have to use porters.

10. The King thought about this and spoke thus: The first railroad that existed, the one at Bulawayo, that is the one that came close to the mines of Katanga. But there was [still] a long distance. Furthermore, the King considered having material pass via Lobito. This appeared to be the shortest route. At the same time he was not satisfied with it because he wanted a road, the one that is called railroad, on [his own] territory. In order to organize all this the King gave orders, on March 11, 1902, to set up the ‘Compagnie du chemin de fer du Katanga.’ The first task of the ‘Compagnie’ was to establish a link between Katanga and the Congo river, at Bukama. This route passed through the concession of the ‘Union Minière du Haut Katanga.’

11. The ‘Compagnie Tanganyika Concessions Ltd’ sent prospectors to work together with[3] those of the ‘Comité Spécial du Katanga.’ This is why, in 1903, Bwana Robath Wiliams (Robert Williams), director of Tanganyika Concessions, organized the ‘Compagnie de Bengela (Bengela) Railway’ with the purpose of linking the railway that came from southern Katanga with that from Lobito in Angola. This was in 1906. The railway came from Bulawayo and from Broken Hill in North Rhodesia. These three railroads met in Katanga. Thus it was possible to open up the mines that had been prepared by the prospectors. In that year, the situation was good in the Congo; truly, calm reigned in the country.

12. Time had come to found ‘Sociétés’ (Compagnies) to exploit the mines in the bush, and the fields of the Congo to obtain mineral wealth. It was by this mineral wealth that the government could go on to bring progress to its country. Concerning that matter the King called two among his chief councilors. The first of these important men was 1. Hubert Droogmans, ‘Président’ (Président) of the ‘Comité Spécial du Katanga’ and 2. Jean Jadot, an important man with the title Directeur Général of the ‘big society’ in Europe.

13. It will be good to say a word about this ‘big society’ which was needed for the progress of the Congo. The ‘big society’ originated in the year
mille huit cent trente quatre/ kwa kupendelea mambo ya kazi: shirika kubwa ilisimamia na mushauri wake/ liwali moja: na wawili wawo wenye kufwata liwali: na wabwana wakubwa tisa: neuf: walitwa kwa hii kazi: kwa sababu: wamefundishwa elimu kwa kuwatawala watu wa kazi/


1[8]34. [It was] to solve the problems of labor. The ‘big society’ was represented by its councilor, one ‘governor’ and two that followed him [vice governors]; the ‘governor’ and nine directors were called to this task because they had been trained to oversee workers.22

14. This was the time when we [saw] Whites arriving here in Africa. Those among us who had travelled to Europe in years past saw that there reigned progress. Our ‘big society’ now was the one to promote mutual help. And there was truly mutual understanding among them. Its activities were not limited to Europe or the Belgians. It supported all sorts of work in Europe, in Africa, and in Asia. All were protected by it. It was the ‘big society’ which worked hard at many tasks, to make the Congo bigger, and rich, and to bring its people well-being and luck. The directors of the ‘big society’ watched over the progress of the people of the Congo and put their expertise to the service of the ‘Society.’

15. We have mentioned above the name of Jean Jadot, one of the councilors of King Leopold II. He was a great engineer, and among you there are many oldtimers who know this Bwana Jean Jadot. The year of his voyage to Africa was 1928. In that year, King Albert the First, and Mama Queen (Reine) Elisabeth arrived in the Congo and also here in Katanga. Jean Jadot was known among all the people in the Congo. He also constructed a railroad [up to] kilometer 1225 and finished it in less than 10 months, together with an iron bridge over the Yellow River.23

16. Behold in your thoughts: [4] The great King put his hand to his white beard and talked [to himself] looking at the map of Africa and spoke to his councilors. The King asked: What is the news of progress in the mines of Kasai and Katanga? Bwana Robert Droogmans answered the King: Up to now we have not found any sites for mines in the Kasai. But in Katanga the prospectors of the ‘Comité Spécial du Katanga’ have found big ore beds [which] have been made ready. But work will begin only once the railway is made to pass through this region. Because the trains will bring all the material and the food. The King asked: How do you think you will carry all this? Bwana Jean Jadot, on his side, answered the King, saying that it was necessary to construct a railroad from Rhodesia to the mines of Katanga. This would be really a continuation of the existing railroad in Rhodesia. Thus they put all their force to the task and the railroad arrived here in Elisabethville (or Lubumbashi) for the first time in the year one thousand nine hundred and ten24 (1910). Yes, and thus, after taking much counsel, the decision was made.


17. Truly, they got together with complete mutual understanding to set up the different projects: 1. To found the 'Union Minière du Haut Katanga' on October 28, 1906; 2. to found the 'Compagnie du Chemin de fer du Bas-Congo au Katanga' which was first SFK, BTK\textsuperscript{25} and, in the end, BCK, until this day; this was in the year 1906, October 31; 3. To found the 'Société Internationale Forestière na\textsuperscript{26} Minière du Congo' on November 6, 1906. This was the year the 'big societies' originated.

18. The first one [UMHK] was to begin working in the places where ore was found in Katanga, producing [copper] ingots, gold and coal. And the ore-bearing soils were processed in the factory. The second one [BCK] was to build another railway to go to the Bas-Congo and to Angola. The third company [Forminière] went on studying all the soils of the Congo and also of the Kasai; because the soil in the bush had not yet been tested. In order to raise the money for those three companies the King himself also asked for help from the 'big society' and also from [other] Whites and from many other companies so that he himself could carry out his work.

19. And truly, these big companies helped him much to carry out his work. Thus Tanganyika Concession Ltd. helped most of all. Then this 'Union Minière du Haut Katanga' was founded because its prospectors had discovered mines [5] as it had been the wish of the 'Comité Spécial.' Many important Whites from America first helped the 'Forminière' and since fifty years they have offered loyal help to the Belgians, working to set up other companies elsewhere. The decree that established the companies was very profitable for Bulamatari [the government], it also contributed to progress among the three companies. We need not tell you how our company grew with the years to become a true community.

20. You will find oldtimers of the 'Union Minière' [and see] that those men had the spirit and that their spirit was strong enough. You will see them yourselves, those with whom we lived, and also the Whites of the UMHK. These are their names:

1. Tembo Walter, the first worker of the UMHK du Haut Katanga.
2. Mundali Panga Charles, also an oldtimer of the UMHK du Katanga.
4. Matala Benoit, he, too, is among the first workers at the beginning of Bwana UMHK du Katanga.
History From Below


23. ku Kasai vile vile ilifanya miaka mingi kwa wachimbaji wa tuyo: wa Forminière mbele ya kupata kadiri kubwa ya diamants/ wamevumbua na fasi mukubwa ya kwanza mu mille neuf cent sept: diamants sawa vile munajua wenye/ lakini haitumili tu kwa mapambo: lakini inatumia hasa katika mashini na ndani ya chapu tu/ wakati ya miaka mibaya: shirika kubwa ilikuwa na nguvu sana/ ilikuwa mame mulini ya watu wote tu mu Katanga: na pia mu Congo na popote tu/ tena ilikuwa shirika kamilifu na ukamili: wa kamilii/
Those men were the most important ones when the UMHK took up work in Katanga. And those men can tell of the difficulties the Whites and we, the boys, had to go through and the suffering we saw with the Whites of UMHK, SFK, BTK, BCK, TRBK, CMKT, FMNR Tshikapa.27

21. From there [from that basis] Bwana Changa-Changa28 [the recruit-er(s)] and the [other] Whites managed to organize their mining companies. Truly, this is when we servants were the ones to do the domestic work, also called the work of a boy. We saw things of every sort with those Belgian men. We, the domestic servants, also saw that not many tribes of people had arrived yet in Katanga. We also saw the railroad arrive in East Katanga (Katanga du Sud).29 Of the hardship we saw we cannot tell those that did not see it. One could think [we do this] in order to cause trouble or discord. We suffered hardships beyond belief, sleeping on the naked ground, being bitten by snakes, and by mosquitoes and all sorts of insects. And with the Whites it was just the same, all this to search for ore here in Katanga and even more so with the Whites of the ‘Comité Spécial.’ This is where we walked around prospecting, looking in the bush and in the hills for rocks of all sorts. And, more than that, the Whites and we, the boys, [we had to follow] all the rivers of Katanga and of the entire Congo, everywhere.

22. The Whites then were Belgians, Englishmen, Americans, Portuguese,30 Frenchmen, and others such as Italians. All those were the Whites with whom we suffered together. And we can praise them, they were real men. These people took good care of us in every way, they fed and clothed us and saw to it that they did not lose one of their men. [To lose men] was impossible among the Bwanas. And when we drank we drank well without problems. As far as sleeping goes [however] they failed us by building for us those outhouses31 which have remained the same up to now. The Whites of Bwana Robath Wiliams (Robert Wiliams) [6] [then] arrived here and we saw people of the tribe of Nyassaland-boy.32 So, in Katanga there appeared a difficult situation for a long time until the railroad arrived at Elisabethville on September 27, 1910. [Then] everything began to go well.

23. In the Kasai also, it took the prospectors of the ‘Forminière’ many years before they made big discoveries of diamonds. The first important diamond field was discovered in 1907. These diamonds, as you know, do not serve for jewelry but are used in machines and factories only. During the bad years the ‘big society’ was very strong. It was the mother who watched over all the people of Katanga and in the Congo and everywhere. Furthermore, it was truly dependable, a perfect company.
24. At that time there was a lack of people with higher education. There were no clerks except for [the Whites] themselves. Then we saw, when this Bwana Robath Wiliams (Robert Wiliams) arrived, clerks of the tribe of Nyassaland boy. We saw those men who were the first to know letter(s). It was

1. Bwana Aloni [Aron], clerk at the Post Office here in the copper capital city.33
3. Bwana Samusoni [Samson], clerk at Sedec,34 the big shop of the Englishmen.
4. Bwana Silas, clerk at the Quemis (Pharmastique) [Chemists, Pharmacy] of the Englishmen.
Those men worked here as clerks since the Whites arrived in Katanga.

25. Then we waited a long time until the year 1922 when we saw clerks at the Parquet [the prosecutor’s office] here in copper capital city. The first court interpreters were:

6. Bwana Tshimwanga Paul, of the Bakusu tribe, a man from Kindu, who used to say ‘Tshimwanga’s firewood is dry for you.’35
8. Bwana Robath (Robert César)36 of the Kabinda tribe, a man from Lusambo.
10. Bwana Mushitafu [Mustafa], a man from Congo Brazzaville, French Congo, clerk at the big department store BON MARCHE here in the copper capital city.38
11. Bwana Paul Lukadi, from Gabon, a man from French Congo.
12. Bwana Robert, also from the French [colonies].[7]
13. Bwana Pascal who was in commerce. Now he resides in Commune Katuba [Katuba township] and works as a trader. He is an oldtimer here in copper capital city.39
14. Samiel [Samuel] Ebunge, a man from Cameroon in the French [colonies]. He was clerk at Sogelec.40 And there were many from his group in those days and you saw them. In the time of Robath Wiliams we suffered a lot and there were big problems with those many Whites that came to us. We, the boys, suffered with them.
wa kumi na tano/ bwana Ngoie Léon/ alikuwaka mutumishi wa kwanza mu Banque du Congo Belge/ naye ni muluba wa kwanza ku wakarani wa Katanga/ hii ni habari ya zamani ku watu awa waliyojulika hapa pa Katanga/

26. kwa kufika wazungu mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent et neuf: na kufika mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent et dix: kufika mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent onze: na mille neuf cent douze: na mille neuf cent treize: na mille neuf cent quatorze: vita ya Tabora ikaanza/ na kufika mwaka wa mille neuf cent dix huit: na vile tulifika ku vita ya mille neuf cent quarante/ nayo ikamalizika mwaka wa mille neuf cent quarante cinq/ vita ya bwana Hitaler Adolphe wa waluma: na pia na mwenzake Mousolina wa wamataliana: Italiens/ pale kutoka mu vita ya mille neuf cent quatorze: wababa yetu sisi waboy waliteswa sana na kubeba masasi: na walikufa zaidi vile waliyotumia/ kufika mwaka wa mille neuf cent dix huit: na mille neuf cent quarante cinq/ na sisi tulipiganisha ile vita ile: vile vile sava vile wababa na wababu wetu vile vilipiganisha vita ya mille neuf cent quarante et mille neuf cent dix huit/ ni kweli sisi waboyas tuliona vitu vikali/

27. na tena kufika kwa bwana yule tulisema hapa pa vocabulaire bwana Robath Williams mu Katanga/ hamukuwaka mutu wa kazi moja alikuwa na nguvu ya kufungula kinywa yake hata kidogo/ walikuwa wenyewe na sana usiyotaka na sana/ pale wazungu wengi walikuwa waliwala mungumuvisukulu: termitière/ pale sisi waboyas tulikuwa mu kulala mu mateyo wa kweli/ tena kama Mufalme Léopold II hakufariki: kama hatukuendelea na buttumwa sawa pa mu Mufalme Albert wa kwanza/ maana bwana Mufalme Léopold II aliheshimia kanuni ya inchi ya Afrika: na pia mu Congo/ tena na waboyas wa ile wakati ya Mufalme Léopold II walikufa wanakula na wazungu meza moja tu/ yeye yule kuona ni mutumishi wake: habakuwa sawa wale wazungu wenye kufika nyuma ya Mufalme Léopold II/ kwa kufariki kwake: njo Mufalme Albert wa kwanza akapiana/ wale wazungu waliwala sawa wao na namna mubaya kupita/ njo bale baliwa buttumwa bubaya kwiko sisi wakongomani/

15. Bwana Ngoie Léon was the first employee at the Banque du Congo Belge. He was the first Muluba among the clerks in Katanga. This is the news of old of the people who were known here in Katanga.

26. And when the Whites arrived here in the year 1909, in the year 1910, in the year 1911, and 1912, and in 1914 the war of Tabora began. It went on until 1918. So we come to the war of 1940 which ended in 1945, the war of Bwana Hitaler [Hitler] Adolphe of the Germans, together with his friend Mousolina [Mussolini] of the Italians. Since the war of 1914 our, the boys’, fathers suffered a lot carrying ammunition. And very many died as our fathers told us. And many of us also carried the burden of the war from 1940 to 1945. And we helped to fight that war as our fathers and grandfathers had fought the war from 1914 to 1918. It is true, we, the boys, saw atrocious things.

27. And then the man about whom we have spoken in this Vocabulary, Bwana Robath Williams, arrived here in Katanga. There was not a single worker who was able to open his mouth, even a little bit. They were big trouble, those many Whites when they lived in Termite Hills. Then we boys lived in true misery. And if King Leopold had not died we would not have remained in slavery as we did under King Albert the First. Because King Leopold respected the laws of Africa and of the Congo. Furthermore, the boys at the time of King Leopold II ate together with the Whites at one table. [The White] saw him as his employee. They were not like the Whites who came after King Leopold II. When he died, King Albert the First succeeded him. Those Whites took severe decisions, and their decisions were of a bad sort indeed. It was they who brought a bad sort of slavery to us, the Congolese.

28. Because they thought [it good] to build for the black man just a one-room house. [But] this man had his wife and his children some of them male, some of them female. Now this poor man with his wife and children suffered when he went to sleep and when he awoke. Who is this man? The poor man, the boy, who sleeps in one small room together with his children, female and male. When he goes to work, the poor boy, when he wakes up, he says to all his grown-up children: Mothers and fathers, you must excuse me. Get up and leave, or go first outside. Me, your old man, I want to put on my clothes first. Truly, then the man’s children began to file out, out of respect because their father wanted to get dressed so he could go to work. The children would all have to get out until their father had finished dressing. Then he called them: children come back in, I, your father, am finished dressing. And the little children now began to
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II. MUGINI WA KWANZA KUVUMA NI KALUKU-LUKU (ETOILE).

huyu njo mugini wa kwanza kuvuma pa jimbo la Katanga yote tu nzima/ ya pili/ Lubumbashi/ naye njo mugini ulikuwa wa kavumo/ hayakuwa bado E/Ville: ama kusema Elisabethville/ haikuwako pa ile wakati ile mille neuf cent et un/
ya tatu/ Tshilongo/ naye ni mugini moja ilipataka kavumo ya nguvu sana: mille neuf cent et deux/
ya inne/ Kambove/ naye ni mugini moja ilipatikana jina lake kote tu: mille neuf cent et deux/
yu tano/ Kamatanda na Sofumwango/ naye ilipata jina ile mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent et dix/
yu sita/ Kalule-Nord/ naye alipata kavumo zamani zakale mwaka wa mille neuf cent et dix/
yu saba/ Bukama/ naye njo pale iliisha nguvu ya njanja ya bwana Jean Jadot: mille neuf cent et dix/
sasa mutasikia majina ya Kamatanda na Sofumwango na Kalule-Nord/[9]
come back into the house. And when his wife came to wake up, it was the same, no difference. This has been our, the boys', suffering. Also, if you had to receive a guest, it was the same way, it did not change a thing.

29. And should this White man have two rooms, enough to give both to his employee, the boy, he puts a lock on it [to make it] his chicken coop or rabbit hutch. In that respect the Whites had a very bad spirit indeed. But there were many among them who had a very good spirit and took very good care of their people. This is the story of the foreigners, people from Europe, how they made our fathers and grandfathers suffer. And now, what are we, the Congolese, going to see now? Now we are going to see which were the foremost towns in Katanga at the time of the Belgians. The first [towns] you will see in the lines of the first chapter that follows.

II. 1. THE FIRST TOWN TO ACHIEVE FAME WAS KALUKU-LUKU (ETOILE).

This was the first town to get to be known all over the province of Katanga.
2. Lubumbashi also was a well-known village before it became Eville, that is to say, Elisabethville, which did not yet exist at that time in 1901.
3. Tshilongo, also a village which had much notoriety in 1902.
4. Kambove was also a village whose name was known everywhere [in] 1902.
5. Kamatanda and Sofumwango got their names in the year 1910.
7. Bukama is the place where the strength of the railroad of Bwana Jean Jadot ended. 1910.

Now you will hear the names of Kamatanda, and Sofumwango, and Kalule-Nord.[9]
III. KIENDA-BIELA ADILWA VITA NA BAZUNGU 1917.


1. First of all, what is the meaning of ‘Kalule-Nord?’ Its meaning is that ‘Kalule-Nord’ was to the West of ‘Kalule-Sud.’ Now, when the railroad arrived at Kalule-Nord there was a place that was mysterious. There was a very dangerous, narrow and deep valley. So when the Whites were laying their rails to get to Kalule-Nord, there was one man, his name was Bwana KIENDABIELA. This man was capable of working very powerful miracles. And he did not like Bwana Jean Jadot's railroad passing there. This Bwana Kienda-Biela was very much opposed to their having the railroad pass in this place. And, as you know, these people from Europe also have a very tough spirit. So they opposed Bwana Kienda-Biela, and they made war against each other with great force, [Kienda-Biela] and the Whites. Truly this Bwana Kienda-Biela had muzzle loaders, bows and arrows. Bwana Kienda-Biela had no modern guns or other fire arms at all. Truly, they fought a war for many days.

2. And the Whites, the children of Europe, on their side, put all their strength into it and they beat this Bwana Kienda-Biela. They made their plan together with Kienda-Biela’s wife. They made his wife betray him. This poor Bwana Kienda-Biela, his wife revealed her husband's secrets. Truly, she told the Whites this: If you want to beat this man you Whites must pay me a big sum and I will tell you how his secrets work. Truly, the Whites, they are very clever and strong. They cheated this poor wife, saying: First you explain to us how your husband has his success. This poor wife of Bwana Kienda-Biela's fell for it and explained her husband's power. Truly, she gave everything away concerning her husband's secret: This man's power lies in a corncob. If you break it, you will beat Bwana Kienda-Biela.

3. Truly the Europeans reported what his wife had told them. They tried breaking [the corncob]. Truly, Bwana Kienda-Biela was down in the deep valley. Now that [his secret] had been revealed the Whites grabbed Bwana Kienda-Biela and put him in their chains. Then Bwana Kienda-Biela told them: You white people, don't kill me here in my village. Let us go together to Eville. Also, don't leave my child [10] Lenge Mayiloshi behind. So the Whites came with this Bwana Kienda-Biela; they brought him here to Elisabethville. He arrived at the place called 'Drooplans' That is where he arrived and they skinned him alive, without killing him [first]. And the Whites told him: We are doing this to you because you, Kienda-Biela, made
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mwenyewe muzima pasipo hata kumuaua/ na wazungu walimuambia ya kama tunakufanya vile sababu wewe Kienda-Biela ulitusumbua sana: na uliuaua wazungu wengi sana muno/ njo kisha yake kumuchuna ngozi/ naye amefariki pale pale tu basi/


IV. KAMATANDA NI SOFUMWANGO.


V. KALUKULUKU (ETOILE).

us suffer a lot. And you killed many, many Whites. Then they skinned him. And he died on the spot.

4. They erected a cement monument for him near a house which belonged to a white man, the owner of Robinson's shop, an Englishman of Robath Wiliams, on Avenue Sankuru. Now it is called Avenue Jean l'Habitine [de Hemptinne], our Monseigneur and leader of the Christians here. This is the story of Bwana Kienda-Biela as it happened at Kalule-Nord.45

5. Now comes a reminder of Kamatanda. Kamatanda became known because of Likasi-Panda. Because long ago, the train did not reach Panda-Likasi or, as they now call it, Jadotville. The rails only got to Kamatanda where there was a big station to go to Elisabethville. When you see Kamatanda now you will still hear the name of Bwana Kienda-Biela. Thus the people here began to praise him [because] Kienda-Biela fought a war against the Whites at Kalule-Nord.

IV. KAMATANDA AND46 SOFUMONGO.

[The line between] Kamatanda and Sofumwango is a place where people had much trouble getting off [the train]. When the people arrived at this place—be it Kamatanda or Sofumwango, [but] now [we talk of] Kamatanda—it was burdensome to get off and then walk to Likasi and Panda. Also there was suffering at Sofumwango because there was a gorge with a very bad curve. When the train arrived there the people all fell absolutely silent. When the train came out on the other side people began to sing a song: ‘We go up to Sofumwango, we go up to Sofumwango.’ So it was every time, no one spoke when they came to the spot where you go up to Sofumwango, not a soul. Even if he had a white skin, it was just the same. This is the meaning of Kamatanda and Sofumwango.

V. KALUKULUKU (ETOILE).

1. Kalukuluku was the first headquarters of Bwana Robath Wiliams. It was the place of the first mines. Now, the ingots were cast at Lubumbashi as they are up to this day. In those days the Government used to be at Kalukuluku (Etoile). If a man had a case he went to Kalukuluku, Etoile, to have his palaver settled by Commissaire Maundras, the first commissaire here in Katanga. After that one came Bwana commissaire who gave the name COWE47 [to the government post]. That[11] was the meaning of
3. sasa mutaona vile vile mafasi vile iliikuwaka/ hapa sasa njo ikageuka/ naveza kumipasha habari ya fasi na fasi vile iliikuwaka/ yafaa kuangaria kila ukurasa vizuri mujue vile tumeleza/  

VI. MUJI WA LUBUMBASHI AMA MUJI WA ELISABETHVILLE, ULIKWAKA GINSI GANI MABWANA? ULIKWAKA HIVI! 

wazungu kwa kuyenga ama kwa kujenga muji huyu kuikuwaka ni hatari zaidi muno/ pale wazungu wapo wanalala mu bisuku: termitière/ ni kweli walikuwa wanaume zaidi/ kisha bale babwana kutoka mu bisuku: wameisha kutia njanja/ sasa njo kule walipata nguvu yao ya Kubebesha vyombo vya kazi yao/ njo tukaona wanaanza kujenga manyumba ya manja- nja: malata ao tôles ya yulu tu/ kisha bado kidogo: njo kufatula matafari/ njo kwanza kujenga manyumba ya matafari/ na ile matafari ingine iliikuwa inatoka ku Cupe-Tauni/ wao njo kule walikuwa wanaomba na ku Bulawayo njo kule/[12]
the name COWE which you have heard, it was the second commissaire['s name]. He was the one who built up the police force [and saw to it] that they had a large police camp here. In Lubumbashi the Whites were still living in Termite Hills as we reported in the second chapter, in the third, and in the first.48

2. Now you will see the streets, the avenues here. At that time there were only two. The father of the streets and the mother of the streets were these:

1. AVENUE KALUKULUKU (ETOILE), SANKURU (SANKURU) [now] JEAN L'HABTINE F. [Jean-Félix de Hemptinne].
2. Avenue Sankulu [Sankuru],49 its force ended at the rails, near the military camp, this is where the force of that road ended.
3. Avenue Banane (Chamakonde [banana in Luba]). This street [got its name from] a white man who came from Banana, a region of the French Congo. He grew bananas along that road. Now, the bananas really crowded this street. Then there was Bwana Wangermain [Wanger-mée]50 who got angry and had them pulled out. This banana street got the name Avenue Royale. Now it is called Avenue Mwepu Boniface. With that we get to the independence of Katanga.51 And this Bwana [Mwepu] gave his name to the street.
4. Avenue Tabora. Now it is called Godefroid Munongo.

Those were the streets we had here in copper capital city. And thus the city grew and each street was given [a name].

3. You will now also see the places where they were. Nowadays [the names] have changed. I52 can give you the history of every place. You must look carefully at every chapter so that you will know how we explained it.

VI. THE CITY OF LUBUMBASHI53 (OR: THE CITY OF ELISABETHVILLE):
[DO YOU KNOW] HOW IT WAS, GENTLEMEN? THIS IS HOW IT WAS!

When the Whites built this city there was much danger. At that time the Whites lived in Termite Hills. Truly, they were real men. When these men left Termite Hills they had already laid the rails. Now they were able to transport their equipment. We saw how they began to build houses with roofs of corrugated iron. Then, after a little while, they made bricks. This is when they began to construct brick houses. Other bricks came from Caipe-Tauni [Capetown], this is where they ordered them; and also in Bulawayo, that is where [they ordered them].[12]54
VII. HOTELS DE VILLE D’ELISABETHVILLE.

Kisha kuomba matafari kule Bulawayo na ku Kepitauni: walianza kujenga hotel mukubwa moja/ ni hiyi:
yawwanza/ Grand Hôtel/ yenye kupatikana mu Avenue du Camp/ sasa iko Chichul/
yapili/ Hôtel Bruxelles/ Avenue Etoile: sasa ni Avenue Moïse Tshombe/
yatatuo/ Hôtel Mitropal/ Avenue Etoile/
yainne/ Hôtel Makiris/ Avenue Moëro: hôtel ya Kiliki: Grèce/
yatano/ Hôtel Central/ Avenue Lomani: hôtel ya Kiliki: Grèce/
yasita/ Hôtel Cercle Albert/ ni hôtel ya Bulamatari: Avenue Royale: Mwepu Boniface/
yasaba/ Hôtel Katanga ya bwana Quaria ni mutadiana: Italien/
yamunane/ Hôtel Stafu-Mess ya U.M.H.K./ ni mu Lubumbashi/
yakenda/ Hôtel Berveau/ avenue Youlou: ex Kasai/
yakumi/ Hôtel Albert/ avenue Royale: Mwepu Boniface/
yakumi na moja/ Hôtel du Globe ya Mr. Wekat: Chamu-Chamu/ sasa
inaitwa Hôtel Léo II/
yakumi na mbili/ Café Royal/ Avenue ex Sankuru: Jean Hemptinne Mgr./
ihiy munaona njo mahôtel ya hapa muji mukubwa wa shaba/

VIII. SASA NI MAYENGWA YA MUJI WA ELISABETHVILLE KWA KUJWA FASI NA FASI ANGARIENI PALE PILIKUWAKA FASI NA FASI:
NI FASI GANI NA FASI GANI?


2. nyumba ya Mungu ilikuwaka pale karibu na Avenue Zambëze: kule karibu na lupango ya Gouverneur/ njo pale palikuwaka nyumba ya Mungu/ mupele pale ni Dédec: na Grégoire: na Oscar/ na kisha yake: njo pale Père Dédéc anatundikisha yule bwana François/ njo kazi yake iliisha/ njo ku kuya bwana Monseigneur Jean Félix Hemptinne tokea ku Mission Kayoyo
VII. HOTELS DES VILLE
D'ELISABETHVILLE

After they had ordered bricks, there in Bulawayo and in Kapitauni [Cape-town], they began to build a big hotel which is the
1. Grand Hotel on Avenue du Camp now Chichul [Churchill].
2. Hotel Bruxelles, Avenue Etoile (now it is Avenue Moïse Tshombe).
3. Hotel Mitrapol [Métropole], Avenue Etoile.
4. Hotel Makiris [Macris], Avenue Moëro, an hotel owned by a Greek.
5. Hotel Central, Avenue Lomami, also owned by a Greek.
6. Hotel Cercle Albert, which is the hotel of the Government, Avenue Royale (Mwepu B.).
7. Hotel Katanga, owned by Bwana Quaria, an Italian.
9. Hotel Berveau [Bellevue], Avenue Youlou (ex-Kasai).
10. Hotel Albert, Avenue Royale (Mwepu Boniface).
11. Hotel du Globe, owned by Mr. Wekat named Chamu-Chamu. It is now called Hotel Léo II.
12. Café Royal, Avenue ex-Sankuru (Jean Hemptinne Mgr.).

These, as you see, are the hotels here in copper capital city.

VIII. NOW ABOUT BUILDING THE CITY OF ELISABETHVILLE. SO AS TO KNOW EACH PLACE: LOOK WHERE EACH PLACE WAS. WHAT WAS THIS PLACE?

1. Now look where the house was of Bwana Commissaire of the police. It is the place where they used to have the equipment for boxing. But the place where the office of the first and second mayor was used to be at Bwana Latinne's place who was the boss of COWE. Where the office of the Contentieux [legal claims department] is now there used to be Bwana Mandevu's [the bearded one's] place whose business was the transport by mules and donkeys. They used to carry things here because in those days there were no cars. Where the school St. François Exavien [Xavier] and the Radio Collège are now this used to be the place of the Salagene [Salesians]; they are at Kavubu [Kafubu], Mgr. Sac [at Mgr. Sak's place].

2. The church used to be near Avenue Zambéz [Zambezi], near the Governor's compound, that is where the church was. The priests were Dédec, Gregoire, and Oscal. That was when Père Dédec had this Bwana François hanged. That was the end of his career. Then came Bwana
Mufunga/ ni pale bwana yule alistikaka hapa na Eville/[13] lakini kwa yeye: hapa alistikaka hapa bulongo ya Katanga na mwaka wa mille neuf cent et dix/ lakini pale mbele mukubwa wa waPères alikwaka bwana Dédéc/ njo mwenye kwansa hiyi Mission ya hapa na Eville/

3. kweli tena alikosa bukubwa juu ya kukanusha kuwa kumutundika Bwana François/ alikwaka Kasai/ alimupata yule muzungu na muke wake bibi Henriette/ sasa ule bwana akamuua yule rafigi ya yule muzungu: alikuwaka wa B.C.K./ sasa ye ye mwenye kutembela na bibi ya bwana François akabaki nyumbani na bibi wa benyee wa bwana François/ sasa yule alikuwaka zamu: njo alisulubiwa sana sana: na tunefu/ na pia vile alifariki/ yeye yule bwana muzungu anafa fumba makanda muchele una benyewe: hama mwenyewe/

4. hii ni mambo ile: bwana Dédéc alikosaka kupata fasi ya Monseigneur hapa petu pa muji mukubwa wa shaba: sababu hakusikilizana na yule Mufalme wa wabeleji bwana Albert wa kwanza wa Belge: Belgique/ mwaka wa kufa yule bwana François ni mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt deux/ tena balimutundika mu ssa ya asubuyi pale pa fasi ya makutano ya Avenue Limite Sud na Avenue Monseigneur Jean Hemptinne Félix: pale pa fasi ilikuwaka ya soko ya bazungu pale/

IX. KUFIKA KWA BWANA SIMON KIBANGISTE TOkea KU THYSVILLE INCHI YA BAkongo. ALIPITIA NJIA YA MATADI NA NGUNGU, NA KUFIKA LEOPOldVILLE KALINA NA KUFIKA MU KATANGA.

1. kweli bwana yule Simon Kibangiste alistikaka hapa na muji mukubwa wa shaba mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt deux tokea ku Léopoldville/ njo kule ku upande ya kwabo tu/ kisha yeye yule bwana kufika hapa: ni kweli alistikaka bwana Simon mwenye kuwekwa mu sanduku ya mbao sawa vyuma vya motoka/ baliongopesha yeye kwa kukimbia/ naye yeye mu mawazo yake hakutakaka akimbie lwake hapana/ alistikaka tu vizuri hapa pa muji mukubwa wa shaba/ na pale alistikaka yule bwana Simon Kibangiste: alistikilia kule ku fasi ya Diplan/ wapi? kule kwiko Vétérinaire ya Bulamatari/ kule njo kule bwana Simon Kibangiste balimuwekaka kule/ bakafanya ku ile sanduku yake ile zimu ya[14] canon mukubwa ya Militaire kwa kumuu yule bwana/ kweli walitia canon mu tundu la sanduku/ kwa kulia ile canon: sanduku ilizambala tu yote/ lakini bwana Simon alikuwa paka tu muzima/ lakini kwa malifa yake yeye alistikatha bipande mbili/ deuX/ kisha yule muntu aliungana tena amekuwa muzima tu/
Monseigneur Jean Félixise Hemptinne\textsuperscript{21} from Kayoyo Mufunga [Sampwe] Mission. That is when this Bwana arrived here in E/VILLE.\textsuperscript{13} However, on the soil of Katanga he arrived in 1910. But the first superior of the Fathers was Bwana Dédec. He founded the Mission here in E/Ville.

3. Truly he lost his high position because he gave orders to hang Bwana François. He was a Kasaian who caught this white man \textit{in flagrante} with his wife Henrithé [Henriette]. Then Bwana [François] killed the friend of this white man. He was an employee of BCK. [The white man] himself who went with the wife of Bwana François was in the house together with the wife of Bwana François. [The white man’s friend] who was on the lookout was attacked with knives, and finally he died. This [other] white Bwana died for nothing: the peels of another man’s rice.

4. This [affair] explains why this Bwana Dédec failed to get the position of Monseigneur [bishop] here among us in copper capital city. Because he did not get along with this King of the Belgians, Bwana Albert the First of Belgium.\textsuperscript{72} And Bwana François died in the year 1922. They hanged him in the morning [at a place] where the avenues Limite du Sud and Mgr. Jean Hemptinne Félixise meet. This is where the market for Whites used to be.\textsuperscript{73}

IX. THE ARRIVAL OF BWANA SIMON KIBANGISTE FROM TINSVILLE [Thysville] IN THE COUNTRY OF THE BAKONGO. HE WENT BY THE ROAD OF MATADI AND NGUNGU TO LEOPOLDVILLE-KALIMA AND ARRIVED IN KATANGA.

1. Truly, this Bwana Simon Kibangiste [Simon Kimbangu] arrived here in copper capital city in the year 1922, from Léopoldville.\textsuperscript{74} This is where their country lies. Then this Bwana arrived here. Truly, Bwana Simon arrived in a wooden crate in which they had put him, like the ones they use for shipping car parts. They put a scare on him so that he would not escape. But he, in his thoughts, had no intention of running away to his home country. He arrived well here in copper capital city. This Bwana Simon Kibangiste arrived at a place [called] Diplans [Leplae]. Where is this? It is at the Government veterinary’s,\textsuperscript{75} that is where they put Bwana Simon Kibangiste. Then they made a hole in his crate,\textsuperscript{14} for a big military canon, in order to kill this man. Truly, they put [the muzzle of] a cannon through the hole in the crate. When this cannon went off the crate exploded completely. But Bwana Simon was alive. By one of his miracles he had split into two parts, after which this man got together again and stayed alive.
2. na wazungu wa humu nabo balichoka na yule bwana/ njo bakamuita bwana yule bwana Muyamba Kazi/ na yeye alikuwaka bwana moja wa matata/ ni pia naye ni muntu wa ulaya amekuwa mwenye malifa kupita kweli/ akaomba kuona fulushi ya mipanga: tena alianza kuimeza moja kwa moja: na kuyambayo moja kwa moja/ tena akaomba sahani ya mayay ya kuku: akaimeza yote: na akaiyamba yote tena sahani tele/ njo mwenyewe aliwambwa wandugu zake ya kwamba: huyu muntu hana muntu wa kuweza- kana/ na sisi tumufanye kitu hakuna hakuna/ yafaa kumufunga tu buloko basi ya žééro tu/

3. kweli yule bwana akafungwa buloko ya zuji miaka mingi/ yeye alikuwaka muntu wa dini tu/ alikuwa anaafufula watu mu kufa kule kwao/ lakini hapa hakufufula muntu hata moja: hama hakugeuzaka muntu hata moja sawa vile alifanyaka ku Thysville kule: na pia Léopoldville/ aliwageuzaka wazungu kipande mweusi: kipande mweupe tu/ lakini hapa na Eville alikuwa mpaka na malifa ya kugeza mabuku/ njo ilizidisha hapa/ Parquet alikuwa anamunyanganya mabuku kuchoka tu yee mwenyewe/ na sisi ile mabuku ya yule bwana tulionia tu na macho yetu/ tena alikuwa muntu mupole tu/ tena mwili yake ni mwenye ngozi mweupe tu/ na mwili munene: tena mufupi ya kuenea/ yeye yule Simon Kibangiste/ na njo yeye alitowa kisela ya kuweka pa maboma ile mavipande vya machupa pa bibambashi/

4. tena walikuwa wanamuambia asema: toka yako: wende: buloko yako imetimiza/ na yee alikuwa anawaomba ile buku yake ya kwanza/ na babo balimuambia asema sisi hatuweze kukupa ile buku yako ile ya zamani hapana/ wende tu zako/ na yee pale hakutakaka kutoka kwenda: na vile alikuwa/ na vile wanduku zake alikuwa kumubeba maitii mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent cinquante et neuf karibu sisi kupata uhuru wetu wa Congo/ mweye yeyele misiona na mulisikia hii mambo ya bwana Simon Kibangiste/

5. tunakumbusha tena ya yule bwana François yule balitundikaka mille neuf cent vingt deux/ ni fasi gani palikuwaka nyumba ya yule muzungu? ni pale peko sasa Roulage: ama mwenye kuleta kanuni ya njia pale karibu na nyumba ya masynagogue ya wa mayaudi pale/ na yile kiwanja kile sasa beko banalimapo mafleurs: matunda maua/ njo pale tu palifiaka yule bwana muzungu/ pale Commissaire alikuwa bwana Maundranse ku Kalukulu Etoile/ hiyi ni mambo ya bwana François/ na pale yeye mweupe alimu- angukia pa kichwa chake/ kisha kutundikiwa: ndeke yule alitokaka mu bingu/[15]

6. sasa mutaona fasi gani iliikuwaka ya kufikia yule bwana Strong/ kwa mufano sawa tulionia bwana De Jonge: Strong
2. And the Whites here got tired of this man. So they called this person, Bwana Muyamba-Kazi [roughly: Shit Specialist]. And this man, too, was trouble. He was also from Europe and he could work miracles beyond belief. He asked for a bundle of bush knives and then he began to swallow them, one after the other. And then he shat them, one after the other. Then he asked for a plate of chicken eggs. He swallowed all of them and shat all of them and the plate was full again. He himself told his brothers: Against this man [Kimbangu] you cannot win. We cannot do a thing to him, you must put him in prison for life.

3. Truly, this man was locked up for many years in the Court prison. [But] he was just a religious man. There in their country he raised the dead, but here he did not bring a single person back to life, nor did he change a single person, as he used to do there in Tinsville (Tinciville) [Thysville], and in Léopoldville [where] he changed white people to be partly black, partly white. But here in E/ville he only had one miracle [which was] to change [multiply] books. This got too much here. The Parquet would take books away from him until it got tired. And we have seen the books of this man with our own eyes. Also he was a very gentle man. And his body had a very dark skin. His body was rather broad and short, he was, this Bwana Simon Kibangiste. And it was he who gave [them] the idea to put broken bottles on top of prison walls.

4. Then they told him: Go away, your prison [term] is over. He asked them to [give back to him] his first book. And they told him we cannot give you your old book. Go home. But then he refused to leave. So he died. Thus his relatives came to carry away his body in the year 1959, close [to the time] when we got our independence of the Congo. You all saw and heard this story of Bwana Simon Kibangiste.

5. We remind you again of this Bwana François, the one they hanged in 1922. Where was the house of that white man? It was where there is now the Traffic [police], the one that makes the traffic rules, near the house of the Masinagong [synagogue] of the Jews, the place where they now grow flowers. That is where this white Bwana died. The commissaire was Bwana Maundrance at Kalukuluku-Etoile. This is the story of Bwana François, and how a white bird settled on his head after he was hanged. This bird had come from heaven. [15]

6. Now you are going to see the place where this Bwana Strong arrived, the story of Bwana DEjongene Strong.77
X. **KUFIKA KWA STRONG NI MWAKA WA 1928. FASI YAKE NI WAPI? NI PALE PEKO MAGASIN MUKUBWA YA B.C.K. BUREAU MUKUBWA YA JUU ETAGE.**


XI. **WALIWALI WA HAPA WOTE TU NI HABA BOTE TU. (LES MONSIEURS LES GOUVERNEURS.)**


2. sasa mutaona mafasi tena muji hu yu na wabwana kamishedi wa kwanza hapa’Katanga ya mashariki/
X. STRONG ARRIVED IN THE YEAR 1928. WHERE WAS HIS PLACE?
IT WAS WHERE THE BIG WAREHOUSE OF THE BCK WAS, THE BIG
OFFICE BUILDING WITH MANY FLOORS.

Where did he move from there? [Near] the Hotel Léo II, that was the
place where the Strong-Mani [Strongmen] arrived. He had elephants, and
rabbits, and snakes, and leopards, and other things. That is where, as you
heard, the elephant danced the malinga [dance]. Truly, there was a rabbit
that made music, and then the elephant began to dance all by himself. And
the snake obeyed a whistle. And they put a man into a canon, it went off
and this man changed into a grenade which came from the canon and thus
he would fall onto sawdust. And there were those who raced motor-bikes
against the wall of a chamber. The one who did this was Bwana Jacob.

XI. THESE ARE ALL THE GOVERNORS HERE [in Elisabethville].

1. Now you will see the first Bwana Governors here in Elisabethville
[and] the whole lot of them since the time the Belgians developed the city
of E/VILLE.78
1. Bwana Dipeji [Lippens].
2. Bwana Tombert [Tombeur].
3. Bwana Mangala [?].
4. Bwana Wangermain [Wangermée].
5. Bwana Bureau, he had a mighty beard.
6. Bwana Gaston HEENENE [Heenen], Mr. Diffour [Dufour] and Dipôt
[Dupont].
7. Bwana Alphonse Maron [Amour Maron].
10. Bwana WAUCSTOU Rénne [René Wauthion].
12. Bwana André Chaulér [Schöller].
13. Bwana President Tshombe Moïse.
14. Bwana President Édouard Bulundwe, also the first Governor.[16]
15. Bwana Godefroid Munongo, the last Governor. Today, here in South
Katanga, he is our last Governor.
2. Now you are going to see the places in this city of the first Bwana
Commissionnaires here in East Katanga.
XII. WAKUMISHELI WOTE, NA FASI YOTE YABO YA KWANZA TANGU KUHAMAPA KALUKULUKU (RUASHI ETOILE).


XII. ALL THE COMMISSAIRES AND THEIR FIRST PLACES SINCE THEY MOVED FROM KALUKULUKU (RUASHI ETOILE).

1. 1. The first Bwana Commissaire was Bwana Maundrasi.
2. Bwana commissaire Carion, Commissaire en chef.
3. Bwana Commissaire Dibert [Dubé], Commissaire en chef.
5. Bwana Commissaire Minair[?], Commissaire en chef.
6. Bwana Commissaire Boucousé [Xavier Boux], souscommissaire.
Those are the Commissaires who made the beginning in this city.79

2. The first location of the office of the commissariat was were there is now the Building, or the multi-storied house, of Bwana Granant [Granat] [called] Kamutshatsha.80 That was the second location after they left Kalukuluku. Why did they leave Kalukuluku? The reason was that Bwana Droogmans, President of the Comité Spécial, tried Kalukuluku and it did not please him that they should build a big city there. Because he saw that this would be close to the mines of the UMHK. So he planned the city here in Lubumbashi.81

3. Also this was the time when Bwana Wangermain [Wangermée] left Lukafu and came here with many soldiers. These soldiers also arrived in Kalukuluku. Now you are going to see: Where was the first compound or [military] camp? At the place where long ago the market for the Whites used to be.
1. The first camp, where the market for the Whites used to be on Avenue Limite du Sud. The camp of the soldiers was there after they had been moved from Lukafu by Bwana Governor Wangermain.82
2. The second [camp] was where the second military camp is now.
3. Where was the Passport [office]? The first one was where the Post Office is now, this used to be the place of the Passport [office]. From there they moved it down to the rails of the BCK, and the office of the District [commissioner] was [also] there.
4. The Parquet was in the two-storied house on Avenue Manyema (Maniema). From there [it moved] to Avenue Tabora (Munongo). That is where it finally was.[17]

2. pale sisi wa kazi ya domestiques tulikuwa tunakata ku Karavia/ maji kushota ku mabegeti mbili yenye kuwekwa ku muti na misumari/ njo kukobekamo ya mabegeti mbili yale: moja mbele: na moja nyuma ku muto Lubumbashi/ kisha kufika mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt sept: njo bwana Hollemans njo kufanya matanki ya maji/ ya kwanza iliwata karibu na Parquet/ sasa pompi yenyeze njo kuitia mule na mulango ya bwana Sanua/ bado yule bwana Rodina hapana/ pale pa Rodina palikuwaka bwana Sanua wa biashara vile vile/ kutoka yeye: njo bwana Rodina/ lakini ku benye biashara mwenyeze wa kwanza ni bwana Glastonne: na bwana Straibe wa Pharmacie ya wangeleza/ yeye njo pale peko sasa Socophar/ alafu pale peko sasa Cophaco: ni fasi iliwata fasi ya Standard Banque ya mungeleza/

3. na kisha bado kidogo njo bwana mukubwa wa Banque du Congo Belge: njo kufika pale/ alikamataka mutu wake wa kwanza ni bwana Ngoie Léon/ sasa munamujua yule bwana: njo mwenyeze kuanza kazi yake ya Banque du Congo Belge/


5. tena mutaona wale wote walianzaka Eville fasi na fasi/ mutaona na Mine: na Namutekesa: njo bale benye kwanza kazi ya mikate hapa na [18]

1. We can inform you that this year was the year of Bwana Father Dédec, and Father Grégoire Innexisésson [in excelsis deo] and Father Oscal [Anschaire] and Mother Degard. The superior of them all was Father Dédec, the founder of the mission here in Lubumbashi before it became Elisabethville. As we said in a following [i.e. preceding] chapter, this was on Leopold street where it is met by Zambezi street, close to the Governor’s residence. This was the first house of God Almighty. Now it is a school for children which is called something like Ecole Familiale, that is where the first church was.

2. In those days we, who worked as domestics, used to cut firewood at [the river] Karavia, and we would fetch water from the Lubumbashi river, two buckets hung on a pole with nails [sticking out to keep the bucket from sliding off]—you would hang two buckets there, one in front, the other behind. Finally came the year 1927. This is when Bwana HOllémas constructed the water tanks. The first one was near the Parquet. The pumping station itself he put [near] the door [house] of Bwana Sanwa [Sanua]. It was then not yet Bwana Rodina’s [place]. Where Rodina’s is now there used to be Bwana Sanwa’s who was also a trader. When he left there came Bwana Rodina, but among the traders the first one was Bwana Glastonne, and Bwana Straibe [Streber] of the Pharmacy of the Englishmen. This was where Socophar is now. But where there is now Cophaco there used to be the place of Standard Bank of the Englishmen.

3. Not long after that the director of the Banque du Congo Belge arrived there. He hired his first [African] man: Bwana NGOIEE Léon. You know now this Bwana today; he is the very person who began his work at the Banque du Congo Belge.

4. Shortly thereafter, we saw Bwana Louis, the white man of Imbelco. And this Bwana was the one who ordered newspapers or journals at home in Europe. He began publishing the newspapers ESSOR and ESOIR [Le Soir] and Pourquoi pas. Then we saw Bwana Jean Decoste [Decoster] of the newspaper Echo. And finally there was Bwana Colequet [Cloquet]. We gave him another name, Manyema. He published the Journal Ilistre [Illustré] on Avenue du Camp before it became Avenue Chilchi Wiston [Winston Churchill], the place of Namutekesa who had a bakery there.

5. Furthermore you are going to see all those who were the first in Eville, everyone in his place. You will see Mine [Minne] and Namutekesa who were the first to make bread here in
XIV. ELISABETHVILLE. PARQUET YA ELISABETHVILLE.

parquet ya Elisabethville iliukuwaka Avenue Maniema karibu na munganga Kassar yule wa B.C.K./ kisha pale njo kuhamia mu Tabora: sawa vile tulisema/ sasa mutaangaria wale wamwamuzi walikuwaka wanalinda ile Parquet/
wa kwanza/ Président Mr. Socquaine/
wa pili/ Président Mr. Driquise/
wa tatu/ Président Mr. Forte Maison/
wa inne/ Avocat Mr. Vroonene/
wa tano/ Avocat Mr. André Decrércks/
wa sita/ Avocat Mr. Gaissé/
wa saba/ Avocat Mr. Libesé/
wa munane/ Avocat Mr. Victor Malavant/
wa kenda/ Avocat Mr. Mousé/
wa kumi/ Juge Mr. Simité/

Na wengine wao tu wamingi/ haba njo walikuwa wanachunga Parquet ya Elisabethville/

XV. WAKUBWA WA MADINI (RELIGIONS).

wa kwanza/ Mumpe Dédéc/
wa pili/ Mumpe Grégoire/
wa tatu/ Mumpe Oscal/
wa inne/ Mumpe Jean Hemptinne Felixise/ yule ni mutoto wa Mufalme Léopold II/
wa tano/ Bishop: Bishop: Njon Springer/
haba nabo njo bale tuliona mbele ya kuya wazungu: wazungu: mu Katanga/

XVI. WABWANA MUKUBWA WA MASHILKA (SOCIETES).

wa kwanza/ Directeur Mr. Touse René/ U.M.H.K.: Directeur Général/
wa pili/ Directeur Mr. Jean Jadot/ B.C.K.: Directeur Général/
wa tatu/ Directeur Mr. Droocomas/ C.S.K.: Directeur Général/
wa inne/ Directeur Mr. Godefoid/ C.S.K.: Directeur Général/
wa tano/ Directeur Mr. Patis/ C.S.K.: Directeur Général/
wa sita/ Directeur Mr. Vandward/ C.S.K.: Directeur Général/[19]
wa saba/ Directeur Mr. Whayou/ Trabeka: Directeur Général/
wa munane/ Directeur Mr. Tembo/ Trabeka: Directeur Général/
XIV. ELISABETHVILLE: THE PARQUET OF ELISABETHVILLE

The Parquet of Elisabethville was on Avenue Maniama [Maniema], near Dr. Kassar [Cassart], the one of BCK. Then it moved to [avenue] Tabora as we have said. Now you will see the judges who presided the Parquet.
1. President Mr. Soquaine (Socquaine) [Sooghen]
2. President Mr. Driquise [Derriks].
3. President Mr. Forte Maison [Fortemaison].
4. Lawyer Mr. Vroonene [Vroonen].
5. Lawyer Mr. André Derércks (Decréreks) [Declerckx]
6. Lawyer Mr. Gaisé [De Castelbergh].
7. Lawyer Mr. Libesé [Rubbens].
8. Lawyer Mr. Victor Malavant.
9. Lawyer Mr. Mousé [?].
10. Judge Mr. Simite [Smith].
And many others. Those were the ones who presided over the Parquet of Elisabethville.

XV. THE LEADERS OF THE RELIGIONS.

3. Mupe Oscal [Anschaire].
4. Mupe Jean Hemtine Felixise, this one was a child of Leopold II.
5. Bishop NJon Springer.
Those are the ones we saw before the [other] Whites arrived in Katanga [in great numbers].

XVI. THE PRESIDENTS OF THE COMPANIES (SOCIETIES).

1. Directeur Mr. TOuse [Toussaint] Rene UMHK-Directeur Général.
2. Directeur Mr. Jean Jadot BCK-Directeur Général.
3. Directeur Mr. Droocomes [Droogmans] CSK-Directeur Général.
5. Directeur Mr. Patis [?] CSK-Directeur Général.
6. Directeur Mr. Vandward [Vandewalle] CSK-Directeur Général. [19]
7. Directeur Mr. Whayeu [?] Trabeka-Directeur Général.
8. Directeur Mr. Tembo [?] Trabeka-Directeur Général.
XVII. POSTE YA ZAMANI ILIKUWA WAPI? ANGARIENI PALE PEKO MONUMENT FEMMES COLONIALES. NJO PALE PA POSTE YA KWANZA HAPA NA EVILLE.

Banque du Congo Belge: ni mpaka mule mwiko Banque Nationale mule/nyumba ya munganga wa kuangaria wenyewe magonjwa: ni pale karibu na Bar Lusonga pale karibu beko banakamatia wale wa virongozi wa magari mukanda ya kanuni ya njia: Premier-Conduit/

XVIII. SOGELEC ET SOGEFOR NI FASI GANI? NI PALE NGAMBO YA FINANCES NA PALE BAHAUSSA BANATANDIKA VITU VYAO KARIBU NA SOCOPHAR.

njo pale na sasa iko paka pale tu/ njo habari ya muji Lubumbashi tulionaka sisi waboy/ tena sisi tulisikiaka mambo mingi kwa watu wa ulaya: hakuku-waka kitu walikuwa wametufichika sisi/

XIX. SASA NI KUSIKIA WENYE KUFANYA BIASHARA HAPA NI WAZUNGU GANI KU MAKABILA YAO VILE WALIFIKA HAPA PA KATANGA MUJI YA LUBUMBASHI HAPA NA EVILLE.

wa kwanza/ Bwana Glastone/ ni: muzungu wamayaudi mungeleza/ wa pili/ Bwana Robeni Sonne/ biashara wa mungeleza mwenye haki/ wa tatu/ Bwana Mandevu Mupe/ biashara wamayaudi wa pekee/ wa inne/ Bwana Sanua/ biashara wamayaudi wa pekee/ wa tano/ Bwana Cailo Muke/ biashara wamayaudi wa pekee/ wa sita/ Bwana Fernandese/ tailleur wa Espangora wa pekee/ wa saba/ Bwana Martine/ tailleur wa Espangora wa pekee/[20] wa munane/ Bwana Mulopwe Mukalamba/ biashara mukubwa wa manguo na viatu na vyote/ yeye ni muyaudi wa wangeleza/ njo kule alizalikia kizazi chake/ wa kenda/ Bwana Franco/ muyaudi wa pekee/ biashara wa manguo na vitu yote ya biashara/ wa kumi/ Bwana Mandala/ nayee muyaudi/ biashara wa manguo na vitu yote ya biashara/
XVII. WHERE WAS THE OLD POST OFFICE? SEE WHERE THE MONUMENT TO COLONIAL WOMEN IS. THIS IS WHERE THE FIRST POST OFFICE HERE IN E/VILLE USED TO BE.

The Banque du Congo Belge was in the place where the Banque Nationale is [now]. The doctor's house to take care of the sick was close to the Bar Lusonga. Close to the place where you get the driver's licence (Premier-Conduit).

XVIII. SOGELEC AND SOGEFORS WHERE DID THEY USE TO BE? THERE ON THE SIDE OF THE FINANCES [finance department], WHERE THE HAUSSA SPREAD THEIR THINGS, NEAR SOCOPHAR [pharmacy].

This is where they are now. Such is the story of the city of Lubumbashi as we, the boys, saw it. Also, we heard many things from the people from Europe. There wasn't a thing they could hide from us.

XIX. NOW LISTEN TO THOSE WHO WERE IN BUSINESS HERE. WHO WERE THE WHITES, WHAT GROUPS DID THEY BELONG TO, AS THEY ARRIVED HERE IN KATANGLA, IN THE TOWN OF LUBUMBASHI, HERE IN E/VILLE?

1. Bwana Glastone [Glasstone], he was a white man, an English Jew.
2. Bwana Robeni Sonne [Robinson], trading, an Englishman, a man of justice.
3. Bwana Mandevu, Mupe [the bearded, the missionary], trading, a Jew working on his own.
5. Bwana Cailo Muke [Kailo moké], trading, a Jew working on his own.
6. Bwana Fernand-es [Fernandes], tailor, a Spaniard working on his own.
7. Bwana Martine [Martins], tailor, and Englishman working on his own.
8. Bwana Mulopwe Mukalamba, trading, a big [trader] in clothes, shoes, and everything, an English Jew, this is where he had his family.
9. Bwana FRaco [Franco], a Jew working on his own, trading in clothes and [running a] general store.
wa kumi na moja/ Bwana Mactshoukis/ mukidiki/ biashara ya manguo na vitu yote ya biashara/
wa kumi na mbili/ Mama na Gabriel/ muyaudi/ biashara wa manguo na vitu yoyote ya biashara wa pekee tu/
wa kumu na tatu/ Mama Natshimètre/ muyaudi/ biashara wa manguo na vitu yote ya biashara wa pekee/
wa kumi na inne/ wachinoirs walikuwaka humu: na wagroucas wengi sana ile wakati/
wa kumo na tano/ Bwana Fimbo wa bagoa: Indien/ biashara wa makalanga na bimburutu: Pistoles/

XX. BOULANGERIES CHAPU YA MIKATE.

wa kwanza/ Bwana Minne: Belge/
wa pili/ Bwana Namutekesa: Grèce/
wa tatu/ Bwana Tonnane: Grèce/
wa inne/ Bwana Luxe: Grèce/
wa tano/ Bwana Robiogrio: Italien/
    pale mukate ulikuwaka francs 3, 5, 6, 8, 16: njo muisho/

XXI. BOUCHERIES MANYUMBA YA NYAMA.

Smith wangombe/
wa pili/ Kamutshatsha Granant/

XXII. CHARCUTERIES.

wa tatu/ Mr. Asinonck/
wa inne/ Elakat wangombe/ njo alikombola bwana Smith wangombe/

XXIII. BIASHARA YA BYAKULA.

wa kwanza/ Interfina Cofina/
wa pili/ Sedec Compagne Concession/
wa tatu/ Coopérative biashara ya Bulamatadi/
wa inne/ Bwana Salomon wa mayaudi wa peke/
11. Bwana Matshoukis, a Greek, trading in clothes and [running a] general store.
13. Mama Natshimètre [na kimètre], a Jew, trading and [running a] general, working on her own.
14. There were Chinese here, and many Groucas [Ghurkas?] at that time.
15. Bwana Flmbo [stick], an Indian from Goa, trading in peanuts and bread rolls.\(^{102}\)

XX. BAKERIES, BREADSHOPS.

1. BWANA MINNE, BELGIAN
2. Bwana Namutekese, Greece.
3. Bwana Tonnane, Greece [?]
4. Bwana Luxe, Greece.
5. Bwana Robriogrio [Robrioglio], Italian.
   In those days bread was 3, 5, 6, 8, 16 francs, no more.

XXI. Butchers, abattoirs.

Smith the cattleman.
2. Kamutsha-tsha Granant [Granat].

XXII. CHARCOUTRIEURS [Charcuteries].

3. Mr Asinok [Asnong]
4. ELEKAT WANGOMBE [Elakat cattle ranch]\(^{103}\) which followed Bwana Smith the cattleman.

XXIII. FOOD STORES.

1. Interfina Cofina.\(^{104}\)
4. Bwana Solomon, a Jew working on his own.
History From Below

XXIV. VINYWAJI VYA POMBE YA BIERE SIMBA.

wa tano/ Bwana Brasseries du Katanga/ Limonade: l’eau gazeuse/
wa sita/ Laiterie Comité Spécial du Katanga/[21]

XXV. SPORTIVES.

wa kwanza/ Prince Léopold III/
wa pili/ Prince Charles/
wa tatu/ Vaticano/
awa ni washindaji wa kabumbu ya hapa petu Katanga ya mashariki/ njo wenye we wameanza mambo ya kabumbu hapa muji mukubwa wa shaba/
wamekuwa wameshindana na wengine wa pale mingoti ya Rhodésie du Nord na ya du Sud/ muangarie majeshi yenye ne ni hiyo/
y a kwanza/ ya kwanza ku beupe ni ba King bulayi: njo balikuwa wanashi-
ndana na équipe Rambles Panda: na équipe Eville/
y a pili/ Broocken Hil/
y a tatu/ Ndola/
y a inne/ Roone Entrope: Lwashi Mayini/
y a tano/ Mufulira Mayini/
y a sita/ Changa Mayini/
y a saba/ Sainport de Lwanda/

XXVI. WAZUNGU WA KUKONGOLA WATU KIPALO PALE BWANA
ROBERT WILLIAMS NA U.M.H.K. HABA WABWANA.

wa kwanza/ Bwana Colaille: Italien: mutaliana/
wa pili/ Bwana Poto-Poto " "
wa tatu/ Bwana Mercatine " "
wa inne/ Bwana Bulanda-Verre " "
wa tano/ Bwana Mec " "
wa sita/ Bwana Whichem: mungeleza/
hawa wabwana njo ngozo ya Katanga benyee balifanyaka nguvu/
XIV. BEVERAGES OF BEER, OF SIMBA BEER

5. BWANA Brasserie [brasserie] du Katanga, lemonade and soda water.\textsuperscript{105}  
6. Dairy, Comité Spécial du Katanga.\textsuperscript{21}

XXV. SPORTS CLUBS.

1. Prince Leopold III.  
2. Prince Charles.  
3. Vaticano.  
Those are the soccer clubs here in our country of South Katanga,\textsuperscript{106} they are the ones who started soccer here in copper capital city and they played against other [clubs] from the mines in Northern and Southern Rhodesia. Look, these are the teams:  
1. The first one, on the side of the Whites, was the KING-BULAYI [Bulawayo Kings], they played against the Rambles Panda [Panda Ramblers], and the team from E/ville.  
2. Broken Hill.  
3. N'Dola  
4. Roone Entrope Lwashi Mayini [Roan Antelope Luasha Mine].  
5. Mufulira Mayini [Mufulira Mine].  
6. Changa Mayini [Changa Mine].  
7. Sainport-de Lwanda [St. Paul de Loanda]

XXVI. WHITES WHO WERE RECRUITERS\textsuperscript{107} OF PEOPLE. THERE WAS BWANA ROBATH WILIAMS AND UMHK. THOSE WERE THE BWANAS.

1. Bwana Collaille, an Italian.  
2. Bwana Poto-Poto, and Italian.  
3. Bwana Mercantine [Mercantile Africaine], an Italian.  
5. Bwana Mec [‘Meki’], an Italian.  
Those Bwanas were the foundations of Katanga, they worked very hard.
XXVII. MISSIONS YA BATU KWA MUMPE, NA SPRINGER MWAKA GANI? KWA KUVUMA NI MWAKA WA 1924.

1. wa mille neuf cent vingt huit: njo penyewe missions kuvuma/ pale walimu wamekuwaka paka kidogo tu/ wa kwanza ni bwana Jules wa kabila ya Babemba: na marehemu Benoît Kayokolo/ njo wa [22] lianzaka mission ya Mumpe Grégoire pale pa fasi yaitwa kama Sacré Cœur/

2. kufika mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt cinq: bwana Prince Léopold III amefika hapa na Elisabethville/ akabarikia nyumba ya hospitalini: Hôpital Prince Léopold III/ ni mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt cinq/ akabarikia tena ile bulalo: bulalo ya Lubumbashi/ na akabarikia tena mungoti ya Kipushi: akaipa jina lake yeye mwenyewe/ tena na vile ameenda kwabo na ulaya/

3. kufika mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt huit njo babaye Mufalme ama Roi Albert wa kwanza na muke wake mama Marikiane Elisabeth bakafika hapa na Congo pia na mu Katanga na muji wa Jadotville/ naye akajenga jiwe ya kwanza pa nyumba ya Mission ya Prostate: Protestant/ kuisha pale: njo kwenda kujenga jiwe ya nyumba ya Mission St. Boniface/ na vile yeye amerudi kwake na muke wake Marikiane Elisabeth/ pale bulalo ya Kafubu imekwisha yenga tangu mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt et un/ njo mwaka iliyengwa ile bulalo ya Kafubu: mille neuf cent vingt et un/

XXVIII. MACHAPU YA MIOTOKA ILIKUWAKA NGAPI?
MACHAPU YA MIOTOKA ILIKUWAKA PALE MBILI TU.


XXIX. MACHAPU YA MANKINGA NI NGAPI PALE?
MACHAPU YA MANKINGA ILIKUWAKA TATU.

ya kwanza/ Vanhuare: Mache/ ya pili ni bwana Boker: Marcer Bouize/ wote walikuwaka Avenue ex Kasai: njo mule walikuwaka/ alafu kinga ya BAS ni ya chapu ya la Sima/

1. It was in 1928\textsuperscript{108} when the missions [really] became known. At that time there were very few teachers. The first one was Bwana Julis [Julius] of the Bemba tribe, and the late Benoît Kayokolo. They [22] started the mission of Father Gregoire, at the place that is called Sacre Coeur.\textsuperscript{109}

2. When the year 1925 came Bwana Prince Leopold III arrived here in Elisabethville. He inaugurated the Hospital (Hospital Prince Leopold III), also in 1925 the bridge over the Lubumbashi river, and Kipushi mine. He himself gave it his name. Then he went back to Europe.

3. When the year 1928 came, his father, KING Albert the First and his wife Queen Elisabeth arrived here in the Congo, and in Katanga, in the city of Jadotville. And they laid the first stone for the home of the Protestant mission. When he was done there he went to lay the first stone of St. Boniface mission. Then he went home with his wife Queen Elisabeth. The bridge over the Kafubu they had finished building since the year 1921. That was the year when the bridge over the Kafubu was built (1921).

XXVIII. HOW MANY GARAGES WERE THERE?
IN THOSE DAYS THERE WERE ONLY TWO GARAGES.

1. The first one was: the workshop of Bwana Congo Motor. The makes of cars he furnished were these: the first one was Buinck [Buick].
2. The second kind of car was Chevrole[t].
0. The second workshop belonged to Bwana Lasima [Sima] and their car was Reneau [Renault].

XXIX. HOW MANY BICYCLE REPAIR SHOPS WERE THERE?
THERE WERE THREE BICYCLE REPAIR SHOPS.

1. Vanhuare (Mache) [van Hauwaert, Mathieu], the second Bwana Boker [Bouker], [and] Marcer-Bouize [Marcel Beuse]. All of them were on Avenue ex-Kasai, that's where they were. But the Bies [BSA] bikes came from the Sima garage.
XXX. **CRISE AMA LAKILISE ILIFIKAKA MWAKA GANI?**
**CRISE AMA LAKILISE ILIFIKAKA MWAKA 1928.**

mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt huit: njo tulionaka crise ikafika hapa na Katanga/ kweli watu wote walisumbuka sana na njaa/ kazi hakuna: bulofa bulipita sana sana/ tulikuwa tunafanya kama mutu moja ipo pa kazi: njo kusema yule mutu anakuwa baba na mama wa bale bote benzake/ banakuya kula kwake: kuvala kwake/ kwa kwenda ku malinga kucheka ilikuwa hadisi kubwa kwetu/ sisi tulichungana sana sana pasipo kuwa kuchagula uchaguzi wa makabila/ tena watu wa Katanga walikuwa wenye kupokelea watu sana sana/ hawakuwaka na roho mbaya hapana/[23]

XXXI. **VYAMA VYA KWANZA NI VYAMA GANI?**
**AMA LES ASSOCIATIONS TRIBALES.**

ya kwanza/ ya kwanza tulikuwaka na Société Belge/ njo Société ya kwanza: humu mu Katanga/ ilianzaka na mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt deux: ikamalizika mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt sept/ Président ilikuwaka Mushitu Henri Prince wa Balunda/
ya pili/ Shikutu Lwango/ njoilikombola jina ya Société Lulua/ ile ni ya Balunda: walikuwaka na ile Société Lulua/ District de Lulua/ sasa ni District Lualaba/
ya tatu/ L'Association Tanganika Moéro/ ilikuwaka ya watu wa Manyema na Kindu/
ya inne/ L'Association Sikutu Bruxelles ile ya Baluba ba Kiambi na Kalando na Kikondja na Mulongo/ nabo njo Association yabo ile ya District Maniema sasa Albertville/
ya tano/ L'association Franco Belge/ ilikuwa ya sisi watu wote wa kila colonial/ kwa mufano watu wa Angleterre: Angleterre: France: Belge/ njo bale balikuwaka wa Franco Belge/ Président: Musitafa/ hii malinga tulikuwa tunacheza sisi waboy wa makabila yote tu pasipo uchaguzi wa makabila/ hakukuwakako ile mambo/

XXXII. **WABIASHARA WEWUSI WALIANZA NA WANANI?**
**WALIKUWAKA NI MABWANA AMA MAJINA YAO NI HAWA WABWANA.**

wa kwanza/ Bwana Kibwe Léonard/ alikuwaka na biashara ya kuuzisha samaki ya makuki/ ilikuwa inaitwa asema kalulu/ soko ya watu ingali pale
XXX. WHEN DID THE CRISIS COME?
THE CRISIS CAME IN THE YEAR 1928.

In the year 1928 we saw the crisis [depression] arrive here in Katanga.\textsuperscript{110} Truly, everyone suffered a lot from hunger. There was no work. Unemployment\textsuperscript{111} grew beyond belief. This is what we did: When there was one man who had work, this man was the father and mother of all his friends. They came to eat at his place and to clothe themselves. The big thing with us was to go to the malinga dance. We really took care of each other without distinction of tribe. Also the people of Katanga were very hospitable; they did not have a bad spirit.\textsuperscript{[23]}

XXXI. WHICH WERE THE FIRST ASSOCIATIONS
(TRIBAL ASSOCIATIONS)?

1. First we had the Socheté [Société] Belge. That was the first society here in Katanga. It began in the year 1922 and ended in the year 1927. President was Mushitu Henri, Prince of the Lunda.
2. Shikutu Lwango was the name which replaced that of the Socheté [Société] Lulua. This was the association of the Lunda which belonged to the Lulua society of Lulua district, now Lualaba district.
3. L'Association Tanganika Moëro was the one for the people from Maniema and from Kindu.
4. L'Association Sikutu Bruxelles, this one was for the Baluba of Kiyambe [Kiambi], Kabalo, Kikonja [Kikondja], and Mulongo. And then they had an association for the Maniema district, now Albertville.
5. L'Association Flanco [Franco] Belge was for all of us colonials, for example the people from England, France, Belgium — they made the [Association] Franco-Belge. President was Musitafa\textsuperscript{112}. We, the boys from every tribe, used to do these malinga dances, without distinction of tribe. This problem [of tribalism] did not exist.\textsuperscript{113}

XXXII. WHO WERE THE FIRST BLACK TRADERS?
THESE WERE THE MEN AND THEIR NAMES.

1. Bwana Kibwe Léonard,\textsuperscript{114} he was a trader in Tilapia fish, the one that is called kalulu [the rabbit]. The African market was then where the clerks had their houses, called 'at the traders,'\textsuperscript{115} and the compound Whuinchicha\textsuperscript{116} and the cité [camp] of the police. Whuinchicha was in

Tailleur wa kwanza Tshikasa Thomas.[24]

XXXIII. CAMP MILITAIRE MUKUBWA GANI ALIKUWAKAMO?
KWA WAZUNGU NI: MASSAR NA BWANA PEPEL.
MUTU MWEUSI.

ya kwanza: Bwana Massar/ njo kule kulitoka jina ya Camp Massar/ njo alikuwaka Commandant Bataillon ya Camp Massar/ na pia yule bwana Pepel akamufwata kutangulia soldats mweusi na Alphonse Kasuku na yule bwana marehemu Augustin Ilingio/

XXXIV. MARON ALPHONSE GOUVERNEUR WA KATANGA
KWA KUUAUA WATU YA U.M.H.K. 1941/2/ LE 5/2/1941.

2. balikufaka watu wengi sana/ balifia franga ya kubawekeako ku mwezi/ siku ile muji wa Eville walikuwaka na kilio kubwa kwa yule bwana Liwali: Gouverneur: bwana Alphonse Maron/ ye ye naye alipatikana ku muji wa bafrances/ naye njo kule aliifa mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent quarante sept: mu mwezi wa onze Novembre/ hii ni habari ya watu wa U.M.H.K. waliwauuaa/
the place where Bwana Matunga Léon lived, and Bwana Njuliase, that was the place of Whuinchica. And they built another compound which was called Bikopo or Kisasa.

2. Bwana Pascal, a man from French Congo.

3. Bwana Tayimo, a Bemba here from Katanga, or a Lamba, which is the same.

4. The late Bwana Ilingi who owned the Bar Mangala. He used to be a soldier.

5. Bwana Fimbo Mukowa. He himself started his business. And then there were many [others from his group].

The first tailor was Thikasa Thomas.

XXXIII. WHICH WAS THE BIG MILITARY CAMP HERE?

1. BWANA MASSAR [Massart], he is the one the name Camp Massar came from. He was commander of the battalion at Camp Massar. Then there was this Bwana Pée who followed him as commander of the black soldiers, together with Alphonse Kasuku and the late Bwana Augustin Ilingi.

XXXIV. MARON ALPHONSE GOVERNOR OF KATANGA.
WHEN HE MASSACRED THE PEOPLE OF THE UMHK, 5/2/1941

1. There was a male nurse at the UMHK who had a good understanding with Bwana Maron Alphonse. He was a Kabinda. He had an understanding with Bwana Maron, and his name, too, was Alphonse. Then Maron got angry and shot him with a pistol. He died on the spot. That is when the soldiers began to fire [their] guns. It was a year during the war of 1940 to 1945.

2. Many, many people died. They died for higher monthly wages. That day there was much mourning among the people of E/ville because of this Bwana Governor, Bwana Alphonse Maron. And fate caught up with him in a French city which is where he arrived on November 11 in the year 1947. This is the story of the massacre of the people of UMHK.
XXXV. KUFIKI KWA WAJENGAJI WA MUMBUNDA YA U.M.H.K. 
NI MWAKA GANI? NI MWAKA WA 1937 à 1938.

1. mwaka ule tuliona wazungu walitoka bulaya/ walikuwaka inne wenye kuchaguliwa kwabo ulaya/ tena walikuwaka wenyewe majee sana wenye kufunda elimu ya mayengo: ama majengo/ wa kwanza alikuwaka kabila ya ya kwanza/ Alemagne/ yeye yule njo alikuwaka ingénieur wa kujenga majengo ya muviringo wenyewe zunguka sawa vile munajonea wenye ku yule mumbunda ya U.M.H.K. ku Lubumbashi ile/ wa pili/ Italien/ yeye alikuwa ingénieur wa kujenga naye: mwenye kufunda kwabo/ wa tatu/ France/ naye alifundaka buingénieur ya kupeleka mumbunda juu kabisa/ ya inne/ Flamand/ naye alikuwaka ingénieur wa kufunda majengo ya kila namna/ 


3. tena na siku ile waliisha kujenga ile mumbunda: kulikufaka tena Ingénieur moja wa kabila ya waflamand/ ama watu walikuwa wanawaita asema Zeki mwa wana boy/ kuisha kujenga waliachia mumbunda pa bulefu ya pata jumla ya kitariifu ya mia moja na makumi sita: cent soixante kilomètres/ pa bulefu tena walitaka kupa: rangi mweupe juu ya mumbunda: rangi nyeusi chini ya mumbunda/ alakini wa Allemagne/ na wafrance/ na wakabaki wakakataa asema inafaa rangi mweupe iende chini/ alafu rangi mweusi iende juu/ sababu njo wenyewe inch/ ni kweli waliachia rangi mweusi juu: na wakapenta rangi mweupe chini ya mumbunda sawa vile munaona/ tena ile mumbunda haikuishaka kweli/ wakaiyenga tena mara ingine/ na kuisha pale ilibakiaka/ hii ni mambo ya mumbunda tunaeleza/

XXXVI. KWA KUJENGAMA KUFUNGA BARRAGE YA MWADINGUSHA NI MWAKA GANI? 1928.

1. mwaka wa makumi mbili na munane/ kwa kifupi njo mwaka ule/ ule mwaka alifikaka Mufalme Albert wa kwanza na muke wake Marikiana: sawa vile tulisema ku ukurasa wa mbele/ siku ile na Mwadingusha ametia

1. In that year we saw Whites who came from Europe. There were four whom they had chosen at home in Europe. They were very clever and had studied the art of building. The first one was of the nation of Germany. He was an engineer who was a specialist of circular masonry, the one that turns, as you yourself can see it on the chimney of the UMHK at Lubumbashi. 
2. An Italian. He also was a civil engineer who had studied at home to bring the chimney up to great heights. 
3. A Frenchman. He also studied engineering [especially] how to build up the chimney to great heights. 
4. A Fleming. He too was an engineer who had studied all sorts of building. 

2. All four of them played soccer, each in his own team. And they arrived here in E/ville and were housed in the Hotel Stafu-Messe [staff mess] of the UMHK Lubumbashi. And on the day they played football these gentlemen went to the soccer field at Panda and one of them broke a leg. Only three engineers were left. The one to break his leg was the one from Germany. 

3. So, in these days they finished building the chimney. Then another engineer, the one of Flemish origin, died. The people used to call him Zeki mwana boy. When they finished building they left the chimney at a height of about one hundred and sixty (160 Kms). All of that they wanted to paint, white on the upper part of the chimney, and black on the lower part of the chimney. But the Germans, the Frenchmen, and the Italians refused, saying that the white color had to be at the bottom whereas the black color should be for the upper part because they own the country. Truly, they painted the upper part black and they painted the lower part of the chimney white, just as you see it. Furthermore, this chimney was not really finished then. They built again and finished it from where it had been left. This is the story we tell you about the chimney.


1. To make it short, the year twenty eight was the year when this Bwana King Albert the First and his wife the Queen arrived, as we said in an earlier chapter. In those days a French engineer constructed the dam at
History From Below

barrage/ na alikuwa ingénieur wa bafrance: njo alifunga ile Mwadingusha/ na tukaona koti ya byuma: ama shaba/ njo mule yule muzungu alivaa: na kuingia chini ya mungoti kumufwata mpumina/ yule banasemaka kwiko bazungu asema saumon du Mwadingusha/ yeye yule muzungu aliingia ndani ya mungoti: na akaacha lukamba ya bulefu yapata dix mille/ na kule ku lukamba balifungiako kalamu na kartasi na akawaambia wazungu wa Trabeka ya kwamba mimi naenda chini ya mungoti/ yafaa mweye hii lukamba mimi naacha mimi nitapika kengele hii/ na mweye mutanitu- 

mii hiyi lukamba na kalamu: na kartasi: njo kule mimi nitafwatula yule Mpumina/  

2. bwana yule alikwendaka mu saa ya sept heures ya asubui: na akapika nkengele mu saa ya saa nane: deux heures ya mangaribi/ na yule bwana alimufwatulaka yule Mpumina/ na akamufwatulaka tu mwili wake: lakini kichwa chake alishinda kukionia: na mukila yake vile vile/ na tena aka- 

muambia yule Mpumina asema inafaa toka hapa Mwadingusha: wende ku Lupweji/ sisi tunataka kukumata moto ya kuleta mu vyapu yetu sisi/ naye ku upande wake aliwambia ya kwamba mimi siwezi kutoka/ sasa mimi 
nachoka na kuha[26] mahama/ sikieni: nilikuyaka kwanza mu Kalukuluku: 
munanihamisha/ sasa nakwenda Kipushi: munanihamisha/ nakwenda mu 

kilima ya Panda: munanihamisha/ sasa nakwenda mu kilima ya Kakontwe: 

na munanihamisha/ sasa nipo hapa na Mwadingusha/ tena asema hama 
tena hapa/ lakini mimi siwezi nihame hapa/ tena kama mweye munataka 
mimi kuhama hapa: yafaa kuleta watu weupe tu elfu kumi wabwana: na 
kumi wabibi zenu: na watoto wenu/ sasa mimi nachoka na kunitolea watu 
mweusi pasipo kuwa sababu/  

3. hii ni mambo ilitokaka mu barrage ya Mwadingusha/ tena alikanusha 
sana sana asema siweze nikamuone bwana mumpe na jerani wake bwana 
mushauri wa sheria: rafiki yake zuji/ ile alikatala sana sana tu/ hii ni mambo 

ile tuliona mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent vingt huit kwa kufika Mufalme 

Albert wa kwanza na Marikiane wake mama Elisabeth/ tena kwa kufunga 

Mwadingusha samaki ilikuwa tabani/ ingaliikuwa mwaka huyu: kama watu 
walipataka feza tabani/ alufu ya samaki ilipanda na mbingu/ 

XXXVII. VITA YA BAETIOPIE NA WATADIANA (ITALIEN), 1930.

kweli waEtiopie walipigana vita na wamataliana juu ya fujo ya wazungu/ 
wakapigana vita ya kweli/ mwenye aliwaweza wale watu ni France/ njo 
aliwaweza/ tena pale sisi wazungu wa wabeleji walituchukia asema sababu
Mwadingusha. He closed [the dam] at Mwadingusha. And we saw a suit of iron (or copper) which this white man put on to get down into the pit to go after Mpumina, the one the Whites used to call Somon [saumon] du Mwadingusha. This Frenchman went down into the pit and left a rope behind, about 10000 [?] long. And to this rope they attached a pen and a sheet of paper, and he told the Whites of Trabeka, I am going down to the bottom of the pit. You must [watch] the rope I left you. I am going to ring this bell, then you let down the rope with the pen and the piece of paper. I am going to draw this Mpumina.

2. This Bwana left at 7 o'clock in the morning and rang the bell on the eighth hour, at two o'clock in the afternoon. And this Bwana went on drawing Mpumina. He only drew its body, but he could not get to see its head, nor its tail. Then he told Mpumina: You must get away here from Mwadingusha, go to Lupweji, we want to catch the current and send it to our factories. [Mpumina] told him: I cannot leave this place. I am tired of moving around. Listen, I was first in Kalukuluku, you made me move. I went to Kipushi, you made me move. I went to the mountain of Panda, you made me move. Then I went to the mountain of Kako[twe], you made me move. Now I am here at Mwadingusha and again [I am told] that I cannot [stay] and should move. But I cannot move from here. If you want me to move again from here you have to bring ten thousand white men and 10 [?thousand] of your wives and your children. Right now I am tired of being offered black people without a reason.

3. This is what happened at the dam of Mwadingusha. Furthermore, [Mpumina] insisted very much, saying I don't want to see a missionary, nor his neighbor, the lawyer (the judge's friend). That [Mpumina] strictly refused. This is the story as we saw it in 1928 when King Albert the First arrived and his Queen Mama Elisabeth. Also, when they closed [the dam at] Mwadingusha fish died in masses. If this were to happen today, people would get much money [for so much fish]. And the stench of fish rose to heaven.


Truly, the Ethiopians fought a war with the Italians because of a quarrel among the Whites. They fought a real war. The one who defeated these people was France, it defeated them. Then the Belgian Whites hated us, saying because your brothers have massacred white men. Truly, the Belgians held us a grudge, very much so. And we looked at it carefully and we
wanduku zenu wanamaliza wazungu na kuuaa/ ni kweli wabeleji walikuwa asila sana na sisi/ kwa kuangaria vizuri na sisi tulijauka tu ku mafundisho ya Mumpe asema kulikuwaka bwana moja mutakatifu mutume Mateu: Mathieu: aliifikaka wa kwanza mu inchi ya wa Etiopie/ ni kweli tulisikiaka asema ni wazungu wao: kumbe ni mweusi tu/ hiyi ni habari ya vita ya Etiopie na njerani wake mutadiana: Italien/

XXXVIII. KICHWA CHA MASHUA YA KWANZA HAPA NA KATANGA.

1. kichwa ya mashua ya kwanza ni hiyi/ kwa sababu watu wengi wame-fika: sasa banakutana vichwa vya mashua ya kila namna/ sasa muangarieni kichwa cha kwanza ni hiyi/ ya kwanza/ Kamalamba/ alikuwa njo mwenyewe alikuwa anabeba courrier: bado kichwa ingine/ ya pili/ njo kwanza wa kubeba udongo kutosha ku Kambove/ ya tatu/ mille/ njo ilikombola Kamalamba kubeba courrier wa lubeba/ wa inne/ trois cent/ trois cent/ naye ilikuwa kichwa chenyе nguvu kwa kubeba mashua/ ya tano/ sept cent/ naye ilikuwa kichwa ya nguvu kwa kubeba mashua/ ya sitа/ huit cent et deux/ naye alikuwa na nguvu kushinda/ njo alibeba wasoldats ya vita ya[27] Kenya/


3. hiyi ni mambo ya kichwa ya mashua/ tena hii ya moto ya kamba: ya saba/ electrique ni ya sasa: na watoto yote wanajuayo tu/ njo ya mwisho/ hii ni habari ya B.C.K./ naye kazi yake alionyeshaka/

XXXIX. BUSILIMU KWA WAASKARI (SOLDATS)

knew from the teaching of the missionaries that there was a holy man, the apostle Mateu (Mathieu) [Matthew] who first came to the country of Ethiopia. Truly, at that time we understood that they were Whites; [now we realized] they were black. This is the story of the war between Ethiopia and its neighbor, the Italian.

XXXVIII. THE FIRST LOCOMOTIVES HERE IN KATANGA,

1. The [story of the] first head of a train [locomotive] is this. Because many people arrived there were locomotives of all sorts. Now look, the first locomotive was this.
   1. KAMALAMBA [a small engine used for shunting]. That was the one which carried the mail. There was no other locomotive yet.
   2. There was one that began to bring soil [ore, concentrate] from Kambove.
   3. [Model] 1000, which replaced Kamalamba and carried the mail.
   4. 300, three hundred; it, too, was a locomotive with the power to pull a train.
   5. 700, it also was a locomotive with the power to pull a train.
   6. 802, that was the strongest of them all. It carried the soldiers of the war of[27] Kenya.

2. That is where Kenya township comes from, that is where this name came from. There were many people who went to Kenya in the war of the Whites. No, this was not a war of our ancestors but of the foreigners who domesticated us in slavery. But at that time only the soldiers and we, the boys, went to the war of Kenya, not everyone. And also those who worked as nurses, we went together with them.

3. This is the story of the locomotives. Then there was one [that ran] on current from a wire
   7. Etric [electric]. That is the one which all the children know now, the last one.
This was the story of BCK and the work it showed.

XXXIX. WISDOM AMONG THE SOLDIERS

1. There was wisdom among the SOLDIERS. Truly, in the old days we saw the government agents walking barefoot, and the police too. Thus the Belgian clothed the legs of the soldiers with gaiters, but the feet were bare. Then they had a cap, a belt, and a night stick with which to beat the people. These were called Matracs [matraques].


4. Sasa siku moja imbwa alipimaka kulala naye pale pa kitanda ya abala yake yule muzungu/ na kweli yule bwana alimukuta pale: akamufukuza [28] yule bibi yake yule imbwa mbio/ nakumutukana sana: asema loo! mukosi gani napata mimi bwana wa mutu kwa bibi wa imbwa kulala pa kitanda ya kwanga/ ni ginsi gani hii banduku! basi ile siku naye maskini imbwa alivumilia amewaza ya kwamba pengine yule wangu bwana mutu amesahabu kwa kwa kunifahamu/


2. Now, [the soldiers'] wisdom appeared in the war of Kenya. [In] this war, when the soldiers went to Kenya, their leader, their [sergeant] major expressed regrets before them here at the station of E/ville. It was in the afternoon. He said: You, Colonel, and you, Bwana Maron Alphonse, listen to the story of a man who had a dog as his wife. This Bwana himself wanted the dog to be his wife. Truly, the dog agreed with this Bwana to be his wife. And, truly, they sinned. Then this man's dog got pregnant and gave birth to a child. This Bwana did not stop laughing when he saw that his wife, the dog, had given birth to a child that was fully human. It had a human appearance compared to his mother, the dog.

3. So this Bwana slept in the same bed with his child. The dog, on her part, thought: I, the dog, gave this Bwana a child and he will respect me. But there this poor dog was wrong. Everyday, this Bwana and the dog's child ate at one table. So this mama went on thinking: I love this Bwana. This Bwana, on his part, did not think so.

4. Now, one day the dog tried to sleep in the bed of her lover, this white man. Truly, when this Bwana found her there, he chased[28] his wife, this dog, away at once. He cursed her saying: Loo! What kind of a curse falls on me, the human husband, from this wife, the dog [who wants] to sleep with me in [my] bed. What does this mean, brothers? On that day, the poor dog was patient enough to think: perhaps this human husband of mine forgot who I am.

5. So, some other day his wife, the dog, saw this white man's boy lay the table. Lady dog told the boy, don't lay two places today, you must lay three. Truly, this boy thought for himself, perhaps another white man will visit us today. This boy laid the table for three persons, which is to say, three plates. Then it was time for this Bwana to come home and there he met his wife, the dog. She had already sat down at her husband's, the white man's, table. So this white man beat this poor dog.

6. And the poor dog asked him, why do you beat me? Her husband answered, because you are an animal, I am a White, a human being. Then the dog told him: Loo! Be cursed, child of dead wood [curse]. Are you no white man if you don't marry a wife of your color? I have this child I myself gave birth to. How come, you and my child sleep in one bed? And you eat with this child of mine, the one I myself gave birth to, at one table. Now I, the child's mother, am an animal in your eyes?
7. na pale sasa musikie yule Premier Sergeant Major vile aliletaka mu-
fano kwiko wazungu wa wabeleges/ ile mufano: maana yake ilikuwa kwa
wazungu walikuwa wanapendako wabibi yetu: na watoto yetu/ alakini kwa
sisi wenyehe: habakupenda kula pamoja na sisi: ama kulala kitanda moja
na sisi hapana bila tu wanawake wetu tu: njo bale walikuwa wanapenda
kula nabo pamoja: na kulala nabo pamoja/ njo mufano ya yule Premier
Sergeant Major aliwapaka wabelges pa bo kwenda ku vita ya Kenya/ na
mutoto wa imbwa ni mulatre: mama ni bibi/ sasa kwabo mama wa imbwa
ni sisi/ mutoto ni bibi analalaka nyumba moja na babo: na kula pamoja na
babo/

8. njo mufano ile Premier Sergeant Major alimupaka bwana Colonel
yake: na bwana Gouverneur Alphonse Maron/ na akasema ya kwamba:
tulipikanaka vita ya mille neuf cent quatorze na mille neuf cent dix huit/
mwisho wa vita tangu pale sisi wa Soldats tuipo tu tunavala kapitula: na
ku mikulu bule: pasipo kuvaa bilato/ na tuipo tunalala mu kanyumba ya
musalani kadogo tu/ lakini kwa siku ya leo sisi kwa kwenda ku vita yenu
mweye tena: hatutake siku ya leo ku vita kukuwe tena kwa kamilifu sisi
tupikwe tena fimbo/ haiwezakane/ na tunataka vita ya leo kama
muzungu anacommander vita[29]: kesho yake naye Sergeant Major mutu
naye anacommander/ tena tukitoka kule ku vita: tukuye hapa: hatutake
tenai kuvaa kapitula: na kuvaa guêtres: na kutembea ku mikulu pasipo
vyatu/ haiwezekane kwetu/ na tunaomba kuona manyumba nzuri/

9. njo vile munaona siku ya leo soldats iko na ile bintu yote siku ya
leo/ na wazungu siku ile: mu gare hii: mulikuwaka kilio: na kusaka meno
wamadames yabo/ na bo benyewe walitoshaka machozi ku macho yao/
sisi wote: kila mutu bila hakwende na paquet ya tumbako: na mukate ya
kuwapatia wale wasoldats wenye kwenda ku vita/ hii ni habari ya vita ya
Kenya/

XL. KUYA KWA MUFALME BARIBINO (ROI BAUDOIN) MU INCHI YA
CONGO PIA NA MU KATANGA.

pale Mufalme Baribino alikuyaka mwaka wa mille neuf cent cinquante cinq/
pale wote wanajua/ lakini hatuweze kumieleza mingi hapana/ kwa sababu
wote wamemuona yule bwana Kitoko: mufalme wa wabeleji/ na pia kwenda
yake: akamutuma karani wake bwana waziri wa mambo ya kigeni: bwana
marehemu bwana Buissere/ nyinyi wote mulimuona/
7. Listen to this Premier Sergeant Major, how he gave an example to the Whites, the Belgians. The meaning of this fable was: Among the Whites there were those who loved our wives and our children. But they did not like to eat with us, nor to sleep with us in one bed. Only with our women they liked to eat and to sleep. This is the fable which this Premier Sergeant Major told the Belgians when they left for the war of Kenya. And the dog's child, that is the Mulatto; [her] mother is the wife. Now, for them, the mother of the dog, that's us. The child is the wife who lives with them in one house and eats with them.

8. That is the fable this Premier Sergeant Major gave to his Bwana Colonel and to Bwana Governor Alphonse Maro[n]. And he said, we fought the war of 1914 until the war ended in 1918. Ever since, we the soldiers wear shorts and [go] barefoot, without putting on shoes. And we sleep in tiny houses, like latrines. But from this day on, as we are leaving for your war, we want to be certain that we will no longer be beaten with a stick. This is now impossible. And we demand, be it in this or the next war, that, as a white man can have a war command,[29] so can a black Sergeant Major. And if we get out of this war and come back here we don't want to wear shorts any more, and gaiters and go barefoot without shoes. We cannot accept this [any longer]. And we want to see decent housing.

9. This is why you see that the soldiers nowadays have all these things. On that day, at the station, the Whites lamented and their madames ground their teeth. They themselves cried and shed tears. And all of us — there was not a person who went [to the station] without a pack of cigarettes, or some bread, to give to those soldiers who went to war. This is the story of the war of Kenya.

XL. THIS IS THE ARRIVAL OF KING BARIBINO (ROI BAUDOUIN) IN THE CONGO AND IN KATANGA.

King Baribino came in the year 1955, as everybody knows. We cannot tell you much about it because you all saw him, this Bwana Kitoko [well dressed], king of the Belgians. And when he left, they sent his clerk, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the late Bwana Buissere[t]. You all saw him.
pale bwana Union Minière anafungula kazi yake ya kwanza: ni watu wa mikini ya karibu wamekuja kutumika/ watu wale wameitwa:  

XLII. KUACHA KWA WABOY WENGI KAZI YA BOY.

1. waboy mingi walikuwaka kazi yote ya mikononi hapa Katanga/ boy alikuwa na kazi yote ya hapa tu/ tunamipasha habari ya kwanza: tuliteswa sana sana/ sasa mutaangaria kazi boy alisumbukaka na wale watu wakigeni: 
wazungu/ 
wa kwanza/ cuisinier: boy wa nyumba: boy maison: lavandeur wa kufula mango/ 
wa pilili/ chauffeur: mécanicien: charpentier/ 
ya tatu/ clerc: planteur: planteur: facteur/ 
wa inne/ commerçant/ 
wa tano/ infirmier/ 
wa sita/ fundi wa kuua nyama/ paka yeye boy alitimika mingi na wazungu/ kisha yote kazi hapa Katanga tu yeye boy mwenye tu: pasipo kuwa bengine/ wa saba/ boy alikwenda na ulaya mbele ya watumwa ya wabeleje: yeye wa mbele/ 
wa munane/ soldat ni yeye tu: boy kwenda ku vita yote tu ya mille neuf cent quatorze à mille neuf cent dix huit/ 
wa kenda/ police ni yeye tu yule bwana: alitimika sana/ yafaa kumupa pole/
XLI. NOW, FINALLY, WE ARE GOING TO SEE THE DIFFERENT TRIBES WHO BEGAN TO WORK AT BWANA UMHK.
THESE ARE THE TRIBES.\textsuperscript{134}

When Bwana 'Union Minière' first began his work it was the people from villages nearby who came to work. These people were called
1. Balamba, Baseba, Balemba, Basanga, Bayeke, and Bene Mitumba. They were not many and they did not really want to leave their villages and go to work for any length of time. They used to work for two, three months and then they went home. After a little while, the places where there was work got big. Then they called people from Luapula and the Rhodesias, and others came: Balunda, Babemba, Barotise [Barotse] and the Nyassaland boy people, too. They had the strength to do the work but were not disposed to leave their villages for a long time either. They finished 6 or 10 tickets,\textsuperscript{135} then they would return home. Few among them finished their year. Others finished 12 tickets or more. This is the story of the tribes which helped Bwana UMHK here in Katanga.\textsuperscript{30}

XLII. WHEN MANY BOYS ABANDONED DOMESTIC WORK.

1. There were many boys for all sorts of manual labor here in Katanga; the boy did every kind of work. We told you the story of how we suffered in the beginning. Now you will look at the work — how the boy toiled for these foreigners, the Whites.
2. Cuisinier [cuisinier, cook], house boy, Lavandeur, washing clothes.
   [Also] the boy [working as]
3. Chauffeur, Macanique [mechanic], charpatier [carpenter].
4. Clerk, Planton [messenger], mailman.
5. COMMERC\^ent [commer\c{c}ant, trader].
6. Infiermier [infirmier, nurse].
7. The craft to kill animals — many boys worked [as butchers] for the whites. In the end, it was the boy himself who did all kinds of work here in Katanga, there was no one else.
8. Boy[s] in those days used to go to Europe before the other servants of the first Belgians.
9. The soldier — he is the boy who served all through the war of 1914 and 1918.
10. The police[man] — he is the man who worked hard, and he has to be congratulated.
2. hii yote ni boy alifanya na wabeleji/ na sasa iko tu anaendelea na wakubwa wetu wale Indépendance ya Congo yetu nzima/ wote wale watoto ya masomo ni watoto yetu sisi waboy/ sasa boy ameeleza yote yake alionaka mbele ya bote tu mu Congo Belge/


XLIII. WASIMBA VILE WALIKUWAKA WANALOPOLA WATU KU MASHUA YA BARAZA YA BWANA B.C.K., C.F.K. NA B.T.K. NJO WALE WA KWANZA HAPA.

pale mbele meshu yenyene na baraza: na watu walikuwa wanape-nda kwikala ku mashua kule ku mabaraza/ naye simba pale amenunka kula watu: hasa pale pa Kilasimba: na watembo pale Kilatembo/ hiyi ni mambo ya wanyama mubaya wale walikuwa humu mu Katanga/ kisha wazungu waliwaregeza sana tu/[31]

XLIV. KWANZA YA TUBURI NI MWAKA KANI?
1911 A 1912, KWANZA YA KUFika NJANJA 1910.


2. All this the boy did for the Belgians. And now he goes on with our leaders of the independence of the entire Congo. Those children who went to school, they are ours, the boy’s children. Now the boy has told everything he saw, before anyone else in the Belgian Congo.

3. Now look below, the story of BCK; but the first ones were
   1. CFK
   2. BTK.¹³⁶

XLIII. HOW THE LIONS PICKED PEOPLE FROM TRAINS WITH PLATFORMS OF BWANA BCK, CFK, AND BTK WHICH WERE THE FIRST HERE.

In the old days, the trains had [open] platforms, and this is where the people liked to sit. And the lion craved to eat them. That was at the places [called] Kilasimba and, for Elephants, Kilatembo.¹³⁷ That is the story of the ferocious animals that used to be here in Katanga. Finally, the Whites got rid of them.³¹

XLIV. WHICH WAS THE YEAR THEY LAID OUT THE FIRST CEMETERY. 1911 TO 1912. THE RAILWAY FIRST ARRIVED IN 1910.

1. The railway arrived in 1910. After that a terrible epidemic swept [the country] in 1912. It was called the illness of Kaputula.¹³⁸ Truly, it was because in those days the people were not yet used to eating the food [that came] from everywhere. It was this flour called Tukutuku¹³⁹ which gave the people illness of every kind. Many, many people died then. And this flour was dark, just like you saw it in these days when the UN gave us red flower that came from Bwana Kennedi [Kennedy] of the Americans. The people in the old days saw this, and we also, during the war of 1914–1918.

2. This is how to know in what year the cemetery was opened. It was, as we wrote above, in 1911, in November. The day we forgot, because many days have passed since. This is the story of the cemetery. We cannot tell only about the one village; there is still our other village which is for eternity. No, one must remember the village called ‘kwa Tshenda Makwala.’¹⁴⁰ Now it is called ‘Bwana Kilenge.’¹⁴¹ He, too, is in the ground.
XLV. WATU WA BULOKO PALE KU MUNYOLOLO wanabafunga watu sita (6 personnes) BOMA YA KWANZA NI PALE PEKO NYUMBA YA WENYEE MALADI YA BAZIMU PALE.

muzungu wa kwanza na ile boma ni bwana moja walikuwa wanamuita asema bwana Longolongo/ yeye jina ya kwabo alikuwaka bwana Germain/ alikuwa muzungu moja wa makari kupita/ na alikuwa anavaa kilato mwekunda ngambo: na kilato nyeusi ngambo/ tena mashamba yake: na nyumba yake: ilikuwa njia ya Kafubu ya Salésiens/ kisha yeye walimuita tena muFlamand mungine/ nayee wa roho yake mubaya vile vile/ kisha yule: njo bwana Kasombo: na bwana Tshamungu: alikuwa sawa sergeant wa boma/ yule alifariki kwa kumusimamia yule bwana alimupikika Kasombo mwenyewe kisu ku tumbo/ sasa yeye bwana Tshamungu yule njo alikuyaka kuku sha mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent trente huit/ njo wabelge pale walikuwa wenye kutomboka pa kuona hivi na damu yake/ njo yule bwana kusuribiwa/ alikuwa kabila ya Kabinda/ pale banamutundika pale pa soko ya wazungu/ pale njo na yeye akaye kumubeba bwana Tshamungu yule kwa Taymu na vile anamupika/[32]

XLVI. KWANZA YA UHURU WA CONGO KWA MUFALME BARIBINO, COMMENCEMENT DE L'INDEPENDANCE DU CONGO POUR LE ROI BAUDOIN DE LA BELGIQUE LE 13/1/1959.

1. kwanzo ya uhuru wa Congo le treize un mille neuf cent cinquante neuf: Mufalme Baribino akaanza kuleta mifano yake ya kupana uhuru wa Congo/ ni kweli pale pale njo palianza uchaguzi wa kwanza wa waBourgmestres hapa Congo: pia majimbo yote ya Congo Belge/ ile uchuguzi ulitangulia lakini mbele ya le treize un cinquante neuf: njo ilianzaka mu mwaka wa mille neuf cent cinquante six na mille neuf cent cinquante sept: kwa kufikisha miaka tatu tatu: trois années/ kweli tukachagula ile vote kila commune ikatowa Bourgmestre wake/ kila commune na Bourgmestre wake/ kweli pale sisi watu wa Katanga hatukupataka hata moja Bourgmestre hata moja tu/ paka pale banduku yetu wengine waliotoka chini mwa Congo ama kandokando ya Congo/ 

2. sasa muone wenyewe waBourgmestres walianzaka mu Province ya Katanga Oriental/ premier/ Bourgmestre wa Commune Elisabeth/ Mr. Labothe: Belge/ deuxième/ Bourgmestre wa Commune Albert/ Mr. Lwanga Pascal: Mutetela/
XLV. PEOPLE OF THE PRISON. They used to lock six people to a chain.\textsuperscript{142} \textbf{THE FIRST PRISON WAS WHERE THERE IS NOW THE HOUSE FOR THE MENTALLY ILL.}\textsuperscript{143}

The first white [director] of the prison was a man they used to call Bwana Longolongo. In his country his name was Bwana Gérmain [Servais].\textsuperscript{144} He was a white man of incredible severity. And he used to wear a red shoe on one side and a black one on the other. His fields and house were on the road to Kafubu where the Salesians are. After him they called another Fleming, and he had a very bad spirit, too. After that one it was Bwana Kasombo and Bwana Tshamungu\textsuperscript{145} who was like the sergeant of the prison. He [Tshamungu] died when he tried to overwhelm a man who had put a knife into Bwana Kasombo's belly. This Bwana Tshamungu was the one who decided the palavers in the year 1938. The Belgians became furious when they saw this, the blood flowing from [Kasombo]. This Bwana [his assailant] was crucified [executed]. He was of the Kabinda tribe. They hanged him in the market for Europeans. And he [?] came to take Bwana Tshamungu away from Tayimu's and he beat him up.\textsuperscript{146} \textsuperscript{32}


1. [As regards] the beginning of independence for the Congo on January 13, 1959, King Baribino began to give instructions to grant independence to the Congo.\textsuperscript{147} Truly, that is when the first elections of mayors took place here in the Congo, or rather in all the districts of the Congo. Elections had taken place before January 13, 1959. They started in 1956, and in 1957, for terms of three years. Truly, we cast our votes in every commune. A mayor was elected for each commune, each had one. Truly, at [? up to] that time we, people of Katanga, had not gotten a single mayor [from our midst], only the others from down there,\textsuperscript{148} the [Ba]Kongo on the [lower] Congo.

2. Now you will see those who first held the office of mayor in the province of East Katanga.
1st Mayor of Commune Elisabeth — Mr. Labothe [Lambotte], a Belgian.
2nd Mayor of Commune Albert — Mr. Lwanga [Lwangi] Pascal, a Tetela.
troisième/ Bourgmestre wa Commune Kenya/ Mr. Tshikulu Omar: Kasai
quatrième/ Bourgmestre wa Commune Katuba/ Mr. Mukenji Thadéus: Kasai
cinquième/ Bourgmestre wa Commune Ruashi/ Mr. Musekesha Laurent: Mutetela/

3. pale mutu wa Katanga hata moja/ tulifanya miaka tatu: trois: njo le treize un cinquante neuf Mufalme Barbino ameitwa wa Kongo/ njo pale palitokea sasa vyama vya utetezi: partis politiques du Congo/

XLVII. CONAKAT MOUVEMENT NATIONAL CONGOLAIS, LUMUMBISTE.

1. pale ku upande wa Conakat tuliona wa kwanza ni bwana Kalenda Mathieu wa benye Kanyoka/ alikuwaka mandateur hapa na Maître Libése/ yeye yule bwana alitazamiaka yake ile mambo ya utetezi/ kwake ilikuwaka kigumu muno akaipukamo/ njo kumusukumia Bwana Munongo Godefroid/ yule mwenyewe tunalikwa ya kwamba tumuone yeye mwenyewe liwali wetu wa Katanga Oriental/ kweli na yeye ku upande wake alikuwaka na benzake nabo pale mutabaona majina yabo/ na vile iliika kwiko bwana wetu Moïse Tshombe/ yeye pale alikuwaka yake ku Sandoa ku makao yake/ premier/ Bwana Munongo Godefroid: njo wa pili kwiku Mathieu Kalenda/ deuxième/ Bwana Makonga Bonaventure: njo wa tatu kwiko Munongo Godefroid/[33]

troisième/ Bwana Kambola Ndala Henri/ na wakubwa wengine pia/

3rd Mayor of Commune Kenya — Mr. Tshikulu Omar [Omer], a Kasaian.
4th Mayor of Commune Katuba — Mr. Mukenji Thadéus, a Kasaian.
5th Mayor of Commune Lwashi [Ruashi] — Mr. Musekesha Laurent, a Tetela.

3. At that time there was not one [among them] from Katanga. Then we passed three years and came to January 13, 1959. King Barbino called the leaders of the Congo. Then the political parties came up (Partis Politique du Congo). 149

XLVII. CONAKAT, MOUVEMENT NATIONALE CONGOLAISE, LUMUMBISTE.

1. On the side of Conakat we saw that the first one was Bwana Kalenda Mathieu, a Kanyoka. He used to be Mandateur (mandataire) [agent] here under Metre Libése [maître Rubbens]. This Bwana [Kalenda] looked after his party and its affairs. Then a difficulty arose and he quit [Conakat]. Then he supported Bwana Munongo Godefroid who, it had been promised, would be our Governor of East Katanga. He, on his side, had his supporters. You are going to see them [and] their names. And thus we came to our Bwana Moïse Tshombe. At that time he was in his residence in Sandoa.

1st Bwana Munongo Godefroid, he is the second after Mathieu Kalenda.
2nd Bwana Makonga Bonavatur [Bonaventure], 150 he is the third, following Munongo Godefroid.[33]
3rd Bwana Kambola NDala Henri, and other leaders.

2. They called Bwana Moïse Tshombe to be together [with them]. At that time, the late Bwana Jason Sendwe worked as a nurse at Kanene, in the country of Kinda among the Kalango. When this Bwana heard [of the alliance] he moved here to copper capital city and he joined the Conakat party. He then began to sow discord among the Luba. The one who first led a group of Baluba was Makonga Bonaventure. Then the late Jason Sendwe got others to support him, so the name became Balubakat. That is when politics became bad. There was no mutual understanding in those days. Thus we saw how this Bwana Tshombe, Bwana Jean Kibwe, Bwana Munongo, our chief, and Bwana Charles Mutaka Wadilomba went to the Round Table in Belgium to talk about Katanga. 151 We cannot show all this in a few words. Everyone knows about it, it is just to remind us so that we think of it.
3. na vile tulikamataka Indépendant yetu hii ya kuozaoza/ pia watu wengi pale habakupendra na vile pale/ na vile kulikuwa kubeba vitu ya watoka ulaya yabo vitu ya biashara/ lakini sisi waboy hatukuwaka na ile roho hapana/ sisi tulikuwa na commune yetu Elisabeth/ na pia mulikuwa wazungu wetu wengi/ ile wakati wabwana wetu na wabibi yabo walikimbia kwenda kwao/ lakini kulikuwaka wengine wa upande wabo habakukumbiaka/ wengi walikwendaka: na wengi tulibaki nabo/ tena sisi waboy tulichungakana vitu vyabo kwasipo kuwapotia vitu vyabo hapana/

4. tena mule mu macommunes yote watu walikuwa wanauana/ lakini sisi waboy hapana/ tena tulikuwa tunafanya politique yetu ya ku kinywa tu: na benzetu bale tulikuwaka nabo fitina/ sasa sisi waboy tunataka tupate sisi commune yetu ya pekee kwa bwana liwali/ na bwana wetu hawa wawili wa commune Elisabeth/ sababu tangu pale tulipata utetezi na kufika ku uhuru wetu: mweye wakubwa wetu bado kutujua sisi waboy/

5. hii ni Vocabulaire yetu kidogo/ lakini haina kidogo: ni Vocabulaire yaleta mawazo na bila nani: na nani/ kwa herini/
3. And so we got that rotten independence of ours. Many people no longer loved each other. And they began to loot the European stores. But we, the boys, did not have that spirit. We lived in our Commune Elisabeth and there were many Whites [with us]. At that time our masters and their wives fled and returned home. But there were also many who did not run away. Many went and many stayed. And we, the boys, watched over their belongings without losing anything.

4. There in all the townships [of the African part of town] people were killing each other. Not we, the boys. And we made our politics mouth to mouth. There was conflict among us [too]. We, the boys wanted to get [an accord] from the governor and those two Bwanas of the commune Elisabeth that our commune Elisabeth be reserved for us. Because ever since we had our politics and got to our independence you, our leaders, did not give recognition to us, the boys.

5. This is our little vocabulary. Actually, it is not little, it is a vocabulary that offers thoughts on all and everything. Goodbye to you.
Notes to the English Translation

1. Translated from the original. Notice that this *sommaire* is not identical with the chapter headings in the text. This will be discussed in the interpretive essay.

2. The page references are to the original. In the Shaba Swahili Version and in the Translation these are marked by bold numbers in square brackets.

3. The original has *mashariki*, which signifies east in East Coast Swahili. *Katanga ya mashariki* can be translated as [province du] *Katanga Oriental*, East Katanga Province, an administrative unit at the time the vocabulary was published; see the title page. But it is clear from another context that the author uses the term to refer to southern or ‘Upper Katanga’ (*Haut Katanga*) as a whole (see ShS Version I, 21).

4. This is one of the few instances in which the original has a date spelled out in Swahili. This sounds old fashioned and a bit solemn, a stylistic effect probably intended by the author. Usually ShS employs French numerals in dates (day, month, year). Having created the desired effect, the author seems to feel the need to ‘translate’ this into current usage, hence the numbers in parentheses. ShS speakers deviate from this rule when they specify a given month: *mwezi ya kwanza*, the first month, for January, and so forth.— The date is that of the recognition of the Congo Independent State at the Berlin conference. Actually, different nations registered recognition between December 16, 1984 and February 23, 1985 and the official proclamation came on May 29, 1985.

5. The transition here is sudden and elliptic — what was the ‘suffering?’ The infamous early history of the Congo Free State stirred the imagination of Europeans and produced an abundant literature. All this is here only alluded to. Throughout the *Vocabulaire* the term ‘suffering’ will cover colonialist injustice and outright atrocities without usually spelling out their exact nature.

6. Here the author switches the code, from Swahili to French. He flashes, as it were, a keyword signaling the system of knowledge that was involved in appropriating the vast areas that were to become the Congo. It is certainly permitted to take the term as a reminder that the Leopoldian
enterprise started with the famous 1876 Conference de Géographie in Brussels (see La Conférence de Géographie de 1876, 1976).

7. The ‘Compagnie Congolaise pour le Commerce et l'Industrie’ (also called ‘Compagnie du Congo etc’) was founded by Captain Albert Thys in 1887 as a vehicle for private business interests mainly in the Congo Basin. Leopold II, sensing the threat posed by British interests in Katanga, offered Thys and his CCCI extraordinary privileges (see Fetter 1976:17, 18; Perrings 1979:9). ‘Compagnie du Katanga’ was the name for an expeditionary force sent to Katanga by the CCCI in September 1890 under the command of Alexandre Delcommune (Fetter 1976:17). While both bodies were formally constituted as private organizations our author is essentially correct when he sees them as instruments of the Free State ‘government’ (which of course, formally speaking, was a private affair of Leopold II).

8. This is the first of many lists of names. It is also the only one in which European names are, without exception, spelled correctly. Other than later listings, this one may therefore be presumed to have come from a printed source.— Four expeditions consolidated Leopold's stakes in Katanga; their leaders were: Captain Paul Le Marinel 1890–91, Captain W.G. Stairs 1891, Alexandre Delcommune 1891–93, and Lucien Bia-Lieutenant Emile Francqui, also during that last period. Captain Bodson was second in command in the Stairs expedition. On December 20, 1891 he shot and killed Msiri, paramount chief of the Bayeke in his residence near present-day Bunkeya. In the ensuing skirmish Bodson was shot by one of Msiri’s men and died soon after. Officially Bodson was presumed to have acted in self-defence after Msiri (a rather decrepit old man by that time) had drawn his saber in the course of a heated argument. Even colonial accounts of the event admit that there remains some confusion about what really happened (see Verbeken 1956). At any rate, Msiri's death removed a major political and military obstacle to Belgian occupation of Katanga (see M'Bokolo 1975). — The Bia expedition which had its headquarters at Bunkeya had the geologist Jules Cornet among its members, reflecting the transition from military conquest to geographic surveys and geological prospection. Our author has the historical priorities correct when he later (paragraph 6) concentrates on Cornet.

9. This is correct in a manner of speaking, the manner being the perspective of official Belgian accounts. A group of British missionaries (of the ‘Garenganze Evangelical Mission’) had established a post near the Yeke capital in 1886.
10. There should be no need to translate *bwana*; colonial literature and, at the latest, Tarzan movies transported the term into English and other European languages. In the *Vocabulaire* it has a number of partially overlapping meanings: (a) Most generally it simply means Mister (preceding a name) or (gentle)man. (b) In distinction to *bibi*, wife, it means husband. (c) In a more restricted sense it is the term of address and reference reserved for those who had the power to insist on such things, the Whites. (d) Even more specifically *bwana* signifies employer. As the expression *bwana Union Minière* shows, this last connotation may cover a relationship in which the employer is a large anonymous company rather than a known person. However, it is interesting to note that the key position of the mining company as the ultimate employer (the one that creates the need for other services, including the administration) seems to have been linguistically encoded by reserving the title *bwana* to the Union Minière and its subsidairies (*Bwana BCK*, see XLIII). I am not aware of either the Tanganyika Concessions Ltd., or the government, *bulamatari*, being referred to as *bwana*. *Bwana Robert Williams* does occur, but here the reference is to a person as well as a company. For the sake of completeness a fifth meaning should be noted: (e) *Bwana* combined with a noun may signify a service (not necessarily the European supervisor) within the company, as in *bwana moto*, the electricians, *bwana saa*, the time keeper(s), *bwana changachanga*, the compound management, etc. — Incidentally, the term *bwana* is not used for the successor (after 1967) of the Union Minière, the Gécamines.

11. The English term *compound* entered ShS in a number of variants (*komponi, kompund, and kompunj*). Its historical route of diffusion via labor management originally run by Robert Williams and Co. is reflected today by the fact that the term only applies to labor settlements, above all of the mining company. Other 'native' settlements ('townships' in South African parlance) were usually referred to by Belgian administrative terms such as *cité*, or *commune*; in French, workers' settlements are called *camp* (*de travailleurs*).

12. Jules Cornet was attached to the Bia-Francqui expedition in 1892. He spent twelve months travelling through central Katanga and his geographic reconnaissance and geological observations were the foundation for later surveys. On Cornet see BCB V: 163f, and Cambier 1950.

13. Already the passage on Cornet's travels all over Katanga may reflect recollections among the author's sources but it is definitely at this point,
with the reference to palpable reminders that can still be seen, that the *Vocabulaire* begins to invoke, next to secondary, written or printed sources, eyewitness accounts by Africans.

14. In 1900 Léopold II bought out the ‘Compagnie du Katanga’ and organized the ‘Comité Special du Katanga,’ once again a move to counteract British interests which had led to the formation in 1899 by Robert Williams of the ‘Tanganyika Concessions Ltd.’ See on this Fetter 1976: 18 ff. Eventually the competitors joined forces and Robert Williams became a major figure in organizing the Katanga mining industry as well as transportation. His role is recognized in the *Vocabulaire* (see I, 11, 20, 22; V, 1).

15. ‘Prospectors’ is the translation of *wachimbaji ya tuyope*, diggers of *tuyope*, a term whose derivation is uncertain. It refers to *carrottes*, ‘carrots,’ a technical term for cylindrical drilling samples; it may be formed from the English word ‘copper,’ in which case the initial /k/ would have been interpreted as the *ka* class prefix whose plural form is *tu*.

16. This must refer to what is now called *la voie nationale*, the rail–river connection from Shaba to Matadi. The phrase in the original, *njia mu udongo*, may be a calque on French *la voie terrestre*. In that case the translation should be ‘an overland connection.’ Either way, the idea was to be able to ship goods from and to Katanga without having to pass through other colonies.

17. The ‘Benguela Railway Company.’ The date is correct.

18. The date here is confusing unless one assumes that the author changes the subject and anticipates the period he takes up in the following paragraph.

19. The development of railroads was essential to the ‘opening up’ of Katanga and our author, although not always correct in detail, condenses in a few paragraphs the essence of the complicated strategic and economic problems which this entailed. For a detailed account of the history of railroads in Katanga, especially also of the role of Robert Williams, see Katzenellenbogen 1973 and the somewhat hagiographic account by Cornet 1950b.

20. The term *mali* in the original could be translated generally as wealth. But the three functions which are named in connection with the founding of *sociétés* — transportation, mining, agriculture — suggest that the more restricted meaning of mineral wealth, i.e. ores, is intended here. This also locates the time that had ‘come’ in 1906. In the colonial literature the three foundations are sometimes called ‘les trois grandes
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de 1906' (see Sauvy 1961:218). The *Vocabulaire* names them below in paragraph 17.

21. Hubert Droogmans (1859–1938) began his career in the Finance department of the Congo Free State. He then served briefly in the Ministry of Colonies. In 1900, when the CSK was founded, he became its first president and remained in office until 1928. See BCB IV: 242–47.

22. The 'big society' is the Société Générale, a finance and holding trust which is here correctly identified as the major backer of the colonial enterprise. From the perspective of the *Vocabulaire* it makes sense to stress its role in steering engineering and labor management know-how to the Congo, although it was above all concerned with raising capital and determining investment policies.

23. Although the tone of the passage on Jules Cornet (paragraph 6 above) makes it likely that it expresses recollections by contemporaries it is only now, with the figure of Jean Jadot (1862–1932), that the author appeals directly to the memory of 'many oldtimers.' This, however, requires a chronological leap from 1906 when Jadot, together with H. Droogmans, became one of the chief architects of the 'three big societies,' to 1928 when, as governor of the Société Générale and President of UMHK, BCK and Forminière, he played host to King Albert's visit in Katanga. Then another leap, backwards this time, is taken when, obviously from a written source, the *Vocabulaire* adds a piece of Jadot's earlier biography. In the mid-90s Leopold II, searching for opportunities to invest profits he had made from his Congo Free State, had found interesting prospects in the development of railways in China. In 1897 the 'Société d'Etudes de Chemins de fer en Chine' was set up in Brussels by the Société Générale and a French group (incidentally, the deal with the Chinese Emperor was negotiated in part by the same Francqui we encountered earlier as one of the explorers of Katanga). Jean Jadot directed the project of a railway link between Peking and Hankow. It was more than 1200 km long and the bridge spanning the Yellow River at a length of 3200 m was the longest at the time. — In 1931, the government named the mining center of Panda-Likasi 'Jadotville' in his honor. On the role of Jadot as a 'builder of Katanga' see R.-J. Cornet 1950a, not a canonical source but the kind of laudatory colonial account which may have been among the sources of the *Vocabulaire*. See also BCB V: 472–76.

24. This is another instance of the 'solemn' use of Swahili numerals mentioned in note 2. Appropriately, it marks a crucial date: the arrival
of the railroad which led to the incorporation of Elisabethville as a town.

25. It is not clear what SFK refers to. Perhaps it should have been CFK, Le chemin de fer du Katanga. BTK is the usual abbreviation for the Bourse de Travail du Katanga but what is the connection? See also note 27.

26. Notice the intrusion of a Swahili morpheme (connective na) in this French designation.

27. Here the author shakes, as it were, a cocktail of acronyms, mainly, I suspect, for the sound effect. BTK, the Bourse du Travail du Katanga, was a regulatory labor agency. Incidentally the triplet SFK, BTK and BCK occurred earlier in paragraph 17 (one more reason to think of it primarily as a sound pattern). TRBK, also known as Trabeka (Société d’entreprise de travaux de béton du Katanga) produced building material in Lubudi and Elisabethville; CMKT, also Cimenkat (Ciments du Katanga), ran a cement factory in Lubudi. FRMN is the Fominière mentioned earlier; Tshikapa was the principal of its diamond mining sites in Kasai province.

28. In the beginning of mining operations in Katanga, the term referred to labor recruiters. Among these were small private companies and many individual man-hunters but the business was dominated by Robert Williams and Co. and by the Bourse du Travail du Katanga (BTK). The term is derived from the verb -changa, ‘(1) collect together, for any special purpose; (2) put together, mix, shuffle (as of cards)’ (Standard Dictionary). In later times the meaning of bwana changachanga became restricted to the second meaning as a term designating the chef de camp, labor manager, in workers’ settlements. His function was no longer so much recruiting as ‘shuffling’ people from many ethnic groups and keeping order among them. Incidentally, the official commemorative account of the history of the UMHK states that the term ‘Tchanga-Tchanga’ only dates from about 1926 when the company organized its own labor recruitment (Union Minière du Haut Katanga 1906–1956, Vol. I. 1956a: 163). By that time the policy of ‘stabilization’ was being formulated as a possibly more humane but certainly more economical means of labor procurement. — On the history of labor recruitment and especially the role of BTK and Robert Williams see Perrings 1979.

29. See note 3 on the merging of east and south in designating ‘upper Katanga.’

30. For ‘Portuguese’ the Vocabulaire has the ECS term -reno, which I never
heard in Shaba. It is derived from Portuguese Reino, so its literal meaning is ‘the King’s men.’

31. ‘Outhouse’ actually is a euphemism. The Vocabulaire has tumisalani, plural of musalani, latrine or toilet, with the plural diminutive prefix tu; hence: tule tumisalani = those tiny latrines.— The issue of housing provides one of the most striking examples for the difference of perspective between colonial accounts and the Vocabulaire. Compare, for instance, paragraphs 28 and 29 below with the following statement about ‘Relations with the Natives’ in a semi-official publication:

L’habitation du personnel noir et des soldats est très soignée.... Chaque ménage occupe une maison séparée, disposée symétriquement de manière à former avec les autres maisons indigènes une avenue qui est plantée d’arbres (Comité Spécial du Katanga 1950:43, citing a report by L. Tonneau from 1904!)

Symmetry, decorative trees, and other external signs of planning and ‘hygiène’ expressed a system of values which had no regard for the rigid rules of etiquette in an African family.

32. On the Malawians as the first African elite in Elisabethville see Fetter 1976: 38 ff. Many of the recruits from Nyassaland were mission educated and spoke English which was the dominant European language in Elisabethville prior to World War I. The Vocabulaire recognizes the role of the Malawians below in paragraph 24.

33. ‘Copper capital city’ is the translation of muji mukubwa wa shaba, which is the Vocabulaire’s translation of ‘la capitale du cuivre,’ the Belgian sobriquet for Elisabethville.

34. Sedec was a department store on Avenue de l’Etoile (now Avenue Mobutu).

35. A proverbial expression often used by, and identified with, Tshimwanga. It was addressed to an accused or plaintiff who ran out of answers and had received the judge’s decision. When he then appealed to the African clerk he would be told that his case had ‘dried up’ — he had lost, there was nothing else to be done (K. M.).

36. His name was César Lubati (K. M.) which the Vocabulaire interprets phonetically as ‘Robath’ and corrects orthographically as ‘Robert.’

37. Antoine Mwenda was one of the most prominent among the first ‘évolués’ of Elisabethville. He received his education at the seminary of the Salesians. Eventually he became paramount chief of the Bayeke (and a successor of Msiri). He also is the author of a history of his people (in French with texts in Yeke and Sanga) published a few years after the Vocabulaire. See Munongo 1967.
38. On Mustafa see below, note 112.
39. Here the list seems to change categories, from the first African clerks to the first independent traders. ‘Bwana Pascal’ could be Pascal Makosa who probably started as a trader but was well known as the owner of a coffee- and tea-house in Albert (now Kamalondo) township (K. M.). He died in the forties. He is mentioned again below in XXXII.
40. Sogelec was the abbreviation for ‘Société Générale Africaine d’Électricité,’ a subsidiary of the UMHK.
41. Although the period of the ‘Termite Hills’ which follows this statement would point to the string of years in the preceding paragraph, the ‘then’ refers to World War I, a difficult period in Katanga, not only because of the war but also because of labor recruitment problems. Tension mounted between white supervising personnel and African workers against a background of conflict between Robert Williams, the Union Minière and Belgian authorities. See Fetter 1976:Chapter 4; Perrings 1979:33–44, and Fabian 1986:63ff, 100–6 on resulting language policies designed to ward off English and ‘Kitchen-Kaffir’ (Fanagalo, Kikabanga) with the help of French and Swahili.
42. The translation takes ‘Termite Hills’ to be the name of the earliest white settlement in Lubumbashi. The expression is not to be taken literally (although some of the termite hills in Shaba are big enough to contain the equivalent of a small house). The area may have been distinguished by impressive termite hills, but the most probable explanation is that the phrase is a metonymic expression. Fetter describes the settlement near the Lubumbashi smelter around 1910 as follows:

Consisting of a few earthworks and ditches, the smelter site looked more like an African village than a mining camp. Europeans and Africans alike lived in huts built on the African model out of sticks and mud with thatched roofs made from long savanna grass. Soil from the huge local termite hills made fine bricks, but with the virtual absence of sand no concrete could be mixed to hold them together. Without the materials necessary for construction of more permanent buildings the nearby town of Elisabethville was subject to the same constraints (1976:28f).

The Vocabulaire, therefore, appropriately stresses the importation of bricks from Rhodesia and South Africa as a decisive phase in the construction of the town (see VI below).
43. Here the Vocabulaire does not quite correspond with the semi-official chronicle of Elisabethville which speaks of a ‘triangle: Kafubu, Etoile, Lubumbashi’ just prior to 1910 (the first one being a CSK post and
the seat of the administration before it moved in 1909, the second the first major mining site, and the third the location eventually chosen for the smelter). See *Elisabethville 1911–1961* 1961:28 and the following pages for sketches of each of the three places around 1910; also pp. 42ff on the controversy Kambove–Lubumbashi as location for the capital. — Tshilombo is the first stop on the railroad branching off from Tenke into the direction of Bukama. It is not clear why it should have been 'notorious' in 1910. Perhaps it should be taken together with the placenames starting with #5 as an introduction to the story of Kienda-Biela. In other words, the *Vocabulaire* shifts geography as it opposes to the story of urbanization in Katanga the story of resistance to European expansion.

44. This appears to be a contraction of ‘Droogmans’ (the head of CSK, see above) and the office of the veterinary services, popularly called *kwa lipula* or *diplan* (see below, note 75).

45. Colonial accounts speak of rural resistance but usually dismiss it as the action of left-over troops from the Arab campaign or as isolated banditry (e.g. *Comité Spécial du Katanga* 1950:42f). Kienda-Biela’s story seems to fit the pattern. In a version which I heard in 1986 in Lubumbashi the guerilla warfare aspect was stressed even more. So far, no documentary evidence was found nor has it been possible to identify Kienda-Biela.

46. The original has *ni* (thus: KAMATANDA IS SOFUMONGO). I take this to be an error; it should be *na* as in the last line of this chapter. The problem is that *ni* also occurs in the *sommaire*.

47. According to the list in XII, 1 this should be a certain Carion but it is unlikely that COWE was derived from Carion. Possibly it is a transcription of an English name such as Cowell. Neither COWE nor Maundras have been identified so far.

48. In ECS *ukurasa* means page or sheet. K. M. insisted that it be translated as ‘chapter,’ possibly because in ShS sheet (of paper) is always rendered as *kartasi*. Actually, there is no reference to Termite Hills either on page 3 or in Chapter III. Therefore, placing ‘first chapter’ after ‘third chapter’ may be a repair rather than a confusion in signification or sequence.

49. Now called Avenue Sendwe, after Jason Sendwe, a Luba politician, see XLVII.

50. Emile Wangermée (1855–1924) had had a long career as troubleshooter in various regions and political-military missions during the times of the Congo Free State when, after 1906, his activities became concentrated on Katanga. As Vice Gouverneur Général he first took up residence in
Kafubu (1909). In 1910 the Belgian Colony took over from the CSK which until then had acted as the factual government in its concessions. Wangermée became the first Governor of Katanga Province and, above all, the planner and architect of Elisabethville. An untiring traveller (by bicycle in the early days) he was in close contact with the population, a fact which the *Vocabulaire* reflects when it shows him acting and interfering in the growth of the town. He was an ardent advocate of (relative) independence for Katanga (an issue which at the time was discussed as ‘décentralisation’). When he saw his efforts in that direction frustrated he resigned and retired to Belgium in 1917. In 1919 he briefly returned to Elisabethville with a mission of the UMHK. See BCB I:951–6 and *Elisabethville 1911–1961*, passim.

51. This is another of many chronological asides. Boniface Mwepu, of the Sanga-Yeke group (with Godefroid Munongo and others) was mayor of Elisabethville/Lubumbashi and later a member of Government during the Katanga secession. The street name was not changed after the secession ended.

52. Inconspicuous as it may seem, here the *Vocabulaire* gives us a most important clue to authorship and narration (to be discussed later). It is the only instance where the first person singular (a pronoun in translation, a pronominal prefix in the original) is used in direct speech.

53. Here the *Vocabulaire* uses the name of a location that preceded the town of Elisabethville. The latter became again Lubumbashi in 1970. On the urban geography of Elisabethville during the period covered by the *Vocabulaire* see Chapelier 1957 and Mukendi Wa Nsanga 1969.

54. On this passage see note 42.

55. In French the phrase ‘hôtel de ville’ means town hall; here it obviously refers to ‘hotels in the town of Elisabethville.’

56. The building is now occupied by a department store called Soco (Hazan et Frères) (K. M.). Avenue Winston Churchill was first called Avenue du Camp [Militaire], now it is Avenue du 30. Juin [Independence Day].

57. It is still a hotel, now called ‘Wagenia’ (K. M.).

58. The Macris family still runs the establishment which also has a popular restaurant.

59. It still exists under the same name; a meeting place for Greek expatriates (K. M.).

60. The ‘Cercle Albert [et Elisabeth]’ was one of the most important institutions during colonial times, see Fetter 1976:31f on its history and function in the local power elite. Today it is called Cercle Makutano.
[meeting (place) in Swahili] and continues to function as a club for the local African bourgeoisie.

61. On Avenue Léopold II, now Mama Yemo. It is called Hôtel du Shaba and managed by a Belgian expatriate (K. M.).

62. This is one of the oldest colonial buildings. In the seventies it was a popular restaurant known as 'Chez Basile' (after its Greek owner). It is now reconverted to a hotel and again called Bellevue (on the corner of Avenues Kasai and Mwepu Boniface).

63. Continues to function as a hotel under the same name.

64. M. 'Wekat' was a Belgian named Wyckart. His African nickname, chamuchamu, is related to ShS-chamuka (ECS-chenka), to boil, hence 'the boiling one,' an ill-tempered person. He is also remembered as an avid horseman (K. M.).

65. Once a popular meeting place near the major movie theater 'Ciné Palace' (now Ciné Eden). The owner used to be a Belgian by the name of Burrus (K. M.).

66. The list of hotels is surprisingly complete and exact. Yet these establishments were absolutely off limits for Africans in the time of colonial 'beginnings' on which the Vocabulaire reports (in an aside K. M. insisted that a black person could not get in 'even if he had a lot of money and was wearing six pairs of eyeglasses'). Things changed when the associations of évolués came up in the late forties. Still, it is safe to assume that the hotels are listed here mainly as employers of 'boys.'

67. A gymnasium on Avenue Sankuru (today Sendwe) near Avenue Tabora.

68. The 'Collège St. François de Sales' [a secondary boys' school for Whites] was opposite of the CSK building on Avenues Wangermée (now Mama Yemo) and Kambove. From there the Salesians ran the first radio and later also a television station. Both were taken over by the Zairean government but moved only recently to other quarters on Avenues Sandoa and Lubilash. The collège is now called 'Institut Imara [Swahili for strength, stability].' The provincial headquarters of the Salesians have also been in this complex. Kafubu, one of the earliest foundations (with a seminary and trade school) remains a major mission post south of Lubumbashi.

69. Those three prominent Benedictine missionaries were Idesbald De Decker, Grégoire Coussement, and Anschaire (not 'Oscar') Lamoral. More about them below.
70. Actually, the event which is about to be reported on happened in the early twenties (see below) while the beginnings of the Benedictine mission in Elisabethville were in 1912. ‘That is when …’ does not locate the event chronologically; it relates it to an ‘epoch’ symbolized by the first Benedictine missionaries. The Vocabulaire uses this association between the beginnings of the mission and the hanging of an African to make a statement about the former.

71. Jean-Félix de Hemptinne, a Benedictine from St. André Abbey near Bruges, came to Katanga in 1910 and was named Apostolic Prefect of the region in the same year. When a regular church administration was set up he became the first bishop of the diocese in 1932. He died in 1958. In the almost fifty years during which he held the highest ecclesiastic office he became a towering figure, an advocate and ideologue of colonization and an idol among the majority of the white population which identified with the ‘right:’ the Catholic church, the UMHK and the Société Générale. Among the emerging black elite he was controversial, to say the least, especially when in his last years he openly expressed racist views (which led to incidents that were officially ascribed to his senility). His role in the growth and politics of Elisabethville is praised in Elisabethville 1911–1961 and critically described in some detail in Fetter 1976.

72. Independent documentary confirmation of either De Decker’s role in the hanging of Bwana François or of any repercussions for his later career is at this moment not available. Be this as it may, it should be registered as remarkable that the Vocabulaire shows a high degree of awareness of connections in colonial politics that would not seem obvious from the perspective of the colonized.

73. The original recounts the story of Bwana François in a very elliptic and somewhat confused manner. Especially many of the pronominal references remain unclear. In translating these passages some of these were supplemented in brackets. Still the gist of it seems clear enough: François, a man originally from Kasai province, had a wife named Henriette. She was the lover of a white man. One day, François either learned somehow of the relationship or (which is the possibility we opt for in our translation) thought he had caught his wife in flagrante. He took the adulterer’s friend (who was keeping a watch outside the house) for his wife’s lover and stabbed him to death. The narrator then quotes a proverb implying that (a) the action as such was justified (there was a right person to be killed) and (b) that there was a case of mistaken
identity (the wrong person was killed). The real culprit went unharmed while the dishonored husband was hanged. — As B. Jewsiewicki has pointed out, the story continues to linger in popular imagination as witnessed by its becoming a theme in popular painting (see 1986:200). K. M., incidentally, could not recall having heard the story in any detail except for a rumor that once a black man was hanged in the market of the Whites. — The case of Bwana François is documented in the court archives of Elisabethville (communication from B. Jewsiewicki who saw the file); other documents provided by J.-L. Vellut show that the hanging was a public spectacle attended by a crowd estimated at 4000 people, among them apparently most of the white residents of the town, including some children. This caused concern in the Ministry of Colonies and a public uproar in the Belgian press. These documents, however, do by no means remove the confusions and ambiguity from the account in the Vocabulaire. In press reports, the victim is identified as a certain M. Censier, a settler (colon), said to have been totally innocent. That agrees with the proverb quoted in the Vocabulaire. A problem is the identity of Bwana François. The name under which he appears in colonial accounts is ‘Mus(s)afiri,’ a Swahili name (‘the traveller’) which would point to a person from the northeast, not a Kasaian. A point of blatant disagreement is the location of the event. Belgian reports say it happened in front of the Cathedral, the Vocabulaire locates it at the crossing of Avenues D’Hemptinne (formerly Sankuru) and Limite du Sud, three blocks south and three blocks east of the Cathedral. — Notice that the Vocabulaire returns to the story of Bwana François below in IX, 5. There the location of the White’s house is given. Certain houses in that neighborhood were reserved to employees of the BCK and that would accord with the statement that he worked for the railway company.

74. Simon Kimbangu is one of the best known, or at any rate most written-about, independent religious leaders in Africa. Literature (Andersson, Asch, Chomé, Raymaekers, Janzen and MacGaffey, Martin) is easily accessible. It is true, though, that little is known about the almost thirty years of imprisonment far away from his home country in Elisabethville/Lubumbashi (a study by Feci, 1972, and a collection of documents by Raymaekers and Desroche, 1983, do little to remedy that situation). The Vocabulaire, in a way, closes the gap with a mixture of fact, anecdote and popular imagination; it documents the formation of a legend in which the fantastic and the miraculous have a prominent
place although these elements are reported in a political perspective, i.e. as a confrontation between powers.

75. The location is on the northeastern corner of town near the crossing of Boulevard Kamanyola (Boulevard Elisabeth, then O.U.A.) and Avenue de la Révolution (then Avenue du Golf). ‘Leplae’ seems to have been the name for the services of the department of agriculture. On Edmond Leplae (1868–1941), an agronomist at the Ministry of Colonies, and his role as an organizer of agriculture in the colony see BCB IV: 515–18. Apparently on, or near, the grounds of the department of agriculture there were also the first museum organized by a certain Dr. Cabu as well as the first sports grounds. K. M. remembers the latter also being called lipula (=Leplae). Cabu is mentioned in Elisabethville 1911–1961 1961: 197 f.

76. 1922 also was the year when Simon Kimbangu arrived in Elisabethville. The connection implied by the Vocabulaire clearly is that both figures were symbols of resistance to repression.

77. This seems to have been the Circus Frères De Jonghe. Undoubtedly the visit left a record in the local press which would have to be searched. In the meantime, if the date of the visit reported in the Vocabulaire is correct, it is interesting to note that the Circus De Jonghe toured the Congo again twenty five years later, in 1953. Once again it was perceived by the Congolese masses as a ‘magic’ event (which, in the Vocabulaire, is the logic behind placing this section after the Kimbangu story). This occasioned an editorial note in La voix du Congolais (9(1953): 550f) expressing concern that the tricks and stunts were being taken as proof of ‘magic.’ The évolué readers of the paper were told that calling something ‘magic’ is a way of dealing with surprising phenomena common to many cultures. The feats of the Frères de Jonghe are explained by a lot of training. — That the ‘Cirque De Jonghe’ had begun annual tours of the Congo in 1952 is mentioned in a brochure prepared by A. Gascht (1958) for the 1958 Brussels World Fair. There the context is the promotion of ‘spectacles’ as part of Belgian cultural policy toward the end of the colonial period.

78. Compare the following to a list of governors as given in the volume commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of Elisabethville:

*Chefs de la Province du Katanga*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emile Wangermée</td>
<td>10/1910 – 5/1914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Justin Maléfyty</td>
<td>11/1911 – 11/1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. G. Général ad interim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Tombeur</td>
<td>6/1914 – 2/1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspecteur d'Etat V. G. G. ad int.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolphe de Meulemester</td>
<td>2/1915 – 2/1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspecteur d'Etat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baron Ferdinand de Renette de Villers-Perwin</td>
<td>2/1917 – 6/1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissaire général, V. G. G. ad int.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Tombeur</td>
<td>6/1918 – 7/1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. G. G.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Léopold De Koninck</td>
<td>7/1920 – 10/1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comm. Gén., V. G. G. ad int.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Rutten</td>
<td>10/1921 – 12/1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. G. G.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaston Heenen</td>
<td>12/1922 – 2/1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comm. Gén., V. G. G. ad int.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Léon Bureau</td>
<td>2/1924 – 9/1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. G. G.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaston Heenen</td>
<td>9/1925 – 6/1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comm. Gén., V. G. G. ad int.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Léon Bureau</td>
<td>6/1926 – 5/1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. G. G.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaston Heenen</td>
<td>5/1928 – 10/1933</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Suppression du vicegouvernement général**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amour Maron</td>
<td>10/1933 – 12/1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspect. d'Etat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissaire de Province (1933–41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gouverneur de Province (1941–45)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Léon Keyser</td>
<td>10/1945 – 3/1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gouverneur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gouverneur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>René Whauthion</td>
<td>5/1951 – 8/1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gouverneur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Paelinck</td>
<td>1/1956 – 9/1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gouverneur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>André Schöller</td>
<td>9/1958 – 30/6/1960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The **Vocabulaire** begins with a 'Dipeji' which, decoded phonetically, would be Lippens, i.e. Maurice Lippens, Governor General of the Congo, residing at Boma. In the **Vocabulaire** the confusing period of the Vice Government General is only covered partially and there is
some disagreement as to the succession. The Governors’ list after 1933 is complete and in the right sequence. Two names are added, Dufour and Dupont; they were Vice Governors under Maron and Keyser. On Dupont see Fetter 1976:152f. For some reason Maron appears in the Vocabulaire consistently as Alphonse (see below).

79. So far it has been impossible to check this list. Some of the names are spelled correctly, others could be decoded with the help of K.M. The Annuaire Officiel which seems to have been published first in 1903, 1910, 1911 and 1912 and then again after World War I has a certain Masson as agent de police (in 1910) and this makes it uncertain whether all or some of the commissaires were police commissioners or district commissioners. At any rate, starting with Carion we seem to be in the thirties; so there must be a gap if we assume that the move of headquarters from Kalukuluku occurred in 1910 or shortly thereafter.

80. On the southeast corner of Avenues Sankuru (now Sendwe) and Moëro.

81. Here, in what may at first appear a non sequitur, the Vocabulaire connects two essential instruments of colonization: policing and urbanization. Originally the ‘Katanga Police Corps’ was a military organization, in fact a branch of the Force Publique. As long as the CSK exercised sovereign powers (until 1910) these police troops had two major functions: ‘pacification,’ i.e. removing the last pockets of military resistance, and controlling the growing numbers of ‘foreigners’ in the labor force (see Comité Spécial du Katanga 1900–1950 1950:41f). When international conventions brought recognition of the colony’s eastern borders in 1910, the troops deployed there were called to Elisabethville in response to rumors that the British/South Africans may plan to invade Katanga (see Fetter 1976:44). Given the total numbers, police and military made up a high proportion of the population of Lubumbashi. See on this a report by the commanding officer of the move in 1910, the later General F. V. Olsen (Olsen 1950). — One of the difficulties with these passages of the Vocabulaire is that they deal with a complex institutional set-up. There is, on the one hand, the military and police, easily confused due to their common function of establishing and maintaining military control, and on the other, the forces of order, also called police, which would be the ones that were in direct and lasting contact with the African population of Elisabethville.

82. Although Wangermée gave the orders at the time, the move of troops is probably the one described by Olsen (see note 81).
83. On Father ‘Dédec,’ Dom Idesbald De Decker, see above. Father ‘Grégoire’ was Fr. Grégoire Coussement, one of the most prominent missionary leaders who was above all involved in setting up various organizations (the scouts and other youth clubs, various ‘native’ associations, etc.), see Fetter 1976: Index under Coussement. Father ‘Oscal’ was Fr. Anschaire Lamoral, known as a promotor of church choirs and band music.

84. Ngoie Léon is still alive. In July 1986 I was able to meet him and record a long conversation about his reminiscences (he insisted on speaking French). This, and a few other interviews with oldtimers, will be evaluated elsewhere.

85. Louis Sartenaer, son-in-law of Jean Sépulchre who was the founder and publisher of L’Essor du Congo, the largest newspaper in Elisabethville. Both were influential opinionmakers and supporters of de Hemptinne. Imbelco (Imprimerie Belgo-Congolaise) was the most important printing and publishing house in town. On Sépulchre see Elisabethville 1911–1961: 140 and Fetter 1976: 139.


87. Strictly speaking, ‘Parquet’ is the office of the public prosecutor or the attorney-general. The Vocabulaire makes a striking statement regarding the perception of colonial justice and judicial institutions by using the term to cover the prosecutor’s office as well as the court(s), and the bar. The list that follows only has persons from the second and last categories, i.e. no public prosecutor, unless ‘Soqaine’ should be read as ‘[Antoine] Sohier’ who was attorney general and later Chief Justice of the Katanga Appeal Court. Sohier was, like Sépulchre, one of the most influential public figures in Elisabethville politics and a staunch ally of de Hemptinne (on A. Sohier see Fetter 1976: Index under Sohier). The official listing looked as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Présidents de la Cour d’Appel</th>
<th>Appointed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baron Giacomo Nisco</td>
<td>8/1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Malherbe</td>
<td>3/1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert de Meulemeester</td>
<td>2/1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Derriks</td>
<td>7/1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Félix Sooghen</td>
<td>10/1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Félix De Launoy</td>
<td>4/1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Leynen</td>
<td>10/1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Hannoir</td>
<td>8/1949</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jean de Merten 9/1958
Emile de Rave 2/1961

Procureurs Généraux
Martin Rutten 11/1910
Fernand M. Dellicour 2/1920
Antoine Sohier 5/1925
Félix de Launoy 12/1934
Victor Devaux 4/1940
Léon Bours 6/1946
Désiré Merckaert 5/1949
Georges Brouxhon 10/1957
Louis Janssens 8/1959

(See Elisabethville 1911–1961 1961:257, but notice that Sohier is not listed as President of the Court of Appeal).

88. Here are some bits and pieces of anecdotal information provided by K. M.—as an example of the kind of folklore which grew around these important persons:

Sooghen: He was a bachelor and used to work at home. Usually he arrived in his office at five to twelve, signed papers, and left at noon sharp to have a drink at the Hôtel du Globe (always from his own glass 'to avoid poisoning').

Fortemaison: He was a judge (but not 'président'). His wife had a longstanding affair with M. Declercks. 'Gaissé' may have been M. De Castelbergh, a partner of Antoine Rubbens who was known to be a friend of the Africans and later became a supporter of the Conakat party (see XLVII).— Antoine Rubbens was, apart from, and often in opposition to, A. Sohier, an important political figure (see e.g. Young 1965: Index under Rubbens). He also was the translator (and editor/promotor) of P. Tempels's Philosophie Bantoue (1945).

89. See note 69.

90. A belief widely held in Elisabethville/Lubumbashi. It could be based on a remarkable resemblance between Leopold II and de Hemptinne. But there remains a rumor that there was more to it than the fact that both of them sported a striking patriarch's beard. Another possible interpretation—that de Hemptinne was seen as a sort of (re)incarnation of the King—is less likely in view of the positive image of Leopold II whom the Vocabulaire associates with the 'good old times' before 'bad' colonialism appeared with his successor Albert (in 1909, a year before the Benedictines came to Katanga), see I, 27.
91. John McKendree Springer, an American Methodist missionary who came to Katanga in 1913. Today, members of the Methodist Church are still referred to as *baspilinga*. Springer published several accounts of his experiences in Katanga, among them *Pioneering in the Congo* (1916).

92. One may ponder the rationale behind the sequence on this list. Ernest Toussaint was head of the native labor department (MOI) of the UMHK since 1926 and was one of the architects (together with L. Mottoulle) of the famed policy of ‘stabilisation’ (changing from short-term contracts to long-term settlement of workers with their nuclear families). So, while he was not first (certainly not in the function of Directeur Général) he was foremost, as far as the African population was concerned. — Enough was said about J. Jadot above; the same goes for Droogmans. Compared to the latter, Godefroid was a minor figure, and the others have not yet been identified. It also seems odd that Trabeka is listed twice among the big societies. Perhaps this was because it was considered important by Africans as a major construction firm for ‘native’ housing projects.

93. Between Avenues Royale (now Mwepu Boniface) and Sankuru (now Sendwe).

94. On Avenues de l’Etoile (now Mobutu) and Lomami.

95. The ‘doctor’s house’ was a surgery on Avenue Sendwe, near the Hôpital Prince Léopold (now Sendwe); the office of the traffic police is still at its old location on Avenue Sendwe, opposite the hospital. ‘Premier-Conduit’ is a creative transcription of ‘permis de conduire.’ — Notice that the heading of this chapter (in capital letters) really is but one of three separate points of information.

96. Sogefor, ‘Société Générale de forces hydro-électriques du Katanga,’ an UMHK subsidiary in charge of the construction and maintenance of hydro-electric installations.

97. The original has *bauza* which could be ShS for ‘sellers’ (ECS *wauzaji*). I opt with K. M. for ‘Haussa’ which has been a general designation for traders from West Africa many of whom were in the souvenir and ‘African art’ business. A mosque in Kamalondo township testifies to the importance of this group which (probably with fluctuations during the years) contained people from Mali, Senegal, Nigeria and other West African colonies/countries. — The scene described here could still be seen in the seventies.

98. All of them near the main intersection opposite the post office.

99. *Moké*, a Lingala term for ‘little,’ often used as (impolite) term of addres.
100. A honorific name in Tshiluba, something like ‘great chief.’

101. *Mama na kimètre,* the lady with the meter (measure).

102. ‘Correct’ names and explanation were provided by K. M. who was able to identify all the persons on the list. — It is interesting to note that, with three or four exceptions, there is no overlap between the lists given by the *Vocabulaire* and a list of pioneer businesses provided by the chronicle of Elisabethville (see *Elisabethville 1911–1961* 1961: 75). There are probably two reasons for this. One is chronological; although the *Vocabulaire* states that certain traders were ‘first’ (and this is true, for instance, of Glasstone and Co.) its oral tradition situ­ates many beginnings in the late twenties/early thirties. Second, the lists express different perspectives. The *Vocabulaire* naturally pays more attention to Jewish, Greek and African petty traders who were in direct contact with the African population.

103. This was the Compagnie d’Elevage et d’Alimentation du Katanga. Its outlet in the center of town (on the corner of Avenues Royale and Kasai) was a daily meeting place for Elisabethville housewives (and their servants).

104. This is the Intertropical-Comfina which goes back to Commerce Intertropical, a firm set up in 1907 by the CSK and a Belgian group for the importation of merchandise needed by the employees of the former (see Comité Spécial du Katanga 1950:63).

105. The Simba brewery was constructed in 1925 and the first Simba beer was tapped in January 1926, see *Elisabethville 1911–1961* 1961:128.

106. K. M., who used to be a football (soccer) player, gives a much more complex history of the major football clubs in Lubumbashi: 1. Prince Léopold (with their field at St. Jean Mission, Fr. Grégoire Cousse­ment). Then there were many other small teams but the 2. in the order of importance was Vaticano (they shared the stadium with Prince Léopold). 3. Lubumbashi, a team sponsored by UMHK (their stadium was in the UMHK workers’ settlement). 4. St. Paul, which developed from a team organized by the boy scouts; later it was called Englebert (sponsored by the Englebert tire company), today it is called T. P. [Travaux Publics, or ‘tout-puissant’] Mazembe [a term for hoes, steam shovels, caterpillar earthmoving equipment], one of the two major teams in Lubumbashi. 5. St. Eloi (Patron Saint of the miners) a team organized by BCK railroad workers (with a stadium in the BCK workers’ camp); today it is the second big team in town. After a winning streak it was called Lupopo [from *kupolola,* to hammer, drive a nail].
also a name for ‘Germans’ (who as former victorious enemies over the colonial power always had a positive image in Katanga).

107. The original has *kipalo*, the ShS form of *icitalo*, a term used in Rhodesia (Bemba) which came to Katanga together with the practice it signifies: labor recruitment with a strong connotation of forced recruitment and memories of slavery. See on this Perrings 1979:151 ff, and Fabian 1986:177. See also Perrings and Fetter (Indexes) on the conflicts between Robert Williams and the CSK/UMHK as well as between these large firms and the many free-lance recruiters who were out to make quick money without worrying too much about methods. In view of the latter the *Vocabulaire’s* rather positive assessment of the smaller recruiters (see below) is somewhat surprising.

108. The two dates do not correspond and it is unclear what event or period they are supposed to mark. Perhaps the reference is generally to an increase in missionary activities, something which could be linked to the UMHK policy of labor stabilization. As part of the latter, the (Catholic) missions were called upon to take over essential social services in the miners’ camps, including the school system. As an incentive the CSK provided land concessions free of charge (see Comité Spécial du Katanga 1950:211 f).

109. There is some confusion as to the location. The two teachers were employed at the Benedictines’ boys’ school ‘École St. Boniface’ (Sacré Cœur was the girls’ school). K. M. who attended St. Boniface between 1925 and 1937 remembers ‘Jules’ (a Lamba) and Benoît Kayokolo (a Bemba). Both taught reading and writing in Swahili.

110. The date is somewhat puzzling. The Wall Street crash was in October 1929. Although copper prices had begun to drop late in 1929 (Perrings 1979:99) it took another six months or so—until mid 1930—before the impact was felt in Katanga (see Fetter 1976: Chapter 7 on the crisis in Elisabethville; also Elisabethville 1911–1961 1961:156 ff).

111. In the original, unemployment is *bulofa*, derived from the verb *lofa* which in turn comes from English ‘to loaf.’

112. This was ‘Mustapha,’ a ‘railroad engineer’ (i.e. a locomotive engineer) according to Fetter (1976:159) or (perhaps later) a clerk at the Bon Marché department store according to the *Vocabulaire*, see I, 25. He came from French Congo and married a local woman (a distant relative of K. M.).

113. The history of African associations in Elisabethville is as complicated as it is important (generally, see Fetter 1974). The *Vocabulaire’s*
account, addressed as it is to those who were part of that story, is
once again elliptic but to the point as far as essentials are concerned.
I have not been able to verify the presidency of a Lunda in the first
association (known also as the Belges). Other sources indicate that it
was set up by immigrants from the Kasai (see the police report quoted
by Higginson 1988:97).— Even though these clubs and associations
are referred to as ‘tribal’ their origin and purpose was not ‘tribalist.’
They were essentially self-help organizations expressing the settling-in
of an African urban population with its own social life and emerging
popular culture. Going back to the twenties (at least) they stood the
test of hard times during the economic crisis. By the early thirties
they had become vehicles of a growing cultural and political self-
consciousness. As such they became a ‘problem’ for a colonial estab­
ishment which grew more and more autocratic (especially under the
regime of Governor Maron).— As described by Fetter (1976:158f),
the ‘malinga dances’ mentioned in the two preceding chapters (XXX
and XXXI) became a pretext for intervention and control. Malinga (in
terms of popular categories opposed to ‘rhumba,’ the emerging distinc­
tive Congolese music inspired by Latin and Afro-American models,
see Kazadi 1973, Bemba 1984 and Low 1982) was European-style
‘ballroom dancing.’ It was in fact an ‘assimilationist’ practice—as
was the importance of dressing up and speaking French, especially
in the ‘Franco-Belge’—and it is ironical, but not at all untypical for
the duplicity which characterized so much of Belgian colonial policy,
that one of its most vociferous detractors was de Hemptinne, a leading
‘assimilationist’ among colonial ideologues.

114. Not to be confused with Kibwe Jean-Baptiste, a Conakat politician,
member of the Katanga Government and a director of the nationalized
mining company (Gécamines). Kibwe Léonard was well known as a
soccer referee. He resided in Kamalondo township. Later he added a
bar to his fish business (K. M.).

115. This was the name of the oldest of the ‘native’ townships before it
became Commune Albert (today Zone Kamalondo). The houses of
the clerks also were called something like ginie (from génie [civil]); they
were provided by a government agency.

116. Actually this was pronounced witika, possibly from ‘huit camp,’ the
‘eight-houses settlement’ (referring to the first lot completed), con­
structed by Cofoka for the employees of various companies (K. M.).

117. A ‘Kabinda’ (Luba-Songye). Like Kibwe he began in the fish trade,
then had a bar and was also in real estate—a rich man at the time (K. M.)

118. Julius, a Luba from Kiambi, was a tailor (K. M.).

119. This was another expansion of Commune Albert/Kamalondo, called bikopo, the cans (or tins), after the material that was used for roofing. Kisasa could mean ‘modern’ (literally ‘something of now’).

120. On Bwana Pascal see above, note 39.

121. This was Bwana Taimu (a name probably derived from English ‘time’). He had a drinking place in Kamalondo where he first sold pombe ya mbote, Pygmy beer, i.e. mead, later Simba beer (K. M.)

122. Ilingio Augustin, a retired army (Force Publique) driver and mechanic (see also XXXIII). He is remembered as the first African to ride a motorbike. He married a local woman (Agnes, of Kabinda-Songye origin). His descendants still run the bar (now called ‘Changamuka’) on Avenue Babemba in Kamalondo (K. M.).

123. The nickname ‘Bwana Fimbo,’ the one with the stick (the infamous fimbo was used for corporal punishment in the army and colonial prisons) is difficult to explain since he was not in any way associated with the government or otherwise known as a violent person. Ethnically he is identified as a mugoa, i.e. a ‘Goa,’ synonymous with East Indian. He ran a store, mainly selling baked goods to Africans, on Chaussée de Kasenga near the railroad tracks (K. M.).— An interesting point is the inclusion of Bwana Fimbo both among the white and the black businessmen (see above, XIX). Popular classification is not sure about Asians (as well as Mediterraneans). East Indians are often put into a third category; they are neither white nor black and consequently, in terms of the traditional color triad, red.

124. Tshikasa Thomas, nicknamed Bobo, learned his trade in the school of the Salesians in Kafubu. He went into business and became a well-known tailor in Kamalondo. That he was the ‘first tailor’ must be taken in a manner of speaking, meaning ‘a tailor of renown’ (actually he was preceded by Mbwa André, and probably there were others). He achieved some notoriety in colonial publications through a photograph (often reproduced) showing him in front of his store. The shop sign reads

S. B. TSHIKASA THOMAS
TAILLEUR SUR MESURES HOMME & DAMES
EXPERIMENTE – CAPACITE
AVENUE LUNDA BLOC 19 H’10
B.P. 4030 ELISABETHVILLE
History From Below

(see Revue Congolaise Illustrée 28/2 (1956). He used to be a well-known soccer player with the club ‘Léopold.’ He continues his business today with a branch in Lusaka/Zambia (K. M.).

125. The events described here have been the subject of much historical inquiry which continues to bring forth new detail (see Perrings 1979: 224ff, also for further references: Higginson 1988 and especially Vellut 1987a on the long history of resistance in Zaire). The 1941 general strike, although by no means the only outbreak of labor unrest in the history of Katanga, has assumed a kind of emblematic status (it became a subject in popular painting). This is reflected in the account given by the Vocabulaire. As in other cases, the latter draws the picture with a few strokes, emphasising what was important for the Africans who remember the strike. There are some matters of detail that remain obscure. One is the date. It is roughly correct as far as the beginning of the strike goes, but the fatal day of the massacre seems to have been November 8th. The other point regards the spokesman/leader of the strikers. The Vocabulaire insists on calling him as well as Governor Maron ‘Alphonse.’ This adds poignancy to the narrative because it hints at bumajina, a name relationship. The name relationship had developed in urban Katanga into a bond that was often considered stronger than kinship. Maron’s crime was therefore all the more heinous. In eyewitness accounts cited by Perrings, however, the leader whom Maron shot with a pistol is identified as Mpoy Léon (1979:227). A point to be verified is the end of Maron in a foreign city on the symbolic date of November 11 (Armistice Day, a major Belgian holiday).

126. I have been unable to pin down the exact dates for the following story. It is certain, though, that it is about the extension rather than the construction of the chimney. In order to appreciate the length and detail of this chapter it should be noted that the smelter’s chimney and huge slag dump (mumbunda na mampala in ShS) has been the landmark of Elisabethville/Lubumbashi. In the 1960s and 1970s it became one of the most frequent motives in popular painting, not so much as an emblem of industrialization but as a ‘reminder’ (uku-umbusho) of the urban life experience (see Szombati-Fabian and Fabian 1976).

127. A phrase that could be translated as ‘speak little boy (boy = servant, native).’ Zeke, or zege, comes from Flemish or Afrikaans zeg, say. Africans observed that it was a typical opener for a conversation (or a
request, command) and it became a ShS term designating the Flemish in general (often reduplicated as zegezege). Interestingly enough, its French counterpart — dis, say, also a conversational opener — was incorporated into ShS as a term for friend or buddy (as in di wangu, my friend, a greeting formula used in correspondence). This distinction, made with the help of equivalent lexemes, between separation and identification encapsulates a striking aspect of colonial relations. Flemish speakers, usually the lower-class and lower echelon agents, were consistently seen as the bad guys.

128. Hyperbole, or simply an error. The chimney was actually 150 m high.
129. This refers to the construction by Sogefor of a dam at Mwadingisha Falls (later Cornet Falls). The hydroelectric power station was called ‘Centrale Francqui’ (an example for what the Vocabulaire tells us above in I, 5). See also Cornet 1950b: 49.
130. A Luba term meaning ‘grand serpent (peut-être imaginaire)’ synonymous with ‘nzovu a lûi (éléphant de l'eau). Nom donné au Grand Esprit du lac Bupembà [Upemba]’ (Van Avermaet and Mbuya 1954: 547). See also a brief note by Antoine Munongo (1941: 69) which contains the interesting remark that Mpumina is associated with ‘la conquête des pays, l'acquisition des richesses.’
131. The date is, of course, approximate; but even if it were to be read as ‘the thirties’ it does not cover the entire period of the Italian–Ethiopian war which began in 1935 and led to the annexation of Abyssinia in 1936 and ended when the Italians were defeated in 1941 by British, British colonial and South African troops. The role which the Vocabulaire assigns to the ‘French’ remains unclear.
132. This is not a usual way of transposing the name into Swahili. Perhaps Baribino becomes more plausible if one assumes that the model was Flemish ‘Bowdewijn.’ — In 1955 there were probably few who would have linked the King’s visit directly to imminent Independence. After the fact, from the Vocabulaire’s perspective, there can be no doubt that this was a crucial event leading up to the end of colonial rule (see Young 1965: Chapter 3).
133. On Auguste Buisseret, Minister of Colonies in 1955, and his role in colonial politics during the last years before Independence see Young 1965: Index under Buisseret. Buisseret was a Liberal (who, among other things, took measures to break the missions’ monopoly on education) and therefore became the target of vitriolic attacks by de Hemptinne and the colonial Right. It can be taken as a barb against
the latter when the Vocabulaire makes a point of reminding its readers of Buisseret.

134. Here the Vocabulaire takes us back once again to earlier chapters (e.g. XXVI). For the background to this very complicated story see Perrings 1979.

135. According to Perrings, a ticket was: ‘the conventional method of calculating the contract lengths and wages of black labour…. A ticket consisted of a booklet containing thirty slips representing thirty working shifts. No wages were paid unless each slip, or ticket, was signed by the ganger in charge, and a contract measured in months was in practice worked out in tickets’ (1979:xvii). The Vocabulaire obviously takes ticket in the latter sense.

136. As noted above (see note 27), the abbreviation BTK was used for ‘Bourse du Travail du Katanga.’ Why it should appear in the present context is not clear.

137. A train stop officially called Tshilatembo, between Elisabethville/Lubumbashi and Jadotville/Likasi.

138. A variant of kapitula, ShS for shorts. K. M. remembers his father telling of a maladi ya kapitula but thinks it must have been an epidemic around 1918–19 (which would be the world-wide Spanish flu, see Perrings 1979: 165, 170). Perhaps, originally the association with ‘shorts’ may have referred to dysentery which was endemic in the early years after 1910. Scurvy, perhaps caused by nutritional deficiencies in the flour imported as staple food (see below), is also mentioned by Perrings (1979: 165).

139. The meaning of the term is not clear. In ShS tukutuku is an onomatopoetic term for motorbikes. One may speculate that it also covered small motors such as diesel generators. Hence bunga ya tukutuku could be milled as opposed to pounded flour. The term is documented in several of the reminiscences from oldtimers collected by B. Fetter. One of them (Nawezi Petro, who arrived in 1920) states: ‘Nous gagnions comme salaire, de la farine nommé (sic) “TUKUTUKU”, une farine jaune…. Cette farine venait de la Rhodésie et était presque immangeable’ (Fetter n.d.)


141. This was a certain Kilengwe, keeper of the morgue (K. M.).

142. The phrase is interjected here to remind readers of what must have been the way most people were made aware of the prison system.
Prisoners were put to work in chain gangs of six. The men were wearing iron collars around their necks which were attached to a common chain.

143. Before it was moved to the northern outskirts of town (to Kasapa, near the present campus of the university) the prison used to be on the far side of Avenue Limite Sud, i.e. outside the core town. It was part of a complex which included other institutions of ‘hygiene’ (the hospital for natives, the insane asylum, and the bacteriological laboratories) and the Methodist Mission. The latter does not seem to fit our interpretation, but then, to keep the ‘foreign’ Methodists outside the city limits proper would have been regarded by certain circles in Elisabethville as a matter of hygiene. It is equally interesting to speculate on the reasons why the market for Europeans (soko ya wazungu), i.e. the market where Africans were allowed to sell their products to Europeans (and where public executions were staged, see the hanging of Bwana François and another one mentioned below), was part of the same complex.

144. ‘Germain’ could be read as Servais, but then the latter could not have been the first director. Servais headed the prison in the 1930s. By that time kwa longolongo had already become the name for the prison (K.M.).

145. ‘Bwana Kasombo’ was almost certainly the nickname of Servais; it replaced Longolongo as a name for the prison. Tshamungu Henri, who served under Servais, was remembered as a severe person who always collaborated with the Whites and never refused to apply (corporal) punishment (K. M.).

146. This is the best we can do with this extremely difficult passage. The names and pronominal references provided by the Vocabulaire simply do not allow a clearer reconstruction. Especially the last sentence is confusing. ‘Taymo’s’ refers to a drinking place in nearby Kamalondo township (see above, note 121).

147. The official date of Independence is June 30, 1960. The Vocabulaire is correct, however, in locating the crucial step in 1959. On the governmental declaration of January 13, 1959 see Young 1965:168, on the complicated story of municipal elections op. cit. Chapter 4 and Index under elections.

148. In ShS batoka chini has been a collective term for people from downstream of Stanleyville/Kisangani (sometimes synonymous with (ba) mangala, i.e. Lingala speakers). Since Independence it has taken an
increasingly political connotation as a designation for people from the capital, Kinshasa.

149. On the complicated history of political parties prior to Independence see Young 1965: Chapter 12, especially the summary table on p. 304. Notice that utetezi literally means ‘argument, opposition.’ That it can become a synonym for politics says much about popular ideas regarding politics. In ShS the expression kufanya politique often means ‘to cause, or look for, trouble.’

150. Like Antoine Munongo, Makonga Bonaventure published a collection of Luba (Sanga) traditions as a ‘History of the Empire of the Baluba etc.’ (see Makonga 1949). Both these Yeke and Luba 'histories' may incidentally have been models for Yav André’s Lunda history.

151. On the Brussels Round Table conference see Young 1965: Index under Brussels, Round Table conference.
Thoughts Against Suffering:  
The Making of Vernacular Colonial History  
in the ‘Vocabulary of Elisabethville’

1. USES OF INTERPRETATION

The Vocabulaire can speak for itself. To be sure, readers who are not familiar with the sights, sounds, and smells, the spaces, shapes and movements of Elisabethville/Lubumbashi will miss much of the evocative power of this account. Still, they can try to imagine what they do not see; they can listen to voices that speak in the translated narrative; and they can be moved by the humor, irony, and candor with which an oppressed existence under colonial rule, but also the experience of creating a new life style in a big city, are made into a story. Intelligence and compassion, and a little help of the kind that is provided in our notes to the translation may be all that is needed to appreciate the Vocabulaire. Why burden with heavy exegesis a work of verbal art which is touching and disturbing, at times confusing, but never boring? Anthropology has a supply of ready answers to such a question, two of which I shall discuss briefly before I try to give my own.

One of the first tasks of critical interpretation usually is to assign to a document its place in a corpus or canon of literature. A text is thus classified (for instance, as belonging to a recognized ‘genre’) and given its status in a normative-esthetic system (major, minor, marginal). But the Vocabulaire is not part of a corpus or canon for the simple reason that no such corpus or canon of writings exists, as far as we know. Africans in Katanga/Shaba wrote and produced texts as soon as literacy became available to them. But apart from a companion piece on the history of the Lunda empire (written in Lunda),¹ we assume by the same author, no other document of this kind or comparable scope has so far been made available.² More likely than not,

¹. See Fetter n.d.; we shall have some remarks on that document later on.  
². In a letter, quoted below on p. 175, Bruce Fetter mentions other accounts collected at the same time as Yav’s Vocabulaire as well as a project based on these materials. Neither could be consulted so far. Bogumil Jewsiewicki has in his collection a history of Zaire written (in French) by the painter Tshibumba Kanda, and some six hours of comment on Tshibumba’s history of Zaire
similar texts have been composed (and may be preserved) in other parts of Zaire and Africa. If this is so, I am not aware of any inventory or survey of such writing that would make it necessary to assign to the Vocabulaire its place and status.

Another conventional task of interpretation is to ‘decode’ texts that defy simple reading. Although often elliptic and sometimes obscure, the Vocabulaire is not an esoteric, hermetic document whose exotic symbolism would require the kind of intricate hermeneutics which cultural anthropologists have come to see as their work. True, its linguistic form has been a forbidding obstacle, but one which can be overcome. There are some fantastic elements in the account that defy plain understanding (and these may in the future be material for expert hermeneutics). There are many graphic peculiarities and some strange characteristics of composition; both could be written off as minor curiosities, not important enough to require involved analyses.

When I now, nevertheless, offer some observations and thoughts on the Vocabulaire, in a manner more systematic than the occasional remarks contained in the notes to the translation, I do not undertake this because I believe that the text’s message or ‘meaning’ requires expert decoding for non-expert readers. I don’t see the anthropologist’s role as that of a literary critic, folklorist, semiotician, or historian who happens to work on ‘Non-Western’ material. Although we anthropologists need competences in all these fields, and a few others, our inquiries are directed toward a synthetic, comprehensive understanding of other cultural ways of giving form to experience. And any specific claims to understanding we may have must ultimately be based on research practices we call field work—sustained, often long-term, processes of disciplined learning which require first-hand acquaintance based on communicative interaction. The competences and understanding (and misunderstandings, I am sure) that I bring to the task at hand were acquired during more than twenty years of research in and on urban-industrial Shaba. Aspects I concentrated on at various times included religious movements, work, language, and, most closely related to the present project, popular painting and theater. I have found the notion of ‘popular culture’ useful in relating these diverse interests and most recently I have worked with the idea of ‘performance’ as a way of conceptualizing both, the cultural praxis studied and the praxis of anthropological inquiry.

in 124 paintings were recorded by myself with the painter (in Swahili) in October and November 1974 in Lubumbashi. Material collected by B. Verhaegen and his collaborators on the history of Kisangani is critically discussed in Verhaegen 1988.
In a general way, both ‘popular culture’ and ‘performance’ will be helpful in situating and appreciating the *Vocabulaire* but in this essay they will remain in the background. There are many fascinating specific questions to be answered before we proceed to generalizations.

What has been said so far may sound ‘anti-hermeneutic’ and it does express doubts about certain kinds of hermeneutics in recent anthropology. In their justified eagerness to abandon narrow, scientistic approaches which dominated our discipline in its ‘modernist’ phase they seek in textual exegesis and a sort of textual fundamentalism a new security that may be as unfounded as earlier faith in scientific observation and hard behavioral data. It seems especially important to me to avoid two common varieties of misconceived ‘interpretation.’ One is a stance, often condescending, sometimes submissive, which reifies a document (or a culture, an institution, a ritual) as an object of exegesis. The other is the technician’s attitude toward texts as mere material for the exercise of one or the other method of analysis. I have no qualms with either hermeneutic empathy or methodological sophistication; I do think, however, that the ‘objectivism’ (to cite a term used by P. Bourdieu in an argument I find germane) to which these styles of inquiry are prone should be avoided as much as is possible under prevailing conditions of social scientific practice. Objectivism goes together with claims to a superior position from which understanding is gained. It would be inappropriate (or cynical) to assume such a hegemonial attitude in this effort to learn something about the ways colonized Africans dealt with hegemony.

I should mention yet another understanding of text and hermeneutics about which I have reservations. Following a seminal paper by P. Ricœur and certain often-quoted remarks by C. Geertz it has been argued that, since texts are objectified products of ‘meaningful action’ (Ricœur), cultures — being ways of organizing meaningful action — should be approached as texts. While one can applaud the turn toward interpretive social science which this argument signals it can be upheld only on a very abstract level. Texts such as the *Vocabulaire*, although written, do not conform to the ideal of a ‘fixed’ text from which Ricœur derives his model for interpreting

---

3. For the epistemological background to this see my *Time and the Other* (1983) and Bourdieu's *Outline of a Theory of Practice* (1977; for his notion of 'objectivism' see p. 96).

society. Nor is the urban colonial society that produced our text anywhere near the degree of fixation that Ricœur requires when he says:

> Meaningful action is an object for science only under the condition of a kind of objectification which is equivalent to the fixation of a discourse by writing (Ricœur 1980:80).

One task of interpreting the **Vocabulaire** will be to show that not peaceful ‘equivalence,’ much less isomorphic representation, but tension, conflict, and at times contradiction characterize the relation between text and experience.

A conception of text interpretation which I do find congenial is one which, instead of hegemonial exegesis, advocates confrontation on the same level. It is expressed in some remarks which M. M. Bakhtin makes in an essay on ‘The Problem of Text:’

> The event of the life of the text, that is, its true essence, always develops on the boundary between two consciousnesses, two subjects.
> The transcription of thinking in the human sciences is always the transcription of a special kind of dialogue: the complex interrelations between the text (the object of study and reflection) and the created, framing context (questioning, refuting, and so forth) in which the scholar’s cognizing and evaluating thought takes place. This is the meeting of two texts — of the ready-made and the reactive text being created — and, consequently of two subjects and two authors (1986:106f).

This being said about the attitude with which I would like to approach our text I may formulate the thesis that will be guiding this essay:

> A document such as the **Vocabulaire** is not only documentary of a history, of a series of events and changes; it also documents the making of, giving shape to, the idea of ‘history’ as commemoration of things past. Therefore, the reading I am about to give will concentrate on the many traces of activity which make it possible to reconstruct the process of the document’s production (including means, conditions, and relations of production). Much of what the document tells us about colonial history and experience is inscribed in how it was conceived, composed, presented, and diffused.

Some time ago I have argued that ‘production’ should be central in our attempts to understand epistemologically what happens in ethnography. The idea is also, more or less directly, inspired by ‘Marxist’ literary theory (Lotman, Macherey, Jameson and others) but this is not the place to
discuss these ramifications at any length. Instead I shall begin with some observations on the last of the issues mentioned in my thesis, diffusion: How did the *Vocabulaire* find its way into academe?

### 2. DISCOVERY AND RECEPTION

In 1966 Bruce Fetter and I happened to be in Katanga/Shaba doing field research for our Ph.D. theses. I had my base in Kolwezi because this was the place to study the Jamaa religious movement that was my project. Fetter lived in Elisabethville/Lubumbashi working on a history of the town. It was there that he discovered the *Vocabulaire*. I cannot say for certain whether it was during one of my occasional visits to Lubumbashi that he showed me the document and gave me a copy or whether this was later when we met again in the United States. Be that as it may, not much came of this first encounter with the document. I think I can speak for both of us when I say that we conducted our research in a frame of mind which, although we felt immediately that there was something remarkable about this text, directed our inquiries among Africans above all to oral information. Occasional written statements by Africans were welcome as supplements to that primary source. Things have changed so much since that it is difficult to believe, now speaking for myself, how strong and unquestioned the alignment of Western with literate vs. African with non-literate still was in our epistemological orientation.

Perhaps it was also the political situation at the time which was hardly conducive to the kind of careful and detailed study of the *Vocabulaire* we are able to undertake now. In 1965 Mobutu had become the ruler of the Congo (as the country was then still called). During 1966 he was gearing up to a major confrontation with the former colonial power when he introduced measures to nationalize the Union Minière du Haut Katanga (concluded in January 1967). In Katanga there were still lingering regrets over the failed secession and many people hoped that the unconverted separatists would somehow manage to prevent the central government from asserting its power. When it became clear that Belgian and other, international groups could not (or did not want to) prevent nationalization from taking
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5. About ‘production’ and ethnography see Fabian 1971b. On the uses of Marxist literary theory in the study of African oral traditions see the critical essay by Hamilton (1987). Hamilton, incidentally, also uses the expression ‘from below’ which appears in the title of this study and has been around for some time to signal an intent to take non-hegemonic approaches in the study of other peoples or classes.
its course there were periods of panic and occasional outbreaks of violence, as well as continuous harassment by army and police. It was exciting to witness this virulent period of decolonization; it was not easy to carry out research projects which, theoretically and methodologically, still had to satisfy disciplinary expectations formed during colonial times.  

Fetter and I met again in Lubumbashi in 1972–73. We were once more engaged in research and both of us taught at the Lubumbashi campus of the National University of Zaire. Much had changed in the six years since our last visit to Shaba. Economically, the early 1970s, until the oil crisis put an end to this, were 'golden years.' The 'Zaireanization' even of small expatriate businesses had not yet run its disastrous course and there was modest prosperity which, among other things, made possible the explosive development of popular painting in Shaba. Like the equally flourishing popular music and theater this artform was dedicated to recalling times past and confronting the present: precolonial village life, colonial oppression, and the vicissitudes of the postcolonial period were the most popular themes.  

While art fired the historical imagination of the many Zaireans who bought the paintings, students at the University were engaged in collecting first-hand accounts of colonial history. African historiography itself was being reoriented theoretically and empirically in the lively department which existed at that time. Against such a changed background the Vocabulaire took on a new importance. It was now recognized as pioneer work, possibly the first in the line of a decolonized, genuinely Zairean historiography. So we pulled our copies out of our files, they were circulated among other colleagues who were at the time in Lubumbashi (such as J. L. Vellut and B. Jewsiewicki who may have passed copies on to others). My own competences in Shaba Swahili were much improved and in 1974 I started preparing a translation. I first faced the most difficult problem with this text which has been to establish some uniformity and, indeed, 'reason' in the peculiar morphemic and syntactic segmentations employed by the author. But that is how far it went at the time. Again, neither I nor the others who appreciated the value of the document found the time to do more about it.  

6. In his letter cited below on p. 175 he recalls that he came upon the Vocabulaire at a time when he was 'desperately trying to obtain materials.' I remember being in a similar position at about the same time and also attempting to overcome my anxieties by collecting some 'hard' data on the Jamaa movement with the help of the local missionary. But in my case I ran into categorical resistance against taking information down in writing, an experience which turned out to be vital to my understanding of the movement (see Fabian 1971a:16).  


8. Small parts of the Vocabulaire translated into French and English have been used in several publications by Jewsiewicki; see, for instance, 1986 and a later version, in Jewsiewicki and Moniot (eds.)1988.
A breakthrough of sorts finally came another ten years later when I returned to Shaba in the summers of 1985 and 1986. During the first of these visits I wanted to verify certain points regarding the history of Shaba Swahili and, above all, to find out what had happened to the Jamaa movement. While I worked on these projects I made some inquiries about the *Vocabulaire* and its author, without success in 1985. During the second visit in 1986 I found the time to call on the assistance of Kalundi Mango and to work with him in the manner described in the Preface. There were reasons to keep my visits brief (2 and 2 1/2 months) and to profit from the opportunity to finally make the *Vocabulaire* available in translation. The University was in a desperate state; most of our Zairean colleagues were paid badly, if at all, and needed all their energy and free time to make a living for their families. There was no longer a safe base from which to conduct academic pursuits. Among the people of Shaba, pauperization was rampant and the general psychological climate was one of despair and depression. Having built up close relations of friendship with many of the people among whom I did my work, I could not help but feel that research 'as usual,' involving an extended stay, was simply impossible. These oppressive circumstances, I am sure, helped to make the *Vocabulaire* even more attractive as a document that was relatively safe to work on. The latter certainly was true when small grants made it possible to invite Kalundi Mango to Amsterdam (in 1987 and 1988) where we could work on the final form of the text and its translation.

When I take recourse to (auto)biography in presenting the scholarly reception of the *Vocabulaire* up to this point I do this because it seems to be the most concrete way of evoking the changes in the last two or three decades which altered our perspectives, research priorities and, in a certain sense, the research object. If the reigning 'paradigm' in the 1960s was 'social change' the *Vocabulaire* came under the rubric of urbanization, modernization and perhaps literacy (J. Goody's work on the latter was just appearing and had not yet made its impact on either anthropologists or African historians). 'Domination and Resistance' replaced social change as a dominant theme in the 1970s. Responses and resistance to colonial rule were looked at in much greater historical depth than before and various expressions of 'popular culture' were seen as intellectual, esthetic, and

---

emotional resistance to new forms of domination.\textsuperscript{10} Scenes recounted in the \textit{Vocabulaire} and certain genres of popular painting were, although we did not quite realize this at the time, expressing the same emerging historical consciousness with different means.\textsuperscript{11} Perhaps concern with popular culture already marked another change of perspective that seems to be characteristic of the 1980s. As more and more evidence accumulated we have been able to add to extensive surveys of resistance against colonization studies of the creative aspects of ‘savoir populaire,’ or ‘popular modes of action.’\textsuperscript{12} All this goes together with more emphasis on, and more sophistication being applied to, the linguistic-communicative, performative, and esthetic aspects of ‘oral tradition.’\textsuperscript{13} There is also much to be learned from recent work on ‘native chronicles’ of an earlier period of colonization on the South American continent.\textsuperscript{14}

In sum, it is not accidental when we now think that an edition of the \textit{Vocabulaire} is a timely undertaking. We can expect to reach a wider audience than ever before and there is a chance that we, finally, have the theoretical and methodological equipment to do justice to a unique and rich document. It is all the more ironical, or perhaps tragic, that compared to the story of its scholarly reception, what we know about its reception in Shaba can be summarized in three words: next to nothing. Perhaps further inquiries in Lubumbashi will have some success, but right now we do not know how many (mimeographed) copies of the \textit{Vocabulaire} were actually produced in 1965, much less how many Zaireans got to see one. Not a single copy-in-circulation (i.e. owned and used by an African who did not obtain it through the academic channels described above) was ever found. We know almost nothing about the author (see below) or the sponsoring organization. Inquiries in 1985 and 1986 were, as I said, fruitless; the whereabouts of the author are unknown. The hope that a request to locate him through Mwant Yav, the Lunda paramount chief, and some other Lunda dignitaries would have some success was not fulfilled. At one point I even thought of initiating

\textsuperscript{10} See Fabian 1978 and the literature cited there.
\textsuperscript{11} See Jewsiewicki 1986 and 1988.
\textsuperscript{12} A most welcome overview of forms of resistance in the colonial history of Zaire has recently been provided by Vellut 1987a. On ‘savoirs’ see Chabal (ed.) 1986 and Jewsiewicki and Moniot (eds.) 1988.
\textsuperscript{13} Perhaps there is no better illustration of these changes of orientation than the trajectory of Jan Vansina’s authoritative work on the subject: compare the first edition of his \textit{Oral Tradition} with its recent, thoroughly revised version (Vansina 1960 and 1985). See also the wider impact of such reorientation in the volume edited by Jewsiewicki and Newbury (1986). — The new sophistication in dealing with oral sources is perhaps best exemplified by the work of Dennis Tedlock (1983).
\textsuperscript{14} See Rolena Adorno’s work on writing and resistance in Colonial Peru (1986, also for further references).
a search through newspaper advertisements. This had to be dropped in view of the suspicion this was certain to cause in a society which is under constant surveillance by the authorities.

I could go on piling negative statements onto each other; of course, that we are ignorant regarding the popular reception of the *Vocabulaire* does not mean it had no African readers in Lubumbashi. Still, the very least that can be said is that this document did not leave traces even remotely comparable to those of popular painting (or popular music and theater). This poses some problems regarding its status as a document. In a minimal sense—as a preserved record from a certain known place and period—it is of course a historical document. But can an apparently unique piece be representative of a 'savoir populaire'? It is obvious that there can be no sociological answer to this question. A sample of one is not a sample. If we want to argue that the *Vocabulaire* is not a freak of history or a mere idiosyncratic curiosity we must find other ways of situating it in a collective practice.

One of the most conspicuous traits of the text is its collective voice. With one exception only (to be commented on later) the narrating subject (the 'speaker' in sociolinguistic terms) is a 'We:' not a vague, stylistic *We* (i.e. a *We* that really stands for an *I*), nor usually a generalized *We* (we Africans, Blacks, Congolese) but *sisi waboy*, we, the domestic servants of Elisabethville. Corresponding to the collective *We* there is a collective *You* (the addressee): 'as you remember,' 'as you know,' 'now you will see,' 'now you listen to ...'; these recurrent phrases presuppose solidarity and a history of experience shared by narrator and readers. These traits alone, together with the fact that the text was presented as a public document—it was typed and mimeographed, something which required a significant economic and logistic effort under the circumstances—should suffice to counter arguments which would have the *Vocabulaire* dismissed as a mere curiosity.

3. WHAT'S IN A NAME: THE TITLE ‘VOCABULAIRE’

The first thing a reader approaching our document is likely to stumble over—I know I did—is the seemingly strange term *vocabulaire* for something

15. That the *Vocabulaire* is in fact addressed to 'readers' is an extrapolation from its being a written document. In the text itself there is no explicit reference to reading or readers (*soma, somaji*). Only at one point the border between a purely indexical and a referential, discursive appeal to a reader (as reader) seems to be crossed: The last line of the first page of the Table of Contents (see SOMMAIRE in the original) says 'KWENDA SOMMAIRE NGAMBO YINGINA,' roughly 'go on to the other side of the table of contents.'
At one time I thought that this was probably an instance of ostentatious but slightly 'off' use of a French lexeme, in a manner in which speakers of Shaba Swahili who are not very competent in French appropriate the prestige of that language 'symbolically.' This explanation cannot be ruled out, yet if it is one at all, it is the least interesting among several possibilities that have occurred to me since. Before I get to these I should perhaps say a little more about the status and function of French loans in Shaba Swahili. French terms may of course fill lexical gaps in a speaker's repertoire. Closer examination, however, will show that the most common hypothesis regarding the practice of lexical borrowing — that it fills 'gaps' in the language that borrows — is not supported by facts. When we observe borrowing from French in actual speech it always has stylistic functions, i.e. reasons that cannot be found on the level of the lexicon but must be sought on the level of speech events and communication. Notice, however, that such a rhetorical and poetic interpretation of linguistic borrowing is a far cry from the idea of 'merely symbolic' language use (with its more or less explicit colonialist perspective); it is predicated on communicative competence, not incompetence. Still, to label a history of Elisabethville 'vocabulaire' may have been a rhetorical device, designed to get the attention of readers who, in the elementary sort of initiation to literacy to which most Africans were limited during colonial times, had experienced various vocabulaires as authoritative texts.

A deeper and more accurate understanding, one that, on the side of the African author(s), presupposes observation and independent interpretation of a literary practice rather than simple mimicking of French, came to me from two sources: One has been a study of vocabularies as a mode of colonial appropriation of Swahili; the other one is evidence from the text itself. Regarding the first one I stated in Language and Colonial Power:

The use of the term vocabulaire for an historical account should not be dismissed as merely quaint. It reflects the literary form of this document, in which (quasi-) genealogical lists of persons and establishments, comparable to wordlists, predominate. The choice of the term may also reflect the image, in popular consciousness, of vocabularies as accurate and authoritative deposits of knowledge. On a deeper level, it adumbrates analogies between historiography and linguistic description: both give shape to, impose a certain order on, discourse. To a large extent, my own project [in Language and Colonial Power]

16. Actually, the term vocabulaire occurs in a second, equally conspicuous position, namely in the very last sentences of our text. This observation, which points to a conscious use of the word as a 'framing' concept, will be taken up below in section 5.2.
17. See on this Fabian 1982.
rests on a methodological strategy ... which follows André Yav's intuition from the other end, as it were: I want to approach vocabularies as historical accounts, not just as sources of historical information (Fabian 1986:10).

Now that closer examination of the document (aided by a word processor) is finally possible we can add much internal evidence to these general observations. The Vocabulaire contains numerous indications suggesting that to write history is conceived here as giving ‘meaning’ to names, appellations, and terms, and that is of course what vocabularies do. The title vocabulaire summarily designates a practice whose working in detail can be ascertained, first of all, lexically.

To begin with, a key term to look for is maana, defined by the Standard Dictionary18 as ‘(1) cause, reason, ... (2) meaning, import, purpose ... (3) reasonableness ...’. Shaba Swahili utilizes above all the first two connotations. Hence, maana can be an adverb or conjunction, meaning ‘because’ (see I, 27 and XII, 2). In the Vocabulaire it also occurs (once) in the broader sense of the meaning/moral of a story (see XXXIX, 7). Finally, and this is to the point we are making here, maana occurs three times as the ‘meaning’ of place names:

ya kwanza Kalule-Nord maana yake nini? maana yake ni kusema yule Kalule-Nord alikuwa ku mangaribi ya Kalule-Sud/ (my emphasis)

First of all, what is the meaning of ‘Kalule-Nord?’ Its meaning is that ‘Kalule-Nord’ is to the West [?] of ‘Kalule-Sud.’ III, 1

In this instance, although the statement is neither clear nor illuminating, maana seems to be employed in a straightforward manner as ‘the meaning of a term.’ This is no longer the case in the following examples:

hii njo maana ya Kamatanda na Sofumwango/ (my emphasis)

This is the meaning of Kamatanda and Sofumwango. IV

kisha yule njo kukaye bwana Commissaire yule ameleta jina ya COWE/ njo kwa maana mulisikia jina ya COWE/ alikuwa kamishedi wa pili/

After that one came Bwana Commissaire who gave the name COWE [to the government post]. That was the meaning of the name COWE you have heard, it was the second commissaire[’s name]. V, 1

In these two instances, maana is no longer dictionary ‘meaning’ in the sense of translation or paraphrase; it is the reasoned meaning of (place) names. We may call this etymology in a very broad sense (remembering that at one time in our own tradition ‘etymology’ covered philosophy and, indeed,
history). *Maana* is what these place names evoke in witnesses to the history of Shaba, a popular song in the first case, a person in the second.

But this is only the beginning of what a closer examination of our text can show. Evidence for the practice of ‘naming = assigning/recalling meaning’ turns out to be abundant if we look at occurrences of the term *jina*, ‘name, i.e. proper name’ (Standard Dictionary). *Jina* occurs more than twenty times. In a third of the cases it refers to personal names only, in about another third to place names and organizations; the rest is a mixed category in which the name, hence the significance, of a place is tied to the name of a person, either directly (see ‘COWE’ cited above, or when Prince Leopold ‘gives his name’ to Kipushi mine, XXVII, 2) or by association (when the name of Kienda-Biela is said to come to peoples’ minds when they hear of Kalule-Nord, III, 5).

Two main functions appear to determine the use of *jina* in the *Vocabulaire*: one is to invoke the names of persons as historical agents, often introducing lists of names (about which more below); the other one has to do with naming as a way of taking possession, such as when a place is given a name in the course of colonization. In both cases, giving names is much like listing documents; each name is a source for historical ‘remembering’ or an occasion for ‘reminding.’

Noting this emphasis on naming as an act/activity should make it interesting to look at verbal expressions for naming. Two are current in ShS and both can be found in the *Vocabulaire*. The verb *-taja*, ‘name, mention by name, speak of’ (Standard Dictionary) occurs only twice with the second or third meaning. Both times it is in the past tense (I, 6, 15) and marks references internal to the text (‘Whites ... whom we have mentioned,’ ‘a name we have mentioned above’). More frequently used is another verb, *-ita*, ‘call, call to, summon, invite, name’ (Standard Dictionary). In the sense of ‘call, summon’ the active form *-ita* is employed frequently throughout the text; only in two cases it means calling someone by a name (XXXV, 3 and XLV). The latter meaning appears to be tied to the passive form *-itwa*, to be called. It was found nineteen times; in almost all instances it refers to place names or to the mixed category of place and personal names, i.e. to naming as a practice documenting colonial history. At a first glance there seem to be three exceptions to that rule:

- *jina* lake yaitwa kama bwana Kiendabiela/ (my emphasis)
  His name was [lit. was called] Bwana Kienda-Biela. III, 1
- samaki ya makuki/ ilikuwa inaitwa asema kalulu/ (my emphasis)
  Tilapia fish, the one the was called kalulu [rabbit]. XXXII
thoughts against suffering

These people were called ... Balamba, Baseba etc. XLI

If we remember that the name of Kienda-Biela is invoked in one of the passages that are most definitely linked to colonial history (namely guerilla resistance) and that the ethnic labels are listed in a context where they recall the recruiting practices of the mining company, there remains only one instance — the fish called kalulu — in which the Vocabulaire employs the verbform ‘to be called’ for what could be regarded a ‘vocable’ (but even that one seems to be a metaphorical expression rather than a straight lexeme).

Investigation into the significance of the title ‘Vocabulaire’ can be taken one step further if, in addition to the semantic information examined so far, we look at certain graphic indicators. One conspicuous trait in our text is the occurrence of what might be called doublets — lexemes in Swahili paired with French glosses. In most, but not all, cases these are marked graphically by presenting the gloss in parentheses.19 A complicating matter is that the author often uses the same graphic convention to mark repairs or variants. In some instances it is difficult to decide whether the second term is a repair or a gloss. And what about the many times when numerals are repeated (numbers following words, or the other way around)? Still, it can be shown that the Vocabulaire does contain a sizeable number of doublets in the strict sense of the term (more than thirty) which could in fact be entries in a vocabulary. Here are some examples from the original text:

Iliitwa"Etat ya Wuhuru(Etat Idépendant) p. 1
hivi akuna lazima ya"wapagazi(Porteurs)" p. 2
ma"Sociétés"(Mashilika)" p. 3, 18
Markia(Reine) p. 3
wa Mbuu(moustiques) p. 5
mu visuku kuu(Termitière) p. 7, 11
bwana Kienda-Biela yeye alikuwa na bunduki
yake ya bupinde(upinde,armée(Arc) na mishale(Fléches) p. 9
manyumba ya manjanja(Malata ao Toles) p. 11

What purpose is served by inserting ‘vocables’ as translation glosses into the text? An obvious answer — that it is to inform readers in a bilingual

19. The automatic search on which the following is based could only be directed to these markers (in many cases, by the way, only one parenthesis, the opening one, is used). Notice that in this case the original must be consulted because most of the doublets were deleted in the ShS version. In the following quotations references are to page numbers (bold, in square brackets) in the original.
situation—is not to be ruled out. In this respect, our document does contain a rudimentary ‘vocabulary.’ But there is more to interspersing a narrative with foreign terms than providing linguistic information. As I have shown elsewhere, this was a practice, in travelogues and other colonial accounts, which had above all stylistic and rhetorical functions. Display of foreign terms shows that an author commands knowledge about the world to which these terms belong.20 ‘Command,’ that is, a writer’s authority which commands attention is, of course, always relative to relations of power that exist between the author and the world about which he reports and between the author and his readers. To show that interspersing a discourse with foreign terms occurs in the writings of colonizers as well as of the colonized is not to argue that we have here a ‘purely’ literary practice. On the contrary, even a cursory inspection of French (and a few English) translation glosses which the Vocabulaire employs shows that most of them are terms or proper names designating colonial agents, offices, and hierarchies, institutions, division of labor, geographic categories, the numerical system, etc. Inasmuch as these terms represent a system of classification, they are predominantly concerned with the practices, forms, and instruments of colonial domination;21 where this connection is not direct—take the gloss termitière(s) for visuka, termite hills—it is nevertheless indirectly established by the context (in this case as a designation of temporary lodgings used by the first Whites to live in Lubumbashi/Elisabethville).

Apart from parentheses, there is another graphic marker which deserves attention. The Vocabulaire makes liberal use of quotation marks in a way, however, which is at first rather confusing. Only in a few cases are these marks used to signal quotation, such as indirect speech. Most often they enclose a French term or phrase where a Swahili gloss is not provided (example: “Diamants” p. 6). Occasionally even Swahili terms are rendered between quotation marks (see “Liwali” and “Shirika” p. 3 and elsewhere). In all probability this is to signal that these terms are not current in spoken ShS (where the French equivalents would be used as loans). While an examination of this trait does not add much to the problem at hand—reasons why the account could be called a ‘vocabulary’—the distribution of quotation marks in the text provides a most interesting indicator for the composition of the Vocabulaire. Quotation marks occur massively only in the first


21. Compare this to the semantic profile worked out for the Swahili terms used in the two travelogues examined in Fabian 1985:70ff where features of the environment, fauna, flora, and trade goods are most prominent.
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chapter which by its content, length and narrative style is different from the rest. It is in these passages that the author most obviously makes use of written sources. What these sources were is open to speculation. The frequency of quotation marks in these passages may have two functions. One is indexical; the marks point, in a general manner which is not spelled out discursively nor otherwise backed up by references in the strict sense, to the existence of sources that are being quoted. Secondly, and now we can rejoin the observations made above, because quotation marks enclose terms rather than passages, we may infer that the author’s relation to his written sources was informed by the same cognitive and stylistic interests that made him call his text a vocabulary; colonial writings are authoritative because they contain the ‘meaning’ of names, persons, places and events.

4. AUTHOR AND SPONSORS

There is not much we can add to what was already said about Yav André— giving the African name first was a common practice— as the author/writer of the *Vocabulaire*. Bruce Fetter, after reading a draft of the annotated translation, searched his files and memory. I quote from his letter of January 8, 1989:

I can only add a little to what you know about the provenance of the ‘Vocabulaire’. It was brought to me by the communal (Kenya? [i.e. Kenya township]) officials in May, 1966, when I was desperately trying to obtain materials on the African views of colonization. With the support of the municipal authorities, I had proclaimed April 28, 1966 as ‘Siku ya barua’ [day of the letter], when long time residents could bring accounts of their experiences under colonial rule to the maisons communales [township offices]. Very few people responded that day, so the authorities began convoking old people (mostly men). The implied sanctions had the effect [of] dragooning old men to the maisons communales, a different one each week, and I must confess, that despite the tactics used, the individuals produced some very interesting narratives.… In the course of those weeks, Yav’s ‘Vocabulaire’ was brought to me, but I have no recollection of having spoken to him for any length of time. I simply did not appreciate his work until I had time to read it and let it sink in.

In the absence of other, independent information we may look for text-internal evidence in an attempt to make some conjectures about Yav André’s age, social status, and political orientation. Most if these points will be touched upon in the course of this essay, but always indirectly and in
connection with general considerations of authorship. We know that he authored at least one other major 'history' in his native Lunda language and it is to be hoped that more about him will come to light once that document has been made available in a translation. This text, untitled (or title page missing), is about twice as long as the Vocabulaire, but otherwise similar in its graphic presentation and also mimeographed. It contains a page (not numbered, facing page 4) which provides space for a photograph of the author. The legend says that this 'book' was written by a Mr. Yav Tshikwej at the Lunda capital Musumba on '28/12/1940.' Actually, the full name consists of a long list of patronyms which amount to a genealogy of the author:

MWANT YAVU TSHIKWEJE MWA- DIANT IMBOND A WANAYISONG A KAMUN A MULAJ PINSWA-MEM PA NAKANDAL-KAMIN CHIKAN A KON MWANA-AMUNTO MBAND CHIWAP MWAN-NKUDJ NEY MWANA-MUNTO MBAND WUKWET RINENG . . .

Whether Yav's Lunda History tells us more about his person remains to be seen. In the meantime we must make do with little more than his name.

We know even less about the association of former domestic servants which presumably sponsored Yav's work. Once again, Bruce Fetter provides some additional information in the letter already cited:

The 1965 list of African Associations which I found in the official files in the Commune Albert (Kamalondo [township]) contains the names of two associations of domestics:
19 Association des cuisiniers et boys de la maison d'Eville and
20 Association du Lualaba des boys et cuisiniers d'Eville
both with their purpose listed as 'Entr'aide' [mutual aid].

Neither designation looks like 'LES AGENTS ANCIENNES DOMESTIQUES' on the title page of the Vocabulaire. It could have been a third organization or the phrase was chosen to indicate that several associations sponsored our

22 A copy of the document was obtained from a collection of material deposited at the Memorial Library of the University of Wisconsin at Madison (Fetter n.d.). Notice that the copy in the archive is incomplete; it ends abruptly on p. 71. The date in one of the brief passages quoted above (1940!) poses a problem, unless it is simply a mistake. Going on physical appearance and graphic particularities there is no doubt that the Lunda History and the Vocabulaire were produced at roughly the same time. Was Yav old enough in 1965 to have typed part of a manuscript he originally wrote in 1940? He could not have written the whole 'book' at that time because it, like the Vocabulaire, covers events up to 1965 (see p. 195). Incidentally, Yav's Lunda history also has a more elaborate version of the heraldic illustration which appears in the Vocabulaire facing p. 5: a star with a cock, surrounded by a circle, in its center. There it is identified as ETOILE above one of the rays, QOC (sic), COCK (in English?) and IZOL IKOMBU in the center, KANTUMBU in each of the five rays, and SYNONYME DE CALITE (sic) at the bottom center.
document. There are one or two hints in the names that invite speculation. Possibly the fact that one of the registered associations is specified as ‘du Lualaba,’ i.e. from the administrative region which Lunda and Luba ‘natives’ of Katanga would regard as their home, points to an ethnic orientation; the other, non-specified association would have been for those who are often regarded as immigrants — people from the Kasai and others from ‘downstream’ — even if they were born in Katanga/Shaba. Another conjecture could be tied to the term ‘agents,’ an administrative designation current at the time. Most ‘former domestic agents’ would have been employed by the expatriate personnel (‘agents’) of government services and the mining company who made up the largest group among European expatriates in Elisabethville.

In sum, what holds for authorship also holds for sponsorship: We are almost entirely dependent on text-internal evidence which is mostly indirect and spread throughout the account, although, as we shall see when we get to discussing that information, we are much better off regarding the sponsors than the author.

5. WRITER(S) AND READERS: RHETORICAL INTENT AND COGNITIVE INTERESTS

It has been convenient to retain the term vocabulaire as a short form for the ‘title’ because that is how we have been referring to this document through the years. The full title is of course ‘Vocabulary of the Town of Elisabethville’ and even this is only part of what is announced on the title page. Titles and title pages are designed to catch attention. Somewhat in the manner of old sales catalogues where printed hands, with the index finger extended, point to an important item of information, we find here a verbal phrase in French (VOIYEZ VOUS) and Swahili (WONENI:) which expresses a request or command in the second person plural: ‘See’ or ‘Look!’ Not only the prominent place but also the choice of expression is, I believe, significant. The phrase reinforces, as it were, the very act it takes to decode it: it is seeing rather than listening. As we shall see presently this attitude is not maintained consistently throughout the text but in this place it seems to

23. The French phrase is strictly speaking not a command but more in the form of a question (‘Do you see?’) Still, it is meant to render the Swahili phrase, which is an imperative. Such lack of correspondence in the very first words of the Vocabulaire signals the problematic relation which the author has with French (not even counting that he misspells voyez).
reflect the step from orality to literacy which was involved in publishing the
Vocabulaire.

One of the interesting things about this document is, however, that,
even though it is fixed graphically, it is not in every respect a 'literary text.'
Probably there are, as has been argued for some time, no fundamental dif­fer­
ences in the structure of oral and written texts;24 there may nevertheless be
a special tension between orality and literacy in situations such as the one
that obtained when the Vocabulaire was produced. We will have several
occasions to point this out as we go on with our observations. Right now
I want to follow a direction which is opened up by the imperative 'Look!'
preceding the title of our document.

5.1. History as seeing, listening, and writing

Why does an author who is about to tell a story begin by appealing to seeing,
rather than listening? Is enough said when we put this down, as we just did,
to expressing an attitude appropriate for written rather than spoken texts?
To answer this we need to look more closely at the semantics of seeing/looking (and hearing/listening). Two verbs meaning 'to see/to look' are most
current in ShS: -ona, and -angaria.25

Let us begin with -ona. Counting only occurrences where a reference
to the narrating subject or the audience addressed is clearly marked one
finds almost seventy instances.26 Of these only two are in the (third person)
singular; the rest is in the plural and reveals a most interesting pattern if we
consider person as well as tense. Regarding the latter, three distinctions can
be made on the basis of infixes which correspond roughly to the present
(na), the future (ta) and the past (li/ka/me). Added to this should be one
occurrence in the imperative form oneni. The distribution looks as follows
(see Figure 1).

For -angaria we have nine instances, one in the indicative, two in the
second person plural, both in the ta tense; the rest are requests or impera­
tives (second person plural).

24. See for example the writings by, or edited by, Deborah Tannen (1982 a, b, c). Notice that
these views do not deny the oral its own existence; the direction of the argument is usually against
claims for the uniqueness of literary texts.

25. ShS has a third verb, -tazama, but its use is restricted to certain registers (e.g. religious
speech). In the Vocabulaire it occurs only twice, both times predicated on Leopold II's majestic
gaze.

26. I counted only thirteen instances (see I, 2, 3, 4, 14, 16, 27, IX, 2, XII, 2, XXXVI, 2, XXXIX,
2, 5, 8) in which the verbs -ona and -angaria are used in parts of the text that are clearly narrative.
Almost half of these are found in Chapter I.
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As we know from the seminal analyses by Benveniste and Weinrich, combinations of person and tense are not random. Some are required by the genre of a text. These authors, for instance, find (in the European languages they examined) a major distinction between discourse (Benveniste)/commentary (Weinrich) vs. history (Benveniste)/story (Weinrich), based on the ostinato (Weinrich) occurrence of the first person present in the former case and the third person past in the latter. The use of pronouns allows inferences to the locutionary attitude of the author. Discourse/commentary, a genre in which an author reports observations and/or gives explanations, has a rhetorical appeal quite different from history/story where past tense and third person usually signal events remembered or heard about, rather than observed by the narrator.

To apply this to our text would of course require examination of all verbforms (not just those derived from -ona and -angàrìa). This would take us too far afield. But it is intriguing to reflect on the most conspicuous characteristics revealed in Figure 1:

(1) It is consistent with the idea that the Vocabulaire uses the verb ‘to see/look’ mainly as a rhetorical appeal addressed to a multitude of readers when we find only two occurrences in the singular. Even in these cases the singular is ‘grammatical,’ i.e. required by a subject in the singular which, however, has collective, hence plural connotations.

(2) Still more conspicuous is the absence of the first person singular. What does this tell us about authorship? The least we can say is that in the use of -ona in which the author’s locutionary attitude (or rhetorical intent) comes

27. For quick orientation see the discussion in Fabian 1983:82ff, based on Benveniste 1971 and the French version of Weinrich 1973. See also further discussion of this point in section 7.

28. In the first case it says ‘Katanga has seen a difficult situation’ (I, 22) meaning, for all practical purposes, ‘we, the people of Katanga, saw a difficult situation.’ In the second instance, ‘Now the domestic servant has told everything he saw’ (XLII, 2), a collective reference is equally obvious.
to the foreground it is not predicated on a singular subject. As a matter of fact, in the entire *Vocabulaire* the first person singular is used only once in direct (i.e. the narrator's) speech. Not surprisingly this happens in a passage which is also marked by the rhetorics of -ona/-angaria:

sasa mutaona vile vile mafasi vile ilikuwaka/ hapa sasa njo ikageuka/ naweza kumipasha habari ya fasi na fasi vile ilikuwaka/ yafaa kuangaria kila ukarasa vizuri mujue vile tumeeleza/

You will now also see the places where they [the streets] were. Nowadays [the names] have changed. *I can give you the history of every place.* You must look carefully at every chapter so that you will know how we explained it. (V, 3; my emphasis.)

(3) All this points to a conception of authorship which is plural. To be sure, a first person plural may be only 'rhetorical,' that is, an author employs a grammatical plural for reasons of modesty or generic convention (as in scientific prose where it is often considered bad style to use the 'I'). This does not affect our interpretation, especially when we now consider tense as well as person. If the *pluralis modestiae* were to signal authorship in the genre discourse/commentary we would expect it to co-occur with the *na* (present) and perhaps the *ta* (future) tense. But *-ona* occurs only once in the present first person plural ('we see') and twice in the future first person plural ('we shall see').

(4) The strongest contrast in distribution, however, becomes visible in the frequency of combinations of the *ta* (future) tense with the second person plural ('you shall see') and of the *li/ka/me* (past) tense with the first person plural (roughly: 'we have seen, and then we saw, we saw'). The first one appears to be a narrative formula which is used by the *Vocabulaire* to move the account from one point to the next. If we add two cases formed with -angaria, we find that the second person plural future occurs fourteen times. It is preceded eleven times by the adverb *sasa,* now, and once by *tena,* furthermore, which can be seen as another sign of its formulaic character.

29. In the first case, the reference is clearly to a collective we ('And thus we see the graves...') (I, 7). The second case could be counted as one occurrence since the form is merely repeated in a question-and-answer format (I, 29).

30. These distinctions are sufficient for our purposes. Swahili grammars can be consulted for interpretations, by no means unequivocal, of these tense (and aspect) markers. Incidentally, among the instances counted there is one where the prefix *twa-* is used, an interference from Bemba which can occasionally be observed in ShS. But in this case the reference to the past is clearly marked by the adverb *zamani,* in the olden times (see XXXIX, 1).

31. See III, 5; VI, 2, 3, IX, 6, XI, 1, 2, XII, 3, XIII, 5, XIV, XLI, XLII.
The highest frequency is reserved to the combination past tense first person plural. The collective statement ‘we saw’ pervades the *Vocabulaire* as an appeal to a past shared by author(s) and readers. Three instances in which the past tense is used in the second person plural (‘you saw’) and three combinations of past tense and third person plural (‘they saw’) do not weaken the overall appeal to common experience. Nor is this rhetorical effect lessened by the fact that the ‘we saw’ also has a certain formulaic quality (in most cases it is preceded by *na, vile, and njo*, all of them meaning ‘and then’ or ‘thus’).

(5) An unintentional by-product of this inquiry has been to confirm as well as modify earlier observations on the special status of the first chapter of the *Vocabulaire*. As could be expected, this part of the narrative which treats of the remote past based on Western, written sources has no place for the formula ‘you will see’ which is used when the author(s) are in control of the story. It occurs only twice, once in a passage where the account of a distant past is interrupted with a list of names which are presumed to be familiar to present readers (I, 20) and then at the end of the chapter where it announces the transition from reported to experienced history (I, 19). In contrast, almost half of the occurrences of the formula ‘we saw’ are in the same first chapter! The very least this suggests is that the outside sources that may have been used (and at times even copied) in that part of the *Vocabulaire* were not at all accepted passively. Recorded history is appropriated by the ‘we saw,’ the collective subject of our document.

We may now round off these observations on the semantics of *-ona/-angaria* with some remarks on conceptions of ‘seeing’ in the *Vocabulaire*. Seeing may be the mode of perception required by reading but nothing we have found so far suggests that this account is concerned with vision as a privileged source of knowledge. It is true, by the way, that appeals to hearing/listening equivalent in rhetorical function to the ones examined so far are much less frequent but there is no sign that the author wanted

32. See I, 25, IX, 4, XL.
33. See I, 7, IV, XL.
34. I counted ten instances of *sikia* in the function specified here (II, III, 5, V, 1, IX, 4, X, XIX, XXXVII, XXXIX, 2, 7). One form is in the infinitive, three in what might be called a hortative second person plural (‘you should hear/listen’), one is in the future second person plural (‘you will hear’), three are in the past tense second person plural (‘you have heard’) and two in the past tense first person plural (‘we have heard’). On the basis of context a (rather weak) argument could be made for a linking the appeal to hearing/listening to parts of the text which are ‘stories’
to construct an epistemologically significant distinction between seeing and hearing. Had this been the case one would expect to find him concerned with ‘showing’ or ‘making’ his readers ‘see.’ But the causative form -onyesha appears only three times in the entire text (I, 9, XXXVIII, 3, XLVII, 2); only in the last instance it is predicated on the author. If one does not just count occurrences but takes a closer look at the semantics of -ona/-angaria it becomes clear that only a small number of occurrences denotes unequivocally seeing as ‘witnessing with one’s eyes.’ Almost all the future second person plural combinations are text-internal references (‘and now you will see . . .’, introducing a new topic). In sum, the semantics of ‘seeing’ in the Vocabulaire provides, as yet, no compelling reasons not to regard this document as story/history, a narrative anchored in (collective) memory and experience, rather than in detached ‘observation.’ I say ‘as yet’ because we will have reasons later on to qualify its designation as a ‘narrative.’

The heading for this section also announces remarks on ‘history as writing.’ In the notes to the translation of the Vocabulaire and earlier in this essay we have had several occasions to address the issue of writing; there will be more to be discussed later. Here I just want to note one observation of interest. While there cannot be any doubt that the narrator relates to his account as a writer (see the Table of Contents, the division into chapters which will be examined later, and several text-internal references to previous or future statements ‘above’ and ‘below’) there is only a single instance where he actually designates his activity as writing and that in the past tense first person plural: ‘It was, as we wrote above, in 1911, in November’ (XLIV, 2).

5.2. History as thought, knowledge, explanation, and memory

In order to put rhetorical intent and cognitive interests into proper perspective attention will now be directed to a few lexemes which serve to express narrative intent as well as ideas about cognition. The first of these is wazo, according to the Standard Dictionary ‘thought, fancy, idea, supposition.’ In Shaba Swahili it occurs most of the time in the plural form mawazo, often without denoting a plural (i.e. as a plurale tantum). The verb is -waza, ‘(1) suppose, fancy, imagine; (2) reflect, ponder, meditate, have mind'

(Kienda-Biela, Simon Kimbangu, The White Man and the Dog), but then the Kimbangu story ends with the following formula:

mweye wote muliona na mulisikia hii mambo ya bwana Simon Kimbangiste/
You all have seen and heard this story of Bwana Simon Kimbangu. (IX, 4.)
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Neither is employed frequently in our document. To begin with the verb, of its eight occurrences most are in the third person singular, that is, 'thinking' is predicated on actors reported on.\(^{35}\) Semantically, several connotations, ranging from the weakest ('they thought of building...') to the strongest ('he reflected in his heart') are represented but there is otherwise nothing that could hold our special attention.

Matters are different with the noun mawazo. I counted six occurrences, four of which correspond to a pattern we noted with the verb\(^ {36}\) whereas two, the first and the last, acquire a special meaning by the fact that they, as it were, frame the entire text.

There is first the heading of Chapter One:

I. KIPANDE CHA KWANZA KWA MAWAZO YA MUFALME LEOPOLD II MWAKA WA 1885 NA KUFIKI MWAKA WA 1906.

I. FIRST CHAPTER. ABOUT THOUGHTS OF KING LEOPOLD II IN THE YEAR 1885 UNTIL THE YEAR 1906.

Then there is the concluding sentence of the Vocabulaire:

This is our little vocabulary. Actually it is not little, it is a vocabulary that offers thoughts on all and everything. Goodbye to you. XLVII, 5

In the case of the chapter heading our translation is debatable. The connective ya would seem to indicate that mawazo is here attributed to King Léopold II. I prefer to read it as relating to the 'First Chapter' and, through it, to the entire text. I believe that, both semantically and by virtue of its framing position at the beginning and the end of the account, mawazo is here employed to designate the genre of our text in its entirety; although it contains elements of many other genres, the Vocabulaire is thus designated as reflection, as 'philosophical,' that is, reasoned rather than 'mere' history, somewhat in the sense in which this term was used by the Enlightenment since Voltaire.\(^ {37}\) Following a line of thought opened up by this analogy I would suggest yet another connection. If it is true that mawazo has the

---

35. See I, 2, 21, 28, XXXIX, 3, 4, 5, XLI and notice that most of these cluster in two distinctive parts of the narrative: in the report on the plans of Léopold II and in the story of the dog. In only one instance is -waza used in the second person plural but that is in indirect, quoted speech (see I, 16).

36. They are attributed to actors in stories reported on: King Leopold (I, 1), Simon Kimbangu (IX, 1), and the dog and her husband (XXXIX, 3).

37. Earlier I encountered mawazo as a concept central to Jamaa doctrine and suggested that it may also be translated as 'gnosis.' See also Mudimbe's suggestion that this may be one way of characterizing what has been called 'African Philosophy' (1988:ix).
status of a generic designation then it shares this function with the term *vocabulaire* and such a co-occurrence looks less fortuitous if we remember that the Enlightenment project of a 'philosophical' history—one in which ideas, thoughts, *mawazo* would organize accounts—was to be realized practically in the form of the *Encyclopédie*, a dictionary, or *vocabulaire* of sorts.

Which brings us to the *Vocabulaire*'s concerns with knowing, making known, and explaining. In Shaba Swahili two verbs are available for designating 'to know:' *-jua*, with a derivative form *-julika(na)*, to be known, and *-fahamu*. While *-jua* and *-fahamu* can on occasion be used synonymously it has been my experience that the latter refers most often to 'being acquainted with' (a person, but also a place). 38 *Fahamu* does not seem to be an appropriate expression in contexts where content of knowledge, or a competence, rather than a relation are emphasized. For this *-jua* is used and it is interesting to note that the *Vocabulaire* employs this expression fifteen times. 39 That *-fahamu* is used only once is remarkable in itself and even more so if we consider the context, which is the story of the White Man and the Dog:

basi ile siku naye maskini imbwa alivumilia amewaza ya kwamba pengine yule wangu bwana mutu amesahabu kwake kwa kunifahamu/

On that day, the poor dog was patient enough to think: perhaps this human husband of mine forgot who I am (lit. he forgot on his side to know me).

XXXIX, 4

Within that story—the most powerful statement about colonial relations in the *Vocabulaire*—this passage constitutes an especially poignant moment: the colonizer's fault is defined as a failure to give the colonized recognition as a person. What is more, that failure is expressed, not as sheer ignorance, but as *forgetting*, as lapsing from a state of knowledge/recognition to a state of ignorance. That the verb *-sahabu*, to forget, only occurs this one time in our document may be just an interesting *fait divers*; it may also be taken to confirm lexically an interpretation of this passage as a stylistic, dramatic climax in this document.

Examining the uses of *-jua* is equally instructive. Only once is the verb employed in an objective, neutral fashion. This is when the author refers to the first Africans who were literate as:

38. The reciprocal form *-fahamiana*, to be acquainted with each other, as well as the causative *-fahimisha*, to make acquainted, to introduce to, are also current in ShS.

39. For *-jua* see I, 4, 6, 15, 23, 24, III, 1, V, 3, VII, XIII, 3, XXXVII, XXXVIII, 3, XL, XLIV, XLVII, 2, 4. *Julikana* occurs three times within a few paragraphs of Chapter I only: 1, 15, 18, 19, two times (18, 19) in almost identical expressions.
There are a several other expressions which resemble this one in form but have in common with other occurrences that they invoke ‘knowing’ rhetorically in ways much like those we found in the semantics of -ona and -angaria. There is a similar preponderance of combining verbforms with certain markers of person (such as the second person plural) and tense (in this case, with one exception, all in the present). In other words, these expressions function as appeals to the readers of the Vocabulaire and they state or imply that the knowledge imparted by the document is already shared or ought to be common.

This impression of a predominantly subject- or person-related meaning of -jua is further confirmed when we look at nominal expressions for knowledge. There are three nouns in the Shaba Swahili repertory which could have that meaning, elimu, malifa (ECS maarifa) and habari. According to the Standard Dictionary, the first two can stand for knowledge in the sense of personal skills or competence. Malifa may also share connotations with the third term, habari, which means information and knowledge that is new, or significant. Before we turn to this last aspect we can once again report an unexpected discovery: in the Vocabulaire, elimu and malifa occur in a pattern of complementary distribution. Elimu is used four times. Three times it refers to knowledge in the sense of skill or professional competence being attributed to Whites. Once it is used in the general sense of ‘education’ and said to have been lacking among Africans. While elimu is thus clearly aligned with the colonizer, malifa is, with one exception, attributed to the colonized. It is employed five times, twice in the story of Kienda-Biela and three times in the chapter on Simon Kimbangu. The one exception occurs when the European magician who is pitted in a contest against Kimbangu is said to have been able to work miracles beyond belief.

40. That is, -jua is followed by an object; see I, 4, 6, VII, XIII, 3, XLIV, XLVII, 4.
41. Six times; there is one instance of the first person plural whereby the reference is to something like ‘the entire population’ (i.e. all the potential addressees of the account). As was the case with -ona, singular forms are conspicuously absent.
42. For elimu as skills possessed by Whites see I, 6, 13, XXXV, 1; for its use to designate lack of education among Africans see I, 24.
43. For malifa in the Kienda-Biela story see III, 2 (twice); in the Kimbangu story: attributed to the prophet IX, 1, 3, to the European Magician, IX, 3. Incidentally, attribution to either colonizer or colonized may not be the only factor that accounts for the distribution of elimu and malifa. It could also be determined by genre — factual account vs. miraculous story — an assumption which would accommodate the one, albeit negative, attribution of elimu to Africans and the European magician’s malifa.
In the English translation of the *Vocabulaire* I followed suggestions made by Kalundi Mango and rendered *malifa* with 'secret(s)' in the Kienda-Biela story and with 'miracles' in that of Simon Kimbangu. The discovery of what I called a 'complementary distribution' makes it possible to subsume both connotations as aspects of a kind of knowledge that, for lack of a better term, may be designated as 'magical.' *Malifa* is knowledge which is hermetic, guarded as a secret possession; it is materially embodied in 'charms' such as Kienda-Biela's corn cob; and it is prodigious, out of the ordinary. That it is invoked in two stories which are about resistance to colonization seems to indicate that the *Vocabulaire* establishes the opposition between *elimu* and *malifa* as one of political–practical struggle rather than as a difference between rational–natural and magical–supernatural.

In fact, in the Kienda-Biela section we find another lexical indicator which supports this view of a direct confrontation of kinds of knowledge on the same level. Both the Whites and their opponent are said to be clever in the pursuit of their aims; both have *mayele* (or, in an unusual hyper-corrected form, *majee*). The word is current in Shaba Swahili but apparently unknown in East Coast Swahili. The Whites work their *mayele* by bribing Kienda-Biela's wife into betraying his *mayele*.44 Sacleux, incidentally, thought that *mayele* entered 'Kingwana' as a loan from Sango or Lingala (1939:519). If this is correct, the term's history would make its currency in Shaba Swahili, especially also in its pidgin varieties which serve in communication with expatriates, plausible. *Mayele* has the aura of colonial survival knowledge, of the ruses and tricks needed by the colonized to counter the ruses and tricks of the colonizers.45

*Elimu*, *malifa*, and *mayele* are kinds of knowledge attributed to persons or categories of persons who populate the narrative. It may be objected that our observations are side-tracking the real issue which was the manner in which the *Vocabulaire* conceptualizes the knowledge it produces. I don't think this objection is based on a very useful distinction. First of all, by simply looking at the distribution of the terms in the text we found evidence for reflection about knowledge (in the distinction of the colonizer's and the

---

44. See III, 2. The statement in this passage that the Whites 'too are people of extraordinary *majee*' is echoed later when the *Vocabulaire* tells another story of prodigious achievement, the construction of the chimney in the Lubumbashi smelter:

*tena walikuwaka wenye majee sana wenye kufunda elimu ya mayengo: ama majengo/*

They were very clever and had studied the art of building. XXXV, 1

In other words, both *elimu* and *malifa* are kinds of knowledge that serve the clever, intelligent pursuit of goals.

45. In ShS, *akili* designates 'intelligence' or 'reason.' That term occurs only once (XLII, 2) in an important statement to be quoted below.
colonized’s knowledge). Second, what the Vocabulaire may be able to state about itself as knowledge must of course be set against a wider background. There is one term that allows us now to rejoin earlier observations regarding the person-centered conception of knowing which we found in the way the verb -jiua is used. This is habari which, as it were, competes with wa zo as a generic designation of the entire document. It is the first word of the first sentence and later it punctuates the entire document. Of the fifteen occurrences three are in passages containing reported speech or an event reported on; all others are internal references either to specific parts of the narrative or to global designations of the purpose of the Vocabulaire. Eight times the term is embedded in a stereotypical formula: hii ni [or: njo] habari ya...; this is information about, news of, the story about..., which ends a distinctive part of the narrative. Three times it is part of a verbal phrase, kupasha habari, to bring (lit. ‘to cause to get’) news, information. All of them are among the instances where the author(s) of the Vocabulaire explicitly state what they are doing with this text.

In sum, habari is information shared or transmitted (or to be shared or transmitted), it is knowledge narrated, stories of which ‘history’ is made.

This intentional, purposeful conception is also reflected in expressions that denote an explanatory function of the Vocabulaire. As far as I can see these are carried by the verb -elez(e)a, translated by the Standard Dictionary as ‘explain, make clear’ (through its root it may be related to mane). Expressions, however, that would indicate didactic intent, such as -fundisha, to teach, or mafundisho, teaching, are never used to refer to the Vocabulaire. Decidedly, this text is not a ‘text’ to be used for indoctrination.

46. The three examples of this type are all found in Chapter I and refer to King Leopold as gathering habari = information: I, 9 (twice), 16.

47. It concludes the list of the first African clerks (I, 25), the story of Kienda-Biela (III, 4), the history of the construction of Elisabethville and the implantation of colonial government, the missions, and business (XVIII), the account of the U.M.H.K. massacre (XXXIV, 2) and of the war in Ethiopia (XXXVII), the story of development in rail transportation (XXXVIII, 3), the story about World War II (XXXIX, 9) and that of the cemetery (XLIV, 2).

48. This includes the only occurrence of the first person singular that was discussed above (V, 3), another one were it introduces rather than concludes a story (XIII, 1) and an especially poignant statement toward the end of the Vocabulaire where the author recalls the contribution of domestic servants during the pioneer days of colonization:

   tunamipasha habari ya kwanza: taliteswa sana sana/
   We told you the story of the beginning: we really suffered. XLII, 1

49. Once again emphasis is on the activity of explaining rather than on the abstract notion of an ‘explanation.’ I did not find the noun maelezo, otherwise current in ShS, in the Vocabulaire. Incidentally, the verb -fundisha, which would be expected to occur if the authors of the text thought of imparting knowledge as ‘teaching,’ is conspicuously absent (I found only one instance, in the passive, where it refers to training which European administrators had, see I, 13). The noun mafundisho occurs only once and there it refers to teaching in missionary schools (XXXVII).
Another, perhaps the deepest, level among the rhetorical functions that can be ascertained from text-internal evidence appears when we consider the semantics of 'remembering.' I counted five instances where the verb -kumbuka, its causative form -kumbusha, and an abstract noun formed from the latter, ukumbusho, are used. Kumbuka means, according to the Standard Dictionary, 'call to mind, remember, think of, bear in mind, brood over, i.e. mental attention directed usually to the past, or a subject connected with it.' The basic form occurs once combined with the injunction yafaa, it is required, appropriate; the causative verb form, to remind, I found three times and the noun once. All of these expressions, rather than being references to given memories, are active appeals, calling on the readers to remember. The Vocabulaire is not a memory but a reminder. This is made explicit toward the very end of the text when the author cuts off the complicated story of CONAKAT with the remark:

We cannot show all this in a few words. Everyone knows about it, it is kuku­mbusha tu akili yetu, just to remind us so that we think of it (lit. to make our mind/intelligence recall [it]). XLII, 2

In fact, even though within the text the noun ukumbusho is used only once (and that in a phrase which is functionally equivalent to a verbal expression) the term could be yet another appropriate generic designation of the Vocabulaire, together with mawazo and habari. Ukumbusho was the word we heard from many people in Shaba whom we asked for the meaning or purpose of popular painting; kukumbusha had been employed frequently by members of the Jamaa movement as the opening to an instruction in the doctrine. Clearly, the Vocabulaire situates itself in a strain of popular thought which conceives of 'history' as the activation of intellect, as practical reflection on the present predicaments of life, rather than as an archival return to the past for its own sake.

50. For -kumbuka see XLIV 2, for -kumbusha I, 5, IX, 5, XLVII, 2, and for ukumbusho III, 5.
51. Sasa ni ukumbusho ya Kamatanda, now comes a reminder of Kamatanda. III, 5.
52. Our statement then in a way anticipated the interpretation of the passage from the Vocabu­laire which we just quoted:

...the answer we heard most frequently was njo ukumbusho (lit. 'it is a reminder,' going on the prefix njo, a state rather than a thing causing to think, to reflect). This, incidentally, corresponds perfectly to the artists' consciousness of their source of inspiration which they often identified as mawazo 'thoughts,' or akili 'intelligence' (Szombati-Fabian and Fabian 1976:3; see also the following pages).
6. **THE STORY OF THE STORY:**

**OBSERVATIONS ON THE VOCABULAIRE’S CONSTRUCTION**

It is impossible to make observations on narrative without treading on territory claimed by some specialist. The sign posts designed to keep out trespassers are proper terminologies and canons of acceptable problems and solutions. Of course, the enlightened amateur (which the anthropologist necessarily is in many fields he roams) cannot altogether disregard the technical advances made in the study of telling tales. Still, I decided to note my observations on the narrative construction of the *Vocabulaire* without recourse to elaborate formal analysis.

There are two excuses for the non-technical approach I am about to take. One is that I am unaware of a theory and method of analyzing narrative that would be at once comprehensive, elegant, and satisfying. The last one that seemed to meet such expectations (at least for anthropologists) could have been one or the other variety of Lévi-Strauss’s extensions of concepts from phonology to (mythical) texts. To me, the problem with such ‘structuralist’ textology has been that one cannot really imagine a text to which it (or several varieties of it) cannot be applied with (almost) equal success. So where is the challenge? Where pointing to ‘oppositions’ makes a point it should be made; but chasing ‘binary’ pairs, it always seemed to me, is an especially questionable technique in the study of discourse that was produced in colonial situations. Much of colonial ideology (and language) rests on binary simplifications; no wonder these pervade the texts that express colonial relations. I realize that this is quite a mouthful; I still think that a study of deep common roots between the discourse of ‘structuralism’ and that of colonialism may come up with disquieting results.

The second excuse for not getting too formal and technical is that the text at hand is so complex (because composite) and unpredictable (because built on historical contingencies surrounding its production) that not one but a great number of formal methods, each adapted to a different kind of sub-text, would be needed without ever being able to account with reasonable completeness for the document’s final shape and overall scope. So the only thing to be done under the circumstances has been to construct our

---

54. For the task at hand I found Hayden White’s contribution to the special issue on ‘Narrative’ of *Critical Inquiry* (Vol. 7, 1980, No. 1) most useful. I shall return to it later on.

55. See, for instance, our observations above on the ‘complementary distribution’ of *elimu* and *malifa*. 
reading of the Vocabulaire’s construction as we go on and hope that this serves the purpose of this entire exercise: to make our interpretations serve the author’s (or authors’) intentions.

‘Construction’ seems such a natural way of conceptualizing the making of texts that we tend to forget its metaphorical character. Metaphors help us where the ‘literal’ escapes us; they also imply choices that must remain debatable. It is debatable, for instance, just how useful it is to think about textual form in spatial terms which are inevitably evoked when we envisage ‘construction.’ What does speak in favor of ‘construction’ (and against structure) is that it can connote an activity or process as well as the state resulting from such activity. If the interpreter’s foremost task is, as it were, to recreate the author’s work from the other end, by showing the process which resulted in the ‘record’ we call a text or document, then our reading should try to (re-)construct the making of the Vocabulaire.

6.1. Historiography and narrative

A first obstacle that needs to be removed on the way toward appreciating the construction of our document is the notion that historiography comes ‘naturally’ in the form of narratives. The very title Vocabulaire should make us think twice. Earlier I noted the ‘problems’ which the use of this term poses to Western readers of the text and I proposed solutions designed to make the choice of the word comprehensible after all. Trying to get around the bothersome expression produced some interesting insights; still, there must be a way to deal with what appears odd from the point of view of modern historiography other than this sort of salvaging interpretation which, by the way, would now have to be repeated when we face the many breaks in the story as well as ‘digressions’ into non-narrative forms such as lists, ‘naked’ sequences of dates, sequences of sub-texts that do not follow chronological order, or narratives whose fantastic content does not meet the requirement of ‘telling it how it was.’

In an essay on ‘The Value of Narrativity in the Representation of Reality’ Hayden White showed a way toward an understanding of, and indeed liberation from, the cultural norm dictating that historiography be realized as narrative:

Narrative becomes a problem only when we wish to give to real events the form of story. It is because real events do not offer themselves as stories that their narrativization is so difficult (White 1980: 8).
He goes on to point to pre-modern forms such as the non-narrative *annals* and *chronicles* ‘marked by a failure to achieve narrative closure’ (p. 9) and then formulates what might be regarded as the thesis of his essay:

What will be revealed, I think, is that the very distinction between real and imaginary events, basic to modern discussions of both history and fiction, presupposes a notion of reality in which ‘the true’ is identified with ‘the real’ only insofar as it can be shown to possess the character of narrativity (p. 10).

In other words, whether we want it or not, we bring to the *Vocabulaire* a standard that measures the text’s value as historiography by the way it constructs a plot, i.e. ‘a structure of relationships by which the events contained in the account are endowed with a meaning by being identified as parts of an integrated whole’ (p. 13).

Two assertions make White’s argument against linking historiography and ‘straight’ narrativity especially relevant to our case. The first is his contention that the connection is by no means necessary; it is culturally determined as witnessed by the fact that it ‘developed’ in our own history only at a certain period (see p. 9). The second thought, inspired by Hegel, is that the sequence of real events could only have been postulated to ‘tell a story’ after the modern State emerged:

When, in short, it is a matter of providing the *narrative* of real events, we must suppose that a subject of the sort that would provide the impulse to record its activities must exist.

Hegel insists that the proper subject of such a record is the state, but the state is to him an abstraction. The reality which lends itself to narrative representation is the *conflict* between desire, on the one side, and the law, on the other. Where there is no rule of law, there can be neither a subject nor the kind of event which lends itself to narrative representation (p. 16) . . .

And this raises the suspicion that narrative in general, from the folktale to the novel, from annals to the fully realized ‘history,’ has to do with the topics of law, legality, legitimacy, or, more generally, *authority* (p. 17).

If we replace ‘state’ by ‘colony’ or ‘colonial regime’ and if what Hegel designates as ‘law’ also covers political coercion we can begin to understand what at first appears to be a deficiency — the *Vocabulaire’s* failure to provide an orderly, continuous narrative — as the expression of a struggle with, and perhaps against, narrativity as the form which historiography takes when it submits itself to a ‘state’s’ ‘law.’ In other words, resistance against colonial domination which is a pervasive topic in our document is built into its very construction. By the same token we are authorized to read those passages

56. By a reading of the introduction to his lectures on the *Philosophy of History.*
in which historical narrativity is more or less fully realized as gestures of submission (see the account of King Leopold's regime in Chapter I) or as claims to a new moral authority (see the story of CONAKAT in the last chapter).

In sum, when we now examine the construction of the Vocabulaire we should not expect to find a smooth narrative. Nor should we treat parts that do not conform to that expectation as deviant or simply as signs of historiographic incompetence.\(^{57}\) Given the political situation in which the text was produced a straightforward 'realistic' account would have been irreal; what is realistic is the display of conflicting discursive forms. These conflicts and contradictions, these fits and starts that make for a less than orderly story may be taken to express the colonial experience.\(^{58}\) Furthermore, as we shall see, the conflict of forms is by no means reduced to some kind of binary or bipolar arrangement of 'Western/modern' vs. 'African/traditional' ways of telling history. The notion of a unified moral subject, reflected in a unified narrative form, must be abandoned, or at least put into perspective as a culturally specific conception of historiography. But that does not mean that this text, or parts of it, should be classified among those authorless transhistorical 'traditions' to which we assign a mythical status authorizing all sorts of interpretive games.\(^{59}\) The Vocabulaire is an historical product. It was not found by its author(s) in some kind of reservoir of collective memory; it had to be made, produced. If this is a reasonable assumption then, it seems to me, the next step should be to examine the principal 'means of (text) production' that were used in constructing the Vocabulaire and to do this without prejudging their 'historiographic' value. Among the

\(^{57}\) Nor should we seek comfort in yet another possibility which is to postulate a ranking among discursive forms such that non-narrative elements are subordinated to narrative (after all, modern historiography may contain lists, tables, graphs, pictures and other representations of doubtful narrativity). A given account may or may not be based on such ranking; to begin by postulating a hierarchy amounts to begging the question whenever narrativity itself is the question.

\(^{58}\) And since colonial experience was of at least two kinds — of the colonized as well as of the colonizers — White's and Hegel's insights regarding conflicts in, or with, narrative may also be illuminating when we examine fact and fancy in colonial historiography.

\(^{59}\) W. MacGaffey (criticizing, among others, Robin Horton) courageously denounces misplaced 'charity' when judging African oral traditions by standards of scientific historiography. Apologies, as I will argue later, are not needed for documents such as the Vocabulaire. But I wonder about his solution when he says:

The 'mythical' quality is more interesting than casual error; it is evidently a function of a specific cosmology. At another level than that of the narrative itself, myth satisfies its audience because it communicates a sociological model of their world, and thus a definition of themselves (1978: 116).

As I see it, to make of African oral historians 'sociologists' may only be slightly less insulting than calling them animists.
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'means of production' are techniques and material conditions (such as writing, reproducing and distributing), as well as ideas regarding the nature of knowledge and memory; some of these were considered in the earlier parts of this essay, others need to be looked at now. They include organizing devices such as chronologies, chapter headings and other divisions of content.

6.2. Sequence and consequence: chronology and topology

By 'chronology' I mean the Western method of assigning dates (year, month, day) to events reported as sequences in a narrative. Modern, systematic or otherwise 'scientific' historiography may show disdain for chronology but it does this precisely because it feels safe about linear, irreversible time as a given which is as physical (i.e. natural, universal, transhistorical) as the space in which events occur.

'Topology' is here used in a rather restricted sense. It designates a way of construing an account such that the importance of, and relationships between, topics determine divisions and sequences.

It may be argued that I am simply repeating one of the oldest conventional distinctions in our own tradition and that may be so. Still, I insist on it in this attempt to understand an historiographic account in which, for instance, succession in time and causal explanation — a point where chronology and topology converge in Western historiography — cannot be a priori presumed to have been a guiding cognitive interest. The distinction is therefore not offered as a peaceful methodological device but as a reminder of the possibility that chronology and topology may be in conflict, that one may militate against the other in the construction of an account.

As far as chronology is concerned, it is not reasonable to think that the colonized had a disinterested, neutral relation to lists of dates; how could they have failed to notice that imposing schedules of time-keeping, ranging from years to hours and minutes, had been one of the most powerful instruments of colonization, especially in the urban-industrial world of the Vocabulaire? Accordingly, the author(s) of this document have a relation to 'objective' chronology which is far from simple and straightforward. That some gaps and oddities in dating events may simply be due to incompetence or to the lack of reference works need not be denied. But these deficiencies from the point of view of a professional historiography do not account

60. It echoes the distinction between chronos and kairos or, closer to modern historiography, between Bossuet's 'sequence of things' and 'epochs' (see Fabian 1983:4), and, even closer yet, between Ricoeur's 'episodic' and 'configurational' dimensions of narrative (see Ricoeur 1980: 177f, with a reference to L. O. Mink 1972).
for the peculiar way in which the *Vocabulaire* does make use of standard chronology. Incompetence may account for trivial errors and omissions; the hypothesis of a conflict between chronology and topology will be more productive. Such a hypothesis implies of course that conflict could not exist without at least partial recognition of standard chronology. The first step, therefore, is to take a closer look at the dates that do occur in the text. To facilitate this the following list was compiled, keeping in mind that such a list is a second-order methodological device, not a part of the document itself.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Chapter/Paragraph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1834</td>
<td>Founding of Société Générale</td>
<td>I, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885</td>
<td>Arrival of the Whites in Shaba</td>
<td>I, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>Leopold sets up CSK</td>
<td>I, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Founding of (?)Lubumbashi</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Leopold sets up CFK</td>
<td>I, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tshilongo becomes known</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kambove becomes known</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>R. Williams sets up Benguela R.</td>
<td>I, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Rail from Bulawayo to Broken Hill</td>
<td>I, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 28</td>
<td>Founding of UMHK and (?)SFK, BTK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 31</td>
<td>Founding of BCK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 6</td>
<td>Founding of Forminière</td>
<td>I, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Whites arrive in Shaba</td>
<td>I, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>Whites arrive in Shaba</td>
<td>I, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 27</td>
<td>Rail arrives in Lubumbashi</td>
<td>I, 16, 22, XLIV, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kamatanda and Sofumwango become known</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kalule-Nord becomes known</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bukama becomes rail head</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Msgr. D'Hemptinne arrives in Shaba</td>
<td>VIII, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Whites arrive in Shaba</td>
<td>I, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Beginning of the cemetery</td>
<td>XLIV, XLIV, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Whites arrive in Shaba</td>
<td>I, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>The War of Tabora (WW I) begins</td>
<td>I, 26, XXXIV, XXXIX, 8, XLII, 1, XLIV, 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61. The 'corrections' or juxtapositions provided in the notes to the translation are sufficient as an inventory of these 'errors' and need no further comment here.
A glance at this list is sufficient to notice a number of gaps and discrepancies which can be summarized as follows:

(1) The sequence of dates (left column) is incomplete and uneven. If we discard the founding date of the Société Générale as an exception (however important) the **Vocabulaire** covers exactly eighty years. Of these (counting years only) thirty-three appear as entries on our list. Exactly two thirds of
them belong to a period before 1930. Most likely this reflects the fact that the Vocabulaire relied more heavily on written sources for the early days of colonization.

(2) Comparing the dates to their locations in the text (right column) we notice a lack of correspondence as far as succession is concerned. This reflects not only occasional passages in which the text anticipates events or looks back on them (both reflecting presumably ‘normal’ narrative techniques). It is clear that chronological sequence was not the foremost principle in organizing the sequence of topics treated by the Vocabulaire.

(3) As regards the events that are dated (center column) we find about the same number of entries (fifty-five) as there are chapter headings (forty-seven) but in terms of content the overlap is only partial. Those events that were selected for chronological marking presumably had a certain importance for the author(s) but, whatever the criteria were, they do not coincide with those that determined the inclusion of topics.

(4) Little use is made of standard chronology for the purpose of periodization, with a few interesting exceptions. The epigraph preceding Chapter I gives dates covering the entire period treated by the text (1885–1965). The heading of Chapter I suggests a period from 1885 to 1906, covering roughly that of the Congo Free State (the official date of the State’s transfer to Belgium was 1908). A few more, sometimes rudimentary chronological periodizations occur later in the text. One refers to railway construction (I, 16), another to the ‘arrival of the Whites,’ i.e. the effective occupation of Katanga (I, 26); one indicates the time during which the first of the tribal associations was in existence (XXXI); two dates that could refer to a period or just express uncertainty are used referring to the construction of the UMHK chimney (XXXV) and the opening of the first cemetery (XLIV) and a series of dates is given for the municipal elections preceding Independence (XLVI, 1). Finally the Vocabulaire mentions more than ten times World Wars I and II, almost always with the beginning and ending dates. However, although a period is designated by these dates, the quasi-obligatory use of them makes it doubtful that they express an interest in periodization. Dates have in this case become ‘lexicalized’ as parts of a name.

62. To be exact we should distinguish between dates as entries on the list and dates as mentioned in the account (this would be analogous to the lexicographic distinction between types and tokens). The 33 dates occur 75 times, or in 75 places. Incidentally, this distinction confirms once again the special status of Chapter I which has 19, i.e. just about one fourth of all occurrences.

63. Except in the twelve cases where chapter headings contain dates.
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In sum the **Vocabulaire** acknowledges, and refers to, standard chronology. The account in its entirety is roughly in ‘chronological order’—it begins with the distant past and moves to the author’s present—and a number of events and a few periods are dated. Still, the succession of dates plays, if at all, only a minor role in ordering the succession of topics. If we want to understand something about the construction of this account we must turn from chronology to ‘topology,’ i.e. to those principles, manifest and inferred, which served to assign each of the significant topics its ‘place’ in this text.

A first step would be to discern what the author himself considered a significant topic, or to be more precise, what he thought were topics to be marked as parts of the text.\(^64\) A quick overview is provided by the following list of headings compiled from the English translation:

I. **FIRST CHAPTER. ABOUT THOUGHTS OF KING LEOPOLD II IN THE YEAR 1885 UNTIL THE YEAR 1906.**

II. **1. THE FIRST TOWN TO ACHIEVE FAME WAS KALUKU-LUKU (ETOILE).**

III. **KIENDA-BIELA FOUGHT THE WAR AGAINST THE WHITES [IN] 1917.**

IV. **KAMATANDA AND SOFUMONGO.**

V. **KALUKULUKU (ETOILE).**

VI. **THE CITY OF LUBUMBASHI (OR: THE CITY OF ELISABETHVILLE): [DO YOU KNOW] HOW IT WAS, GENTLEMEN? THIS IS HOW IT WAS!**

VII. **HOTELS DES VILLE D’ELISABETHVILLE**

VIII. **NOW ABOUT BUILDING THE CITY OF ELISABETHVILLE. SO AS TO KNOW EACH PLACE: LOOK WHERE EACH PLACE WAS. WHAT WAS THIS PLACE?**

IX. **THE ARRIVAL OF BWANA SIMON KIBANGISTE FROM TINSVILLE [Thysville] IN THE COUNTRY OF THE BAKONGO. HE WENT BY THE ROAD OF MATADI AND NGUNGU TO LEOPOLDVILLE-KALIMA AND ARRIVED IN KATANGA.**

\(^64\). Notice that I am using ‘topic’ here roughly as parts or portions of content which may be labelled (as ‘part’ or ‘chapter,’ *kipande* and *ukurasa*, respectively) or marked by a heading in capital letters. Apart from these ‘segmental’ topics the **Vocabulaire** also contains themes, or motifs, which run through the entire account or large parts of it. We shall comment on these later on.

XI. THESE ARE ALL THE GOVERNORS HERE [in Elisabethville].

XII. ALL THE COMMISSAIRES AND THEIR FIRST PLACES SINCE THEY MOVED FROM KALUKULUKU (RUASHI ETOILE).


XIV. ELISABETHVILLE. THE PARQUET OF ELISABETHVILLE

XV. THE LEADERS OF THE RELIGIONS.

XVI. THE PRESIDENTS OF THE COMPANIES (SOCIETIES).

XVII. WHERE WAS THE OLD POST OFFICE? SEE WHERE THE MONUMENT TO COLONIAL WOMEN IS. THIS IS WHERE THE FIRST POST OFFICE HERE IN E/VILLE USED TO BE.

XVIII. SOGELEC AND SOGEFORS WHERE DID THEY USE TO BE? THERE ON THE SIDE OF THE FINANCES [finance department], WHERE THE HAUSSA SPREAD THEIR THINGS, NEAR SOCOPHAR [pharmacy].

XIX. NOW LISTEN TO THOSE WHO WERE IN BUSINESS HERE. WHO WERE THE WHITES, WHAT GROUPS DID THEY BELONG TO, AS THEY ARRIVED HERE IN KATANGA, IN THE TOWN OF LUBUMBASHI, HERE IN E/VILLE?

XX. BAKERIES, BREADSHOPS.

XXI. Butchers, abattoirs.

XXII. CHARCOUTRIEURS [Charcuteries].

XXIII. FOOD STORES.

XXIV. BEVERAGES OF BEER, OF SIMBA BEER

XXV. SPORTS CLUBS.

XXVI. WHITES WHO WERE RECRUITERS OF PEOPLE. THERE WAS BWANA ROBATH WILLIAMS AND UMHK. THOSE WERE THE BWANAS.

XXXVIII. HOW MANY GARAGES WERE THERE?  
IN THOSE DAYS THERE WERE ONLY TWO GARAGES.

XXIX. HOW MANY BICYCLE REPAIR SHOPS WERE THERE?  
THERE WERE THREE BICYCLE REPAIR SHOPS.

XXX. WHEN DID THE CRISIS COME?  
The crisis came in the year 1928.

XXXI. WHICH WERE THE FIRST ASSOCIATIONS  
(TRIBAL ASSOCIATIONS)?

XXXII. WHO WERE THE FIRST BLACK TRADERS?  
THOSE WERE THE MEN AND THEIR NAMES.

XXXIII. WHICH WAS THE BIG MILITARY CAMP HERE?  
FOR THE WHITES IT WAS [camp] MASSAR [Massart] AND  
BWANA PEPEL [Pée] [for] THE BLACK MAN.

XXXIV. MARON ALPHONSE GOVERNOR OF KATANGA.  
WHEN HE MASSACRED THE PEOPLE OF THE UMHK, 5/2/1941

XXXV. WHICH WAS THE YEAR THE BUILDERS OF THE CHIMNEY OF  

XXXVI. WHICH WAS THE YEAR THEY BUILT OR CLOSED THE DAM AT  
MWADINGUSHA? 1928.


XXXVIII. THE FIRST LOCOMOTIVES HERE IN KATANGA,

XXXIX. WISDOM AMONG THE SOLDIERS

XL. THIS IS THE ARRIVAL OF KING BARIBINO (ROI BAUDOIN)  
IN THE CONGO AND IN KATANGA.

XLI. NOW, FINALLY, WE ARE GOING TO SEE THE DIFFERENT  
TRIBES WHO BEGAN TO WORK AT BWANA UMHK.  
THESE ARE THE TRIBES.

XLII. WHEN MANY BOYS ABANDONED DOMESTIC WORK.

XLIII. HOW THE LIONS PICKED PEOPLE FROM TRAINS WITH  
PLATFORMS OF BWANA BCK, CFK, AND BTK WHICH  
WERE THE FIRST HERE.

XLIV. WHICH WAS THE YEAR THEY LAID OUT THE FIRST  
CEMETERY. 1911 TO 1912. THE RAILWAY FIRST ARRIVED IN  
1910.
XLV. PEOPLE OF THE PRISON. They used to lock six people to a chain. THE FIRST PRISON WAS WHERE THERE IS NOW THE HOUSE FOR THE MENTALLY ILL.


XLVII. CONAKAT, MOUVEMENT NATIONALE CONGOLAISE, LUMUMBISTE.

Typographically, the headings just listed reproduce some of the particularities of original (which should be consulted). The serial numbering, however, was introduced later in the Shaba Swahili version and the translation in order to facilitate references. It should perhaps at this point be disregarded because, although the headings start with the designation of a first chapter or part (kipande cha kwanza), this is not carried through in the original. It seems that the author(s) were no more interested in suggesting orderly succession by means of serial numbering than they were concerned with chronological sequence. In fact it is the imposed numbering which makes visible some of the ways in which the Vocabulaire departs from the logic of sequence which would be adhered to in conventional historiography.

Before we take a closer look at these 'departures' we should recall that, in the original, a list of topics with page references precedes the body of the document. It is designated as sommaire, summary, a term which may be a synonym for 'table of contents' but is here intended as a guide for the reader. This list is not a tabular presentation of content, much less a 'systematic' classification of topics in terms of levels of inclusion. In fact seven of the headings that show up in the text are missing from the sommaire.65 Again, these discrepancies between the 'table of contents' preceding the text and the chapter headings as they occur in the document may be 'mistakes'...

65. They are Chapters XXII (charcuteries), XXVI (recruiters), XXIX (bicycle repair shops), XXX (the crisis), XXXI (tribal associations), XXXII (first black traders) and XXXV (building the chimney). Four of these are among the more important parts of the Vocabulaire. There are two more discrepancies. The sommaire has 'The First Tailor Tshikasa Thomas' as an entry which, in the text, is a single phrase typed indented but not in capital letters and not followed by a text. Compared to the versions that occur in the text, many entries in this list are more or less abbreviated and there are some slight differences in the wording. For instance, the heading of Chapter XXXIX in the body of the document has 'The Wisdom [busilimu] of the Soldiers;' the sommaire uses the term WUTUBA, probably from ECS hotuba, a speech. With Kalundi Mango we also considered utuba, a ShS derivation from the verb -tubu, meaning act of penitence, hence act of 'confessing,' of speaking up, or out. Both would fit the content of this chapter; (u)utuba presumably would have more of an edge.
reflecting lack of competence on the side of the author(s). As such they would be trivial. They can also be taken as one more, non-trivial, indication that to examine chapter headings as a list, retrieved from the document post factum, may be a questionable procedure when it comes to appreciating the role of topical divisions and headings in this account. There seems to be more to ‘topology’ than assigning proper places.

6.3. Placing and timing: logic vs. performance

As is often the case, one gets a first inkling of an alternative view when conventional expectations meet with ‘oddities.’ Among the more conspicuous ones are the following:

(1) Most striking is the absence of uniformity in the way headings are formulated. Upon closer examination it is possible, however, to distinguish three recurrent forms or functions:

- descriptive phrases: e.g.
  Chapter III. KIENDA-BIELA FOUGHT THE WAR AGAINST THE WHITES [IN] 1917
- names and labels: e.g.
  Chapter V. KALUKULUKU (ETOILE) or
  Chapter XX. BAKERIES, BREADSHOPS
- questions-and-answers: e.g.
  Chapter XXVIII. HOW MANY GARAGES WERE THERE?
  IN THOSE DAYS THERE WERE ONLY TWO GARAGES

Out of the forty-seven chapter headings only seven are ‘mixed’ types (combining two of the three forms), the others are pure. As regards the distribution of these types, of the ten descriptive phrases three occur as headings for the first three chapters which deal with the establishment of colonial rule, and a sequence of four marks parts of the concluding account on the ‘arrival’ of Independence. It is safe to assume that this type of heading goes together with the historical–narrative character of the corresponding passages. The most frequent type (eighteen) is that of names and labels. This seems to be the heading most often preceding enumerations and lists (about which more later). Then there are twelve headings in a question-and-answer format. Nine of these occur in a sequence (once interrupted) between chapters XXVII and XXXVI, possibly another indication of an editorial unit within the Vocabulaire.
This last type raises some interesting questions which lead us beyond the limited aspect we are examining here. What kind of rhetorical intent can be inferred from the question-and-answer form? At least three interpretations, not mutually exclusive, seem possible. First, the syntactic form confirms other observations regarding the 'dialogical' character of the Vocabulaire. Not just in general, but repeatedly and explicitly, the author/speaker addresses the readers/audience. Occasionally the writer anticipates reactions (such as doubts, further questions, but also approval and agreement). In short, this text displays characteristics of speaking in which addressees, addressees, and listeners are 'components' that determine its overall intent. As a whole, the Vocabulaire, to use Benveniste's distinctions, is neither narrator-centered 'discourse' nor narrator-less 'history.' It is the record of, admittedly complex and multi-faceted, communicative speech events. Second, one may see in the question–answer form a reflex of a cultural practice. In the verbal arts which were among the resources available to the author(s) of the Vocabulaire frequent use is made of antiphonal, call-and-response exchange between speakers and audiences. This is found in oral performances ranging from religious oratory to story-telling and it is especially associated with the mobilization of received knowledge in riddles and proverbs. The didactic function of the question-and-answer format, finally, suggests a third possibility. Aside from 'vocabularies,' the author(s) of our text must have had the Catholic catechism in mind as a depository of correct, authoritative knowledge. The typical form of catechisms has been that of headings made up by concise questions and answers which are then followed by more or less elaborate explanations.

(2) Another intriguing thing about the chapter headings comes to light when one examines their position in the text (are headings placed where they 'belong?') and/or the referential relation between headings and subsequent chapters (does what headings announce correspond to the content of the chapter?). To do justice to this aspect would require a study apart. Still the most conspicuous 'oddity' should be noted briefly. Throughout the Vocabulaire there seems to be something 'off' with the placement of headings. The most appropriate analogy I can think of is the musical notion of an 'off-beat.' It goes like this: At some point in a narrative or descriptive passage there occurs a break which clearly marks the introduction of a new topic. This would be the 'beat' in terms of the analogy. Then the text is

interrupted—often by multiple spacing—and the capitalized heading for
the new topic follows on the off-beat. In some cases (see the transition
from Chapter I to Chapter II) it could be argued that there is nothing
extraordinary about this. It is a convention of monographic writing to
conclude one chapter with a brief outlook on, or announcement of, the
next. But here the passages preceding and following the heading are in
some cases (see Chapter III–IV) almost of equal length so that the heading
is placed in the middle of the topical unit it marks.67

The off-beat effect can also be achieved by choosing a chapter heading
which is nondescript (referring either to a very general or a very limited
aspect) while it precedes a specific, often dramatic or otherwise important
passage. This is the case with Chapter VIII. The heading announces infor-
mation on the construction of Elisabethville and the location of places
in the town. The chapter that follows begins with such a description but
then turns to the hanging of Bwana François, one of the most poignant
stories of colonial domination and the suppression of resistance in the en-
tire Vocabulaire.68 Once again, these ‘deviations’ do not affect the entire
text; there are headings that do fit the subsequent chapters, in terms of
placement as well as reference. Some of the remaining confusion could be
removed if we would ‘correct’ mistakes that come from the author’s failure
to distinguish between levels of headings.

Still, the overall impression of ‘syncopation’ remains and there is no
need either to analyze it away or to write it off to incompetence. We
can make sense of it by assuming that we have here another example of a
conflict or interplay between different ways of organizing or constructing an
account. The monographic model of Western, literary historiography may
have as its foremost rule the proper placing of headings (rubrics, divisions
and subdivisions) following a spatially conceived scheme (a table of con-
tents). What appears as ‘off-beat’ in the construction of the Vocabulaire
probably expresses an emphasis on timing which is characteristic of oral
delivery. Adhering to logical rules is good for calculating and demonstrating;
the Vocabulaire wants, above all, to move its readers and in order to move it
performs. To produce and experience ‘discrepancies’ often is a requirement

67. Other examples for off-beat positioning of headings are the transitions from Chapters V–VI,
IX–X, XI–XII, possibly XXXVII–XXXIX, XLII–XLIII, XLVI–XLVII.
68. Other examples for this type are to be found in the headings of Chapters V, VIII, XIII,
XXVII, XXX, XLI. Notice also that some headings are about as long as the passages that follow
them (e.g. XVII, XVIII, XLI) and there is one case where a phrase is graphically given the status
of a heading (in the original) without being followed by a descriptive or narrative passage (end of
Chapter XXXII).
of, not an impediment to, heightened participation in performances.\(^\text{69}\) Although, being in a printed medium, the headings in this document function visually (by spacing and capital letters) many of them are intended to affect the reader audially or perhaps even motorically (by means of visual emphasis onto volume and rhythmic pulses).

This "off-beat" interpretation of oddities in the *Vocabulaire* should not be taken as an 'excuse' for its failure to meet professional standards (an excuse which the document does not need). There simply is too much 'method' in these discrepancies to dismiss them as lapses. The phenomenon is visible throughout the document, on several levels. It begins with graphic presentation which tries to present the document in a striking and orderly fashion; yet things are 'off' on almost every page (odd margins, paragraphs, capitalization, etc.). As far as chronology is concerned, many dates are 'off' rather than wrong. Most personal names of expatriates (but not place names!) are 'off,' wrongly spelled but still recognizable most of the time. Almost all the lists of persons or institutions are 'off' but still fairly comprehensive. And so we could go on pointing to examples. There can be no doubt that there is a difference between being off and being wrong and that difference deserves thought even if our musically inspired interpretation is not accepted.

6.4. Breaks and connections: the 'archeology' of the *Vocabulaire*.

Our search for the principles of construction of the *Vocabulaire* has one aim: we want to read the features of a text, a static record, as evidence for process. Patterns we detect can then be made to tell the story of events in the work of producing this document. In this manner we can attempt to give an 'archeological' interpretation of the *Vocabulaire* based on an analysis of discontinuities,\(^\text{70}\) i.e. of breaks in the narrative or descriptive flow, and of continuities, in this case latent links where units of text present themselves as separate parts.

\(^{69}\) A cogent argument for this view has recently been given by Charles Keil (1987). He speaks about musical performance but clearly intends to apply the model to other kinds of performance and participation. His brief, suggestive paper also helps one to avoid narrowly identifying the 'off-beat' effect as 'typically African.' Studying African and Afro-American music may have helped us to recognize a phenomenon which is a universal characteristic of performances that are not (yet) fully under the rule of graphic scores and literary scripts.

\(^{70}\) The importance of breaks has been recognized in many schools of text-interpretation (it was central to the mother and father of them all: bible criticism and the 'Homeric' question). Hamilton, commenting on Macherey, uses the geological rather than archeological analogy of 'faultlines' and notes that a 'deconstructive' reading of a text along such lines can 'examine the process of the construction of the text out of different, often contending, discourses which prevailed at the time of writing' (1987:74).
The evidence we have been examining so far suggested that the document’s construction was determined more by performance- and time-oriented conceptions than by an expository, ‘architectonic,’ and therefore spatial approach. This does not mean that the **Vocabulaire** lacks features of exposition and composition. Its author(s) may have regarded timing more important than placing. However, as creators of this document they moved in a reversible time. Such reversibility is expressive of a kind of memory which is internal to the text; it makes possible recall as well as anticipation. Both movements presuppose, in the author’s (and to some extent in the reader’s) mind that the project be somehow present in its entirety. It is one thing, therefore, to point to cultural differences in emphasis, for instance, on audial/temporal vs. visual/spatial expression; but that even the most time-oriented performance needs an imaginary space in which a project can be ‘envisaged’ seems hardly debatable.

The simplest and most convincing evidence for the fact that the writer(s) of the **Vocabulaire** thought about their text as a ‘whole’ comes in the form of internal references. We found such references earlier when we discussed certain semantic clues to rhetorical intent and cognitive interests. Now we can add a few observations. There are two kinds of indications from which we may infer that the text was written with an overall conception, an idea of its totality, in mind. One has already been amply documented when we discussed the title of the document and other generic designations on the same level (see the comments on **vocabulaire**, **mawazo**, and **habari**). Another comes in the form of explicit, labelled references to parts of the whole. In Shaba Swahili **kipande** is commonly used to designate a part, or a chapter, or any other subdivision of oral or written ‘texts.’

In the **Vocabulaire** it occurs prominently as the first word of the first chapter heading — but, with this meaning, only once. Instead the unusual ECS term **ukurasa**, literally ‘sheet or strip of paper, leaf or page of a book’ (Standard Dictionary), but here clearly referring to ‘chapter’ or some such unit, is used on five occasions, all of them instances of what we called internal references.

71. See also Fabian 1971a for the use of **kipande** in expositions of Jamaa doctrine.
72. Two of these reference are vague pointers to chapters ‘behind’ (**ukurasa wa nyuma**, XIII, 1, although the tense of the verb and the context indicate that the writer really means ‘above’) and ‘before’ (**ukurasa wa mbele**, XXXVI, 1). One is an admonition to the reader to ‘look carefully at each chapter,’ **kuangaria kila ukurasa vizuri** (V, 1) another a reference to what ‘we explained in the second chapter, the third, and the first,’ **mu ukurasa wa pili: na wa tatoo: na wa kwanzu** (V, 3 — but why is the fourth chapter which also precedes this passage and fits the reference not mentioned?). We can add to this list one reference each to something that has been mentioned ‘above’ (**jua**, XLIV, 2) and ‘below’ (**chini**, XLII, 3) and that is about it.
On balance, these indications of concern with division and classification of parts are less than overwhelming. Still, partitions were made and this called for decisions on what to place next to what, or what to include as part of which sequence.

When we examine how this was actually done we are once more faced with oddities, measured by the standards of monographic presentation. In order to account for them (or some of them) we shall have to move to the level of content and here I find it useful to invoke some elementary semiotic concepts: The *Vocabulaire* communicates a ‘message.’ On the level of the text (i.e. on a level above those of phonology, morphology and syntax) it is possible to identify a ‘code’ which gives form to what may be called elements of construction. This code is ‘paradigmatic’ in that it provides the writer of the text with a set of culturally defined forms, in this case a repertoire of genres. The realization of the message is ‘syntagmatic’ in that it involves the stringing together of paradigmatically encoded units. On the paradigmatic level, ‘genre’ is exclusive and, as it were, obligatory: a given piece of text must be defined generically (a principle that is not affected by the possibility that genres may be mixed, imperfectly realized, etc.). Syntagmatically the writer is under no such constraint and may employ any number of motives or devices to string the parts of his text together. To put all this into simple terms: The overall ‘shape’ of the *Vocabulaire* is the result of both, the available generic forms that define the building blocks and a plan of construction that is followed to put these blocks together.

Now, even before genres are distinguished by identifying their characteristics, they show up in the form of breaks and discontinuities. Take, for instance, Chapter I which for many reasons already mentioned stands apart as a distinctive section of the text. It may in this sense be a unit, but it is not uniform. The dominant genre is that of historical narration: The account moves within a period and a geographic setting; it has protagonists and events, and even a ‘plot’ (the King’s project).

Yet on several occasions this movement is interrupted by passages that are obviously of a different kind. These are lists — passages which enumerate rather than narrate. A first inkling of this we get in paragraphs 4 and 17 (the exploratory expeditions and the first ‘societies’). The genre ‘list’ is fully realized in paragraphs 20 (a list of the first African employees of the mining company) and 24–25 (lists of the first African clerks and entrepreneurs). Another kind of break with historical narrative occurs toward the end of the chapter (paragraphs 28–29) where a description of the predicament of black workers takes the form of an exemplary account, a story: it tells of the
embarrassment caused to Africans by the kind of housing that was provided by Europeans for their employees.

Thus the text of the first chapter comes in three basic genres: historical narrative, lists, and stories. These (with one addition and a sub-distinction to be added later) are the same that define the building blocks of the rest of the document, with one difference: Starting with Chapter II generic discontinuities are more often than not explicitly marked as divisions of content. In this perspective, Chapter I appears as a kind of first exercise in mobilizing the literary 'means of production' of the Vocabulaire. It is not unlikely, therefore, that this part was not only completed first but that it then served as a model and 'discussion piece' for assembling, from various sources and informants, the remainder of the document.

As regards the 'syntagmatic' dimension, we have already pointed out that chronology, although it is observed in the great lines of the account, was not the foremost concern in arranging the succession of chapters. Some sequences obviously come under a common topic but in many cases the unifying idea is by no means immediately clear and this is even less so when it comes to understanding the links between one series of chapters and the next. As always when the problem is one of classification there is more than one way of revealing a 'system' beneath the confusion on the surface. The construction 'blueprint' of the Vocabulaire I am about to present assumes that apart from a chronological model (from which we may infer an intent to approach Western historiographic standards) two principles account for major subdivisions of the text in terms of which units identified by headings are assembled into groups. The more important of them is ideological and defines each group by the rule that an account of conquest, colonization, and settling-in be followed — or 'countered' — by stories of a breakdown, of revolt and resistance. The second principle is of a cognitive (or esthetic) kind. It operates by association whereby certain similarities between subtexts cause them to be placed next to each other (or into sequences).73 ‘Association’ here contrasts with logical rules of ordering that stress subsumption under classes and a hierarchy of levels.

---

73. The distinction between an ideological and a cognitive principle is here made with a view on practicality. No general validity is claimed for the distinction, nor is this the place to discuss the validity of the underlying concepts. What it does underline is the difference between an organizing device which reflects and articulates experiences of a political nature making them thereby into statements about the world, and other formal principles which are part of a received cultural code. Some precision will be added later on after the usefulness of the distinction has been demonstrated.
## Figure 2: A 'Blueprint' of the Vocabulaire

The figure illustrates schematically and summarily (there are some minor problems to be discussed presently) how the 'ideological' rule of construction makes it possible to distinguish major divisions in our text. I shall briefly comment on each of them. The labels I am about to attach to the numbers in the left column are to facilitate orientation; none of them covers the unit's content exhaustively.

**Unit 1: King Leopold's Congo.** This first unit covers Chapter I which tells the story of the conquest and occupation of the Congo, and especially of Katanga. On the whole this is a surprisingly 'positive' account. The King is presented as a hero; the instruments of colonization he sets up are seen as expressions of his wisdom and his concern for the country and its people. The explorers and military pioneers are praised, especially also for their humane relations with Africans. But then things begin to turn bad. Under Leopold's successor the Belgians begin to treat Africans like slaves and the unit ends with a bitter story of the humiliations to which African workers were submitted by the kind of housing their employers gave them.
Unit 2: *The Settling of Katanga.* A list of eight principal settlements, following the sequence of their foundation or incorporation into the colony, shows the success of Belgian occupation of Katanga (Chapter II). Seven of these are numbered within the list, the eighth is not and, as it turns out, it marks the break or turning point in this unit. The story of Belgian success is countered with an account of fierce resistance from guerrilla warriors led by Kienda-Biela (Chapter III, 1–4). With paragraph 5 of Chapter III the narrative of settlement (including the construction of the railway) resumes and is continued in Chapter V, 1. This disturbs the expected pattern of onslaught and resistance but can be explained (later on) by invoking the second principle, genre.

Unit 3: *Construction and Topography of Elisabethville.* Starting with Chapter V, 2 the focus is on the town of Elisabethville. Reflecting colonial planning (the town was thoroughly designed on a grand scale at the very beginning) the principal streets and thoroughfares are named, followed by a brief description of construction and construction materials (Chapter VI), a listing of hotels, i.e. of the principal ‘points of entry’ for expatriates during the boom days before World War I (Chapter VII), and a description of the location of public buildings such as the police headquarters, the court, and the residences of the two Catholic missionary organizations, the Salesians and the Benedictines (Chapter VIII, 1–2). Then comes the expected break and the passages that follow contain two narratives of resistance and oppression, the hanging of Bwana François (Chapter VIII, 3–4) and the incarceration of the prophet Simon Kimbangu (Chapter IX). Again, the unit ends with a chapter that at first seems out of place but can be accounted for by the genre rule (see below).

Unit 4: ‘Settling In’—*Institutions and Office Holders.* This unit continues the story of successful colonization. It documents the development of Elisabethville as a political-administrative, commercial and cultural center. Most of the chapters are in the form of lists of office-holders or owners of business (Chapters XI–XXXII); on a few occasions this pattern is interrupted, as it were, by narratives (Chapter XIII, 1–2 with a flashback to Chapter VIII and some reminiscences: on carrying water in the early days before there was a municipal supply system, and on royal visits during which various buildings were either begun or inaugurated, see Chapter XXVII). The turning point in this unit is Chapter XXX on the ‘crisis,’ i.e. the big depression at the end of the 1920s. This period serves to locate the emergence of the
so-called 'tribal associations,' tolerated but closely watched manifestations of incipient African political organization (Chapter XXXI). It is followed by evidence for emerging African economic power in the form of a list of pioneer traders and craftsmen. While resistance and revolt remains veiled in these passages it comes to the open with brutal succinctness in the story of the massacre of striking mine workers in 1941 (Chapter XXXIV). The chapter that precedes this last one (XXXIII) is placed there by virtue of political logic: it locates the military camp from which the troops came that were used to suppress the strike.

**Unit 5: Europeans and Africans Locked in Struggle.** As the schema in Figure 2 shows, this unit does not follow the predicted pattern as closely as some of the others. To begin with, the onslaught-breakdown pattern which we used to identify turning points in a sequence of parts is operative within each of the first three chapters: The construction of the chimney for the Lubumbashi smelter—perhaps the symbol of the town as a colonial creation—is at first told to demonstrate the superior skills of European engineers. But then the Fleming among them dies and the story ends with a symbolic victory for the Africans when the upper portion of the chimney is painted black to show to whom the country really belongs (Chapter XXXV). The engineering feats of the Whites are also the background to the story about closing the dam at Mwadingusha reservoir. Again the story ends with Mpumina, the spirit of the depths, asserting its power and demanding an end to European penetration as well as tribute in the form of human sacrifice (Chapter XXXVI). Demonstrating the limits of White power is the obvious rationale for including the brief chapter on the war in Ethiopia here (Chapter XXXVII). That same pattern is then repeated in the last two chapters of this unit. It starts with yet another demonstration of European technological success, a history of locomotives (Chapter XXXVIII) which makes an allusion to their use for military transport in World War II (in paragraph 2). This is then taken up as an occasion for the most elaborate of the stories of resistance. Framed by rather oblique references to military revolts we are given a fable in which African experiences of colonization are expressed in powerful images and analogies (Chapter XXXIX).

**Unit 6: Events Leading Up to Independence.** It begins with King Baudouin's visit to the colony in 1955 which became a demonstration of the Congo's post-war strength and prosperity (Chapter XL). Then matters really seem to
get confused. The chapter that follows treats of ethnic diversity among the workers of the mining company seen as a result of long-distance recruitment which was made necessary by resistance among the local population (XLI). Then, under a heading which announces that many ‘boys’ left domestic employment, comes a list demonstrating that all kinds of work that helped to build the colony came from the suffering of ‘boys’ (XLII, 1–2). After that, all of a sudden, we are treated to a piece of folklore about the railways (XLII, 3–XLIII) which seems totally unmotivated until one realizes that it makes a transition of sorts to the following chapter which speaks of the cemetery as a reminder of high mortality among African workers which is somehow connected with the arrival of the railway in 1910 (Chapter XLIV). The unit ends with a chapter on the colonial prison but only its heading says something about the conditions; the rest is really a story of revolt in the prison. In other words, we do get the expected pattern, after all: The celebration of success symbolized by the royal tour of the Congo is countered by tales of resistance and ‘suffering’ among the African labor force.

Unit 7: Independence — But. Two chapters make up the last unit. The very first sentence of Chapter XLVI combines a positive statement—that Independence was attained—with a contestation. The latter is, as it were, hidden in the date. Officially the transfer of power from the colony to the new state took place on June 30, 1960. On January 13, 1959 a plan for decolonization was published (which made no mention of a Congolese government). But more importantly, a few days earlier (January 4–6) the Leopoldville riots had shaken up the planners and became in popular perception the one event which, more than others, brought an end to the colonial regime. After that the chapter backs up to report on the preparatory process of municipal elections, a series of partial steps toward African participation in politics, a story which again ends badly. Among those elected to office in Elisabethville not one is a true native of Katanga. The secession of Katanga, from the point of view of the Vocabulaire a story of resistance to an Independence ‘given by the King Baudouin,’ is dealt with obliquely in the last chapter on the history of political parties in Katanga. It is a story of discord and failure. The independence that reigns in the narrator’s presence is a ‘rotten’ independence: the Whites run away, looting; killing and general disorder are the end of the story.

74. On the significance of these dates see Young 1965:4, 166ff and elsewhere.
In the light of such overwhelming evidence for a ‘structural’ principle according to which the *Vocabulaire* appears to be constructed from units, each repeating a pattern of buildup/onslaught countered by breakdown/resistance, what can be said about the entire document as a ‘narrative’? One possible (mis)interpretation should be disposed of right away. A very superficial reading could discover in the *Vocabulaire* a narrative whose ‘plot’ reflects a ‘social drama’ as proposed, for instance, by Victor Turner: In a state of affairs there occurs a breach that leads to a crisis and to redress as ‘either reintegration, or schism.’ There is some evidence that the beginnings of colonization are looked at as the ‘good old days,’ that the Belgian take-over spoiled things and inaugurated an epoch of ‘crisis’ which eventually ended in a ‘schism’ between Belgians and Congolese. But to say that this is the plot of our story, realized by a series of ‘oppositions,’ would be political nonsense; ‘social drama’ would be a denatured conceptualization of colonial struggles. The point which our analysis of the *Vocabulaire*’s construction makes is that there is no unifying plot and, therefore, no obvious narrative sense to this story. The ‘ideological’ pattern that gives form to a unit is realized in each segment and whatever unity it gives to the entire document is not a matter of plot-construction but must perhaps be sought on the level of style. Taking again a lead from Hayden White I should like to propose that the dominant ‘trope’ throughout the *Vocabulaire* is irony. Hardly any commentary is needed to show how well the following elements of a definition fit observations we have made so far:

The aim of the Ironic statement is to affirm tacitly the negative of what is on the literal level affirmed positively, or the reverse. It presupposes that the reader or auditor already knows, or is capable of recognizing, the absurdity of the characterization of the thing designated in the Metaphor, Metonymy, or Synecdoche [these are the other three tropes distinguished by White. E] used to give form to it…. It can be seen immediately that Irony is in one sense metatropological, for it is deployed in the self-conscious awareness of the possible misuse of figurative language. Irony presupposes the occupation of a ‘realistic’ perspective on reality, from which a nonfigurative representation of the world of experience might be provided…. The trope of Irony, then, provides a linguistic paradigm of a mode of thought which is radically self-critical with respect not only to a given characterization of the world of experience but also to the very effort to capture adequately the truth of things in language (White 1973:37).

75. Here quoted from Turner’s contribution to the Critical Inquiry issue on Narrative, 1980:149. He developed this idea in many other places in his work.
76. ‘Narrative sense’: the kind of meaning that is created by narrativizing events in the real world that do not as such come as ‘stories’ (see White 1980:6f).
I don’t think stating that the *Vocabulaire* is a text in the ironic mode requires that it be so in all of its parts or aspects. Other tropes (for instance Metaphor in the exemplary and fantastic stories) can be identified. Nor do I think that there is much of a problem in applying White’s definition because positive statements and negative counterstatements seem to occur here in sequence. The trope is thereby not dissolved; the negative statements, those that ironize what we called buildup/onslaughter, are themselves ironical: nowhere, neither in the segments, nor in the text as a whole is breakdown/resistance presented naively, literally, and unequivocally as a ‘victory’ over, or successful rejection of, colonial rule. It remains to the core ironic. Yes, independence is eventually attained but it is ‘rotten.’

It may be asked why, instead of invoking an ‘ideological principle’ of construction, irony was not from the beginning introduced as an analytical concept. I can think of two reasons for the procedure that was followed here. First, the case for irony is much stronger when it is developed such that it comes as a conclusion from observations which avoids begging the question. Second, and more importantly, the most valuable elements of White’s definition are those that stress the political, ‘metatropological’ nature of this rhetorical figure (what he calls its ‘realism’). It is fashionable in current reflections on, for instance, ethnographic discourse to find irony as a guiding trope. In the hands of some writers this serves the purpose of an ideological and political critique but often it displaces politics onto a level of ‘rhetoric’ conceived in purely esthetic terms. It would be improper, and indeed silly, to ascribe to the author(s) of the *Vocabulaire* the kind of ironic ‘playfulness’ which is now thought to characterize the ‘post-modern’ turn away from realism.

How does ‘genre,’ the second principle, which we qualified as cognitive–esthetic, affect the construction of the *Vocabulaire*? In the somewhat restricted meaning of the term intended here it helps us (a) to identify certain ‘breaks’ within topical units of sequences as due to generic boundaries (or changes from one genre to another) and (b) to account for units and sequences which have no topical continuity in terms of generic contiguity. Point of departure for all this is the observation that the *Vocabulaire* makes use of several genres, some of them ‘literary,’ others ‘oral.’ The former were presumably modelled on written sources, the latter come from a repertoire of verbal arts which African popular culture created or assembled from various

---

traditions. However, to discern what is modern and what traditional is in this case of little interest. Several kinds of evidence discussed above suggest that the entire document, although 'literary' in the sense that it is written, was composed with requirements of oral performance in mind. The result is a synthesis in its own kind which is not better understood by, often doubtful, separation of Western and African elements.

A list of genres which are operative in this text includes (at least) the following kinds:

1. **History**, characterized by narrative designed to establish an 'objective' sequence of real events, often with an explicit emphasis on chronology. Examples for this are found in the first and in the last chapter (I, 1–19, XLVII, 1–2).\(^{78}\)

2. **Story**, a category that includes a number of possible sub-distinctions. These range from 'extended' anecdotes (i.e. recollections artfully developed and embellished, see I, 28f), to legends about historical protagonists (III, VIII, IX), tales with a 'fantastic' character (XXXVI) and allegories (using elements of the 'classical' African animal story, see Chapter XXXIX).

3. **List**, a sequence of names (persons, institutions, enterprises, etc.) with or without serial numbers. In mere quantitative terms this appears to be the most important genre. Undoubtedly it reflects the self-designation of the document as a 'vocabulary' which we discussed at length in an earlier section of this essay. However, hardly any of these lists is compiled with the help of arbitrary criteria (such as alphabetical order). They represent origins and succession and the underlying cognitive principle can be inferred as a concern with seniority.\(^{79}\)

4. **Anecdote**, usually a brief account preserving traces of personal recollection, often tied to a place or person. Most likely these segments record 'information' collected directly from 'oldtimers.' Often they do not appear as independent segments but are interspersed in other genres (see, for instance, V, 2).

\(^{78}\) Here and in the following references to the *Vocabulaire* only aim to give examples. A fine-grained generic analysis would be a separate project.

\(^{79}\) Earlier on I thought that this really reflected a traditional approach to historiography as 'genealogy.' If we think, for instance, of dynastic lists that are preserved in Luba/Lunda tradition as a possible model, this may to some extent be the case. However, in the *Vocabulaire* these lists lack an important aspect of genealogy which is that of branching (a device that makes possible the use of genealogy in determining relationships between several persons or social entities co-existing at the same time). Traces of the latter are found perhaps in depicting the 'Société Générale' as the 'mother' of all colonial societies and major companies (see Chapter I, 23) and, curiously enough, in a passage describing the layout of Elisabethville as a group of streets with a common 'father and mother' (V, 2).— On lists vs. genealogies and the role of writing see Vansina 1985:179f, with a reference to Goody 1977.
VIII, 1, XIII, 2, or XLIV, 1) but sometimes they do constitute separate chapters (X, XLIII) or substantial parts of them (XXXV, 2f).

5. Others. Finally, there are a few instances of popular Song (serving as a ‘reminder’ of a significant event or place, IV), and Proverb (characterizing a person, I, 25, or a situation, VIII, 3). If anything, it is surprising that not more use is made of these popular genres.

The author(s) of the Vocabulaire were familiar with the four major genres distinguished above but they had little concern for keeping them apart. The text is not assembled as an ‘anthology;’ its subdivisions do not follow generic classification. Not documentation of existing lore, but pragmatic use of a variety of forms for an overall purpose is the way genre affects the construction of the text. History and Story may contain Lists (I), Lists may be ‘interrupted’ by Story (XXV), Story by Song (III–IV). Non-obvious thematic unity of the kind we called ‘association’ easily overrides chronological sequence as well as generic distinctions (within as well as between chapters). One conspicuous example for this is the sequence ‘The hanging of Bwana François’ (VIII, 3f), ‘Simon Kimbangu in Elisabethville’ (IX), both dated in the early 1920s, and ‘The Circus comes to Town’ (X), an event that may have taken place in the 1950s. Narrative, Story (of the Fantastic) and Anecdote are mixed or juxtaposed, yet the overall result is a balanced construction. How this works is described in Figure 3.80

Another example is the seemingly strange concatenation that makes up the second half of Unit 5 (see above). Story, List and Anecdote give form to chapters that cover the Depression, African Associations, African Traders, the Military Camp, and the UMHK Strike. Chronologically this sequence covers the decade between 1930, or so, and 1941; then the account resumes with a story from the mid-1930s. Figure 4 illustrates the underlying associations that give unity and ‘sense’ to this sequence. In both examples ‘overlapping associations’ seems the best available term to call attention to ideas that hold together parts of the text which, by their headings and/or their generic form, are separated and whose co-occurrence in one an the same sequence would otherwise appear odd and unmotivated. Attempting to make this visible with the help of diagrams we came up with a simplified representation of complex associations that may look — what with binary oppositions arranged in branching structures — like the usual ‘structural’

80. Notice that the miraculous element in Bwana François’ story, the white bird that descends on his body, occurs at the end of the Kimbangu episode (IX, 5), thus providing another link (apart from the common theme ‘resistance’) between the two stories.
Figure 3: Overlapping Associations: Chapters VIII, 3f-X.

Figure 4: Overlapping Associations: Chapters XXX–XXXIV.
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analysis (i.e. one that assumes relationship between parts of a text to be basically a matter of classification because all cognitive ordering is). When I called the construction of these passages balanced I did not want to suggest that they reflect a closed logical scheme. The diagrams significantly lack symmetry, they do not hold relations in an equilibrium — only Africans are skinned alive, hanged, die in jail, and are massacred. If anything, these diagrams give a rough idea of how the trope of Irony works such that not only brief propositions but large portions of discourse achieve this rhetorical effect.

To conclude these reflections on the ‘archeology’ of the Vocabulaire I want to return briefly to the question of ‘breaks’ and, through it, to some conjectures about the actual editing of the document. There is one conspicuous instance of such a discontinuity (others, less visible and probably less important, could, I am sure, be detected81). A little more than half way through the text we get this rather odd ‘chapter’ here quoted in its entirety:

XVIII. SOGELEC AND SOGEFORS WHERE DID THEY USE TO BE?
THERE ON THE SIDE OF THE FINANCES [finance department],
WHERE THE HAUSSA SPREAD THEIR THINGS, NEAR
SOCOPHAR [pharmacy].

This is were they are now. Such is the story of the city of Lubumbashi as we, the boys, saw it. Also, we heard many things from the people from Europe. There wasn’t a thing they could hide from us.

The heading lets us expect a chapter containing topographic information. In the text that follows only the first sentence gives a laconic statement saying that the places mentioned in the heading are still there. The rest is clearly a concluding formula which ends the story (habari) of ‘Lubumbashi’.82 I take this to be a trace of the ending of an earlier, shorter version of the Vocabulaire which the author failed to erase in the final editing. If we remember the special status of Chapter I then a picture begins to emerge according to which this project of a history of Elisabethville was realized in several starts. The first one was Chapter I, the second one contains Chapters I–VII, and only the third one—with others perhaps not yet identified—completed the document in its present form. So we have

81. For instance paragraph 2 of Chapter XLII. See also Schicho’s essay in this volume on other ‘faultlines’.
82. The use of ‘Lubumbashi’ instead of Elisabethville poses a problem. We are no longer in a period before the town built on the site of Lubumbashi was called Elisabethville (and not yet in the late 1960s when Elisabethville was renamed Lubumbashi). The most likely explanation is that both names were retained and used by the African population during the colonial and early post-colonial periods.
yet another set of indications in the static record of the text which can be translated into evidence for a process the demonstration of which has been the purpose of this section.

7. CONCLUSION: A LESSON IN LIVING

When analyzing the construction of a text in detail one can easily lose sight of the whole. Introducing certain conceptual distinctions and representing findings in tables and diagrams has, I hope, been useful. It bears repeating, though, that this interpretation of the Vocabulaire has not been undertaken with the assumption that the text's construction is 'structural,' i.e. the result of a logic that works irrespective of purpose, intention, in fact, without a conscious subject. That logical grids and cognitive schemes are operative whenever knowledge is formulated need not be denied. Still, it would be a strange outcome indeed if interpretation were to dissolve what it set out to achieve, which was to read this document as a specific synthesis of specific experiences. With such an aim in mind, we do not seek lessons in method (useful as they may be) but a lesson in living: How does the Vocabulaire remember, give form to, make sense of, colonization from the point of view of the colonized?

Earlier we began to answer that question when we examined (mainly semantic evidence for) rhetorical intent and cognitive interests (see section 5). I want to conclude now with another set of observations on how the many parts and elements of this text are kept together by intention and content. As I see it, unity is achieved by a subject on which this history is predicated, a perspective which results from the conception of the subject, and a message, which is what the subject, from its perspective, attempts to communicate.

7.1. Subject

The question of the subject of this history is a complicated one. Except in one or two passages, author and narrator are not the same. At any rate, only parts of this document are historiographic narrative in the strict sense. The person we have been calling 'author' (sometimes adding a plural (s) as a hedge against the possibility that there may have been more than one) played a role that is not immediately clear. Was he a 'writer' who creatively conceived and composed the text from whatever sources were available to
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him, or was he a ‘scribe’ who put down in writing what others told him to? Most likely he combined both roles and one of many questions this essay does not touch on is that of textual evidence for conflict between the roles. After all, we have to take the Vocabulaire as a commissioned piece, ordered by an organization of domestic servants. That there was in fact an individual author is based on extra-textual information; we know of Yav André only from Bruce Fetter who collected this document.³³ The text itself (see the title page but also the last paragraph) names an organization of former domestic servants as the author: as ‘editor’ in the French version (‘EDITE PAR LES AGENTS ANCIENNES DOMESTIQUES...’), as ‘maker’ in Swahili (‘yenye KUFANIZIWA KWA WATU...’). Most likely it will never be possible to close the gap of information regarding the exact relationship between Yav André and his clients or sponsors. One of the assumptions we may make is that it was one of solidarity and identification. As we have shown earlier, in this document the author’s ‘authority’ is not the historian’s or ethnographer’s authority based on distance from what is being described. The Vocabulaire is shot through with references to a collective subject who recalls and recounts events in which it participated as agent and victim.

Semantically this shows up in the first person plural pronoun sisi, we, and the possessive -etu, our, which pervade the text in all its narrative parts.³⁴ This confounds generic strictures which Benveniste found in Western histoire; here is a story in which the speakers constantly assert their presence. Who is ‘we?’ Occurrences of sisi are matched by an almost equal number of a qualified sisi waboy, we, the domestic servants (to which should be added the further qualification, explicit on the title page, implicit in the rest of the text, ‘the domestic servants of Elisabethville’).³⁵ An example of the force of this self-reference we find in what is probably the most moving passage in the Vocabulaire, certainly one of its rhetorical climaxes:

³³. And, we should recall, from comparison with another document in which Yav is identified as author, see section 4 above.

³⁴. Excepting indirect or quoted speech and a passage that has a special status (to be discussed presently) I counted seventeen occurrences of sisi: I, 13, 26 (three times), V, 2, IX, 3, 4, XVIII (twice), XXX, XXXI, XXXVII (three times), XXXIX, 9, XLIV, 1, XLVI, 1. — The possessive pronoun -etu (wetu, yetu, zetu) occurs, again with the same exceptions as above, thirty-seven times. Interestingly enough it hardly ever expresses ‘possession’ but rather relationships such as kinship (e.g. I, 26, XXXIX, 7), political allegiance (e.g. I, 1, XLVII, 2), employment (e.g. I, 4, 19, XLVII, 3), in short, it serves most of the time to connect the collective subject sisi with social-political institutions and historical events.

³⁵. With two variants — sisi wadomestiques and sisi watumishi — this phrase occurs nineteen times, see I, 20, 21 (twice), 25, 26 (twice), 27, 28, XIII, 2, XVIII, XXXI, XXXVIII, 2, XLII, 2, XLVIII, 3 (twice), 4 (three times). Incidentally, these locations show an interesting distribution. They are concentrated in Chapter I and then again in the concluding chapters which has the (stylistic) effect of ‘framing’ the text.
Listen to this Premier Sergeant Major, how he gave an example to the Whites, the Belgians. The meaning of this fable was: Among the Whites there were those who loved our wives and our children. But they did not like to eat with us, nor to sleep with us in one bed. Only with our women they liked to eat and to sleep. This is the fable which this Premier Sergeant Major told the Belgians when they left for the war of Kenya. And the dog's child, that is the Mulatto; [her] mother is the wife. Now, for them, the mother of the dog, that's us. The child is the wife who lives with them in one house and eats with them. XXXIX, 7

Since the Sergeant Major is the speaker, sisi is here part of quoted speech. But inasmuch as this passage also provides the 'key' to its allegoric meaning, the 'we' of the story merges with the 'we' of history. There is nothing abstract or distanced about this subject; it comes with a predicament, masterly expressing and condensing the 'meaning' of colonial experience. It expresses experience of a relationship in which the colonized are drawn into intimacy with the colonizer and at the same time cruelly excluded, literally, from commensality (sharing the same table). 86

This much is explicit; the document also contains statements about its subject which are implicit (and which make it difficult to hold subject and perspective separate). There are at least three qualifications that can be inferred:

1. The subject is male. This, of course, reflects the gender of the author and his sponsors. The women who do appear as agents in this account have ambiguous and somewhat 'generalized' roles. They are wives who share their husbands' predicaments (in the story centered on a worker's nuclear family, see I, 28), or act as 'intermediaries' between colonizers and colonized (Kienda-Biela's treacherous wife, see III, 2-3; Bwana François' adulterous wife, see VIII, 3; the dog as the White man's wife, see XXXIX).

86. A lesson about 'racism' is to be learned from this. The term does not occur in the Vocabulaire; yet the essence of the concept is here shown to require more than mere separation. Colonial racism is a contradictory attitude because it requires some measure of human recognition (of the dog's child) for the same people that are considered subhuman (the dog).
Females — wives or mothers — are the sources of allegory (in the story of the White man and his dog) and metaphor (in designating the Société Générale as the all-caring ‘mother’).

2. The subject is **urban**. The African men who populate this account are servants, workers, craftsmen, traders, clerks. Peasants, hunters and fishermen are conspicuously absent. Relationships to ‘nature’ — the physical environment, plants and animals outside the town — are those of urbanites: Features of landscape are perceived as dangerous (see IV), moving through the country means insect and snake bites and causes suffering (see I, 22, IV), wild animals are a threat to travellers (see XLIII). The verb *lima*, to cultivate land, occurs once — and then to refer to flowers grown in the center of a traffic-circle in town (VIII, 5). Urbanites tend to be chauvinists: of the other two urban–industrial centers of Katanga Jadotville/Likasi is mentioned only in passing and Kolwezi not at all.

3. The subject is **modern**. Absence of what the colonizers always surmised to be the continuing power of ‘tribal’ customs and obligations over ‘up-rooted’ Africans is one of the most surprising traits of the *Vocabulaire*. Those elements of magic and the fantastic that occur are part of a story of confrontation that takes place on a collective, political level, not in the ‘psychology’ of individuals. Nor is there any sign of nostalgia for the days of old. Villages and ‘tribes’ are mentioned, almost as an afterthought close to the end of the *Vocabulaire*, in connection with the recruitment practices of the mining company (see XLI).

7.2. **Perspective**

Concrete identification of a Self results in locating the Self in history. Epistemologically this creates a ‘perspective’ which has the double effect of *opening* a view by enabling the subject to confront reality and of *closing* or limiting experience by virtue of the fact that any perspective is necessarily bounded and limited. It is easy to state such a condition of knowledge *a priori*; to understand how this works in a text such as the *Vocabulaire* is anything but simple.87 The only generalization about perspective in this document that I can make confidently is that perspective is not a given or constant but something which is being worked out while the text is produced. The reason why this should be so is that the subject itself is not constant. In its most assertive form it is ‘we the domestic servants;’ but that does not preclude

extensions of the ‘we’ to the ‘natives of Katanga,’ to all ‘Congolese,’ and to Africans from other colonies.  

There are moments when the **Vocabulaire** sounds like history viewed from the servants’ quarters:

> Such is the story of the city of Lubumbashi as we, the boys, saw it. Also, we heard many things from the people from Europe. There wasn’t a thing they could hide from us. XVIII

The point is there wasn’t. The **Vocabulaire**’s perspective is not limited to that which could be experienced domestically or locally. In Chapter I and in other places it is made clear that the colony was constituted as a set of relations between a metropolitan power and its overseas possessions. The same goes for the fact that, apart from military conquest and ‘scientific’ exploration, the mobilization of capital in an international world of finance (see I, 18) was the driving force behind the Belgian *œuvre civilisatrice*. Although refracted by the paternalist, or in this case maternalist, metaphor of the ‘big society’ as the ‘mother’ of it all (see I, 23), the key-role played by the Société Générale is clearly understood, and so is the organization of these interests in the form of ‘societies,’ that is, of parastatal organisms, the Catholic mission, and multinational companies. Conversely, local events and experiences are known to be determined by global political and economic processes: The world wars and the campaigns in East Africa and Ethiopia and the world economic crisis are points of reference for situating developments in Katanga.

In sum, although it is essential for any perspective to be limited and therefore for an account formulated from that perspective to be selective, the **Vocabulaire** is anything but restricted to a naive and narrow view of colonization. A different, and difficult, question is how to identify and interpret the ‘gaps’ which are created by selectiveness. Why, to mention but a few conspicuous ‘absences,’ is the **Vocabulaire** silent about the Kitawala movement of the 1920s and 1930s which the colonial regime perceived as a major threat? Why does it, except obliquely in Chapter XXXIX, not mention the rebellions and mutinies in the 1940s? Why not the atrocities

---

88. See I, 1, XXX, XLVI, 1 for ‘we the people from Katanga,’ I, 27, 29 for ‘we the Congolese,’ and XXXI for ‘we people, each from his colony.’

89. We are here touching on a topos in the philosophy of history ever since Descartes, cited by Vico, observed that Cicero’s servant girl knew as much about the last year of the Roman Republic as do the historians with all their archival work. A. C. Danto, in the essay where I found this reference, sets out to save the historian’s knowledge as a special kind of knowledge (1985:345f). He may be right but all his argument proves is that servants can be historians of a special kind.

90. On the colony and the ‘world system’ see Jewsiewicki 1979.
connected with the Katanga secession and its repression by the United Nations? Why is there, apart from mentioning the *malinga* dances, so little told about the creations of an urban popular culture? The point about these questions is of course whether these 'gaps' *should* have been filled (and who is to say so).  

This sort of critical response to the *Vocabulaire* is beyond the scope of an interpretive essay aimed, above all, at making the document accessible to a wider readership. Zairean historians would have to be the first to undertake a more pointedly critical evaluation of this pioneering work.

7.3. Message

To be able to show that perspective is, as I said, being worked out and therefore neither static nor always clearly focused is required in order to come up with a differentiated appreciation of the *Vocabulaire*’s overall ‘message.’ Much has already been said about rhetorical intent and rhetorical means, too much, in fact, to be summarized briefly. Nevertheless, by way of concluding this essay, it will be useful to say something about the over-all statement made by this document.

There can be no doubt that this history of a colonial town was written as a political manifesto. Ultimately, its purpose is to ‘remind’ its readers of what it meant to become the object of colonization. It offers a history that is partisan and ‘tendentious’ and yet anything but simplistic. That it is in fact quite complex and beset by contradictions which, after all, realistically reflect the contradictory elements of colonial experience can be shown by distinguishing a main and manifest ‘agenda’ and one which, while not exactly hidden, can be qualified as ‘underlying,’ i.e. dictated by motives that are not immediately obvious.

The main theme or tenor of the *Vocabulaire* is to tell how Africans helped to build a colony in which Europeans prided themselves. The paradoxical and really tragic twist in this story is that it recounts accomplishments which, perversely, became the source of humiliation, deception, and brutal repression. Furthermore, the document shows awareness of an essential aspect of the colonial enterprise in this part of Africa: Beyond conquering territories and subduing resistance it required the transformation of Katanga.

91. Notice that these ‘gaps’ in the *Vocabulaire* have been *topoi* in Western-oriented historiography of Katanga/Shaba. There are no compelling reasons to expect that they achieved the same degree of reification among the people concerned. Kitawala could have been experienced as just one manifestation of larger religio-political unrest; military revolts may have been regarded as endemic (a view which, understandably, was not propagated in official sources); the Katanga atrocities were suffered as part of a history full of atrocities.
African farmers, craftsmen, and traders into wage earners. ‘Work’ was a key concept of colonial ideology and the colonial history of Lubumbashi — and indeed of Katanga — has been the history of its labor force. One, certainly not the only, indicator supporting this interpretation can be found in the semantics of kazi, task, work, labor, a term which pervades the Vocabulaire in references to intention and motives among the Europeans and to the predicament of Africans.92

In all this, work is not treated as a neutral predicament. On frequent occasions the Vocabulaire specifies that it consisted of hardship and suffering, first shared by the European pioneers and their African companions, later, when this relationship turned into butumwa bubaya, a bad sort of slavery (I, 27), carried by the Africans alone. Life under colonization brought hardship and suffering.93 A term generally designating the lot of the colonized is the adjective maskini, poor, miserable.94 It is employed in three contexts, each of them highlighting an aspect of colonial experience: in the story of humiliating housing conditions at the end of Chapter I, the story of Kienda-Biela (Chapter III) and the fable of the White man and his dog (Chapter XXXIX). Notice that maskini does not only designate actual poverty but often the general condition of the victims of colonization. Kienda-Biela is called a ‘poor man’ but his wife who betrays him to the Europeans is also a ‘poor woman’ (see III, 2).

Is therefore what we identified as the tenor of the Vocabulaire expressing a collective (working) class consciousness? Is the ‘voice’ that speaks here that of an African ‘proletariat?’ The existence of an African proletariat that would fit the classical Marxist definition (if there is such a thing) has been a matter of much debate and this is not the place to go into such a controversial issue.95 What can be said, though, is that this document does not support the notion of a homogeneous class consciousness. This becomes

92. A survey of occurrences showed that the term kazi has, roughly, four distinguishable referents: (a) the Belgian œuvre civilisatrice: see I, 1, 7, 18, 19; (b) the work or function carried out by colonial companies, organizations, professions etc.: see I, 3, 6, 8, 9 (twice), 10, 13, 14 (twice), 16, 19, VI, VIII, 2, 4, 5, XXXVIII, 3, XLI; (c) a special aspect of (b), namely labor recruitment: see I, 4, 13, XLI (twice); and (d) the predicament of African workers: see I, 5, 20 (twice), 21 (twice), 24, 25 (twice), 27, 28 (twice), VIII, 2, 3, XXX (twice), XXXVIII, 2, XLI (three times), XLII, heading, 1 (four times), XLII, 2. Needless to say, this only gives a partial picture. More could be found by looking at the verb -tumika, to work, and other statements lacking these explicit lexical markers.

93. The verb -tes(w)a, to suffer, and the noun mateso, suffering, hardship, occur ten times, eight times in the first chapter: see I, 2, 20, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, IV, XLII, 1.— On hardship and misery during colonial times see Vellut 1987b.

94. See I, 28, III, 2 (three times), XXXIX, 3, 4, 5, 6.

95. See, for instance, Jewsiewicki 1976 and a recent discussion, with a focus on Katanga in the 1940s, by Higginson 1988.
plain as soon as we consider the *Vocabulaire*’s ‘underlying’ agenda. The main message is most powerfully stated at the beginning, in Chapter I; its other concerns are best appreciated by reading the text backwards. Both agendas are predominantly complaints. But whereas on the main agenda generalizing statements of suffering and misery are accusatory (and thereby express solidarity among the colonized) we suspect that the complaints about the lot of *sisi wabo*y, we the domestic servants, and about *sisi watu wa Katanga*, we the people of Katanga, have an apologetic function.

Objectively, domestic servants have always been in an ambivalent position. During early periods of colonization there was prestige in working directly for European employers most of whom were single men. House boys paraded handed-down clothes as well as handed-down skills. They were proud to live in the parts of town reserved to Europeans. They were the ones who had more ‘intelligence’ about Europeans than others; they also experienced barriers and humiliations more acutely than their brothers and sisters who were on less intimate terms with the colonizer. This was especially so when the colony settled in and encouraged their agents to live with their families. African men now did women’s work under the command of European ladies and envy for their privileged position became mixed with contempt. Yet in situations of open revolt the domestic servants of Elisabethville defended their patrons and their property (see XLVII, 3) and tried to stay aloof of the sometimes bloody political conflicts that erupted between Africans and Europeans as well as among Africans. In Chapter XLII (‘WHEN MANY BOYS ABANDONED DOMESTIC WORK’) a pathetic attempt is made to extinguish the stigma of domestic work by extending the predicament of *boy* to all Africans employed by Europeans, including the military and skilled labor. There is something shrill about this theme of the ‘boy as hero.’

In what I called an ‘apologetic’ stance as regards the special status of Katanga matters are analogous but more subtle. The striking thing about the *Vocabulaire* is that, in my view, it cannot be read as an outright separatist statement. If this were the case, it would imply that its perspective is

---

96. The most comprehensive recent work directed to a context quite similar to that of the *Vocabulaire* is a study of domestic servants in Zambia between 1900 and 1985 by Karen Hansen (1989).

97. That in Katanga, with few exceptions, only men were employed in domestic service is a phenomenon that remains to be understood in all its implications. Historically it is tied to colonial directives aimed at eradicating concubinage (and occasional marriages) between European men and African women. This was, as I have argued (Fabian 1985, 1986), to have important consequences for language communication among colonizers and colonized.
‘colonial’ after all. I can find no basis for such an interpretation. True, there is at least one passage where resentments against people from ‘downstream’ come to the surface (in a comment on the municipal elections of the late 1950s, XLVI, 1, 3). But ‘ethnicity’ is not an issue that would be in any way central to this account. Some measure of ethnic strife is indirectly acknowledged, by pointing out that it did not exist in the days of the great depression (XXX). When ethnic diversity is talked about it is correctly seen as a result of labor recruitment and the labels that are used convey no bias whatsoever (XLI). Conspicuously absent is any harping on a dividing line in the population of Katanga which the colonial regime both created and exploited, that between ‘Katangese’ and ‘Kasaians.’ One of the heroes of the Vocabulaire, Bwana François, is explicitly identified as a ‘Kasai’ (VIII, 3).  

All in all, there is much evidence in this document for concern with demonstrating solidarity among Africans which includes the entire colony. This does not preclude pride in local achievements but neither can a few expressions of a ‘Katangese’ bias be interpreted as unqualified nostalgia for the brief secessionist period. The secession is mentioned — as uhuru ya Katanga, the independence of Katanga — only once, in an aside tucked away in one of the early chapters (V, 2). When the Congo’s independence is talked about it is twice called ‘ours’ — uhuru wetu (wa Congo) (IX, 4, XLVII, 4). The passages which deal with the history of political parties in Katanga make no attempt to hide conflict among local leaders. Moise Tshombe, the symbol of a separate Katanga, is called once buana wetu, which could be interpreted as ‘our leader’ but should probably be translated simply as ‘our man’ (XLVII, 1). Given the Lunda origin of Yav André, this is a sign of remarkable restraint.

These remarks on the Vocabulaire’s message leave off at a point where a detailed appreciation of the power of its thoughts and images might begin. Treatises could be written on its profound insights into colonial ideology as ‘visualizing’ and ‘spatializing’ (remember King Leopold’s imperial gaze on his maps and his concern with establishing a network of centers and routes), on
'psychoanalytic' traumata which seem to distill colonial experience to a story of sodomy and incest (see the story of the White man and his dog), or even on vignettes such as the observation that keeping Simon Kimbangu made his jailers put broken bottles onto prison walls. Hopefully, this long essay will not be in the way when the wealth of this text begins to be explored by others.
Map 2: Elisabethville and Part of the Domain of the Comité Spécial du Katanga.
Bruxelles: Comité Spécial du Katanga, 1950)
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ERRATUM

We regret that the references cited in W. Schicho's essay were omitted from the bibliography. Please insert the following list on p. 54.
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NOTES (p. 131)

n. 4 Dates should read December 16, 1884, February 23, 1885 and May 29, 1885.